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9hê nutriiioiial requirémmt# of b#cWi% #r# varied# Certain 
.epeele# are very - #r#etll# and;^,,er0ee».a:-elda range ef wWente, 
ether# have. very ' e#etlng mtritlenai ; requirement#,. eem# are #e. 
exaeting that atteipW te gre# them under experimental oendltlene 
have^  #0 fàft failed# The greeth eapahllltle# are determined by the 
cell*# genetype* The mere vereatiie ergenleme appear , te have a 
genetype whleh eedee far a large nowher ef degradatlve enmyme* ehieh 
oenvert a, variety e# ,earhen WpeWd#' ihte cell pelymer preeamr#, 
energy# and ether nempeund# eeeentlal far growth* The genotype i* 
never inlXy erpreemed#-The. f#otlen .# ** ' th# phenotype le
determined hy the Interàotlen of the envirenment with the haoterlal 
Intraoelinlar meohanieeW# The eorklng* of theme intraoelXnlar 
meohanlem# hay* been peinte of etndy for a number of year#* Meet 
of the advanoe# In thi# field have been made In the last deoade*
Two Of the many land mark* eat up have bien the induotIon/repreemibn 
thfdry (jaoeb and maned (igdl) ) and the dieoovery of the elgnlfloenoe 
of oyolio AliF In (Perlman and Faetan (19#%)* Cllmenn and
Honed (1968) )* irta 1^  ^ areme fro# atudie# Into the oontrol 
meohaniem ameeolaW nith oatabollte repremmien* . Catabolite 
repremelen ,#ae the name given Kagaeanik In 196I to the phenomenon 
originally known a* the gluode# effeot, élhortly after Jaoeb and Honed 
had propoeed their lndwtlon/r#pre#al#i theer^  ^ Catabolite repreemlon 
I# the redttotiott of #e differential rate of eyntheel# of oertaln 
enayme#> eeeentially Wnoible and involved In the degradation of 
carbon compound# ** when efficient eouroe# of carbon and energy are 
added to the medium* The original obeervatIon wa# made when gluooee
t*; tW: wWirn,hïm# it,m#; t#m#d th#
m m j i s m *  ' i'^ y
. max #f th# ##alx atadt## ** haotMi# ##x#i«d «at ia. th#. i##t 
««atntx ##%#' ##»o#m#A #ith th# «math #f p#'^*###; « #  .-th#!#/ ^. 
#ah####at #xttth#«i« #f twüm# 18** P#A #**- Wtllt###,r#x#*t#d, \ 
th#t'*i# tin* t#k#a f«# *Dl#Lth#at#',m#tila#" t# %*#da## t#%ta d#p#ad#4 
ap#a 'th# .««afoottloa #f th# ##*th madim# /## ««dlan # #  ##t
#%t*##t #a 1m%iil##,..r'#h# #W### ##at*»t #f. th# „h#alllm 4#x#ad*d - 
ay* h#w th* a«#t #*# .t###t#d,Wtw##a.th*' ,#l#a*#t#a #f 'th# aatmal - - 
#md" th# .#ah##qa#àt #*t*##tt«a t# «ta#:- th#'' haaillm./.-.PaA:;#** willtm# 
•h##«d’"0*t th#'?*###### #f ###«*# ia th# aatraot - tahihttad thi# - - 
ÿa#da#tt#a #f ^t#xia» %h#x #h#w#d 'that \th#, .Wthtttoa a##' da# t# th# - 
tihaait# ta-ÿà #f th#-ia#iiaa .a#a##d..hx th# f#%ia#at#ti«a #f *la####*
a«ith (189)) W#p#*d#atlx a#*tfi#d thi# fia#ad#
: ' . %  1)11 madail (K#adall (1,11) ) #h#m#d that' '
paaillaa ar«tfw tttUiaad #A**à#dt# - pa#f#a#ati#llX' «h#à It-«a## #a ' 
'a ««#]^ ##'madia# #amtata« '##*tN*)d#t#- #ad.ym#t#tm*, Kaadall 
-#a««*#t#d that th# ##%%#hxdaat#'might,hav# a apaalag «ffaet-aa pa#t#la 
'matahdil##* SuWaqa###', #tadl##. (Kaadall tad Walic## (1,15) ) #ho##d 
that 3. M#t#a# atgalaad'# yp#t##3xtla' #aay#\t# ### #a yratala# ' - ' 
aiaaa## lahihltad th# #yath##l# af thi# «aajm# hut n#ith#a diac### 
a#r-,th#. ahaag# 1# ##i##t#lx, lahihltad tba'-aetivltx pi ## #aax##*
, £tt' 1@# K#ad#ll, Oh##tha#. #»d ' mmlltaa l##lat#d' a aalahl# - 
fmtaalxtla #a#xm# fa## %l# «may## '### d#t##t#d;in -
ÿiaia m%atlm-m#diam::alt#a ##11#' had'haw# flltaàad, «1 f,, hat a#t la ' -- - 
g#latla mdiiM'«#atalala«--#!##««## - madall*#. hxe«th#al# .that- th# .
3 ■' '-vr.'
preferential use of glucose as #n energy souro# had » sparing effect 
bn protein metabolism bed e strong Influence on the investigation 
carried out in this field over the next twwty years# Host reports 
were oonOemed with the effeot of glucose on the synthesis of ensymes 
involved in protein metabolism» Lutwek'4(snn (1936) observed that 
while Bacillus coll flater known as Escherichia ooli) deand^ted 
ATP Wien grown on broth plus ATP, no deamination occurred when 
glucose was added to the same medium, Hàppold and Hbyle (I936) 
showed that glucose inhibited the synthesis of tiyptophanase#
Passmore and Tudkin (1937) investigated the effeot of a number of 
carbohydrates m  urease production. They observed that in the main, 
urease synthesis was stimulated but that both glucose and lactate 
reduced the amount of ensyme ayntheslsed#
Stephenson and Gale (I937a) reported that glucose inhibited the 
synthesis of galaotoaymase in B# ooli. This ensyme j^ rstem could 
only be induced in a glucose free medium containing galactose.
Gale and Stephenson investigated the effect of glucose on the 
synthesis of a number of ensymes, notably deaminases, (Stephenson 
and Gale (l937b)| Gale and Stephenson (1938)| Ggle (1938) )#
Gale later presented evidence that the presence of glucose in the 
medium inhibited synthesis of the ensymes (Gale and Epps (194^ A b) ), 
The presence of glucose did not always completely inhibit synthesis, 
and the cells ocoasionally had up to 20^  Of the ensyme activity 
present in cells grown on glucose free media# Stephenson and 
Gala (1937b) failed, however, to achieve their original goal Wiich 
was to elucidate the nature and cause of the glucose influence.
4
During th# 1940^ # Honbd »h#w#d that gluoo## inhibited th# 
synthesis of #h*ym## r##ir#d to d#g%md# other <m%WWd$#te## wh#i 
cells grew on # mixture of c#rlx>hydmt# #nt# glucose# The 
glucose effect wes made ohvious hy the phenomenen of dieuxie 
observed when cells grew on gluoeee plus leotose. The phenomenon 
of repression caused by glucose heoeme known as the glucose effect# 
Gpiegelmen (1950) suggested that the inhibition was due to 
competitiw between adaptive substrato# fnr the sam# precursor 
molecules called <*pre#en0yméè*’# Thi# h^thesis was later modified 
(Spiegeiman, HaiYQrBpn: and Ben*^ Is!*i (1955) ) once, the processes 
involved in protein synthesis were ,eiubidated# The concept of 
*^ pr#ênmymes*^  was replaced by amino acids, purimès and pyrimidines#
Neidhardt and Kagasanik (1956a) challenged Qpiegelmanls 
hypo thesis that the inhibition caused by glucose was due to a lack 
Of amino acids, pyrimidines and purines* They grew Aerobaotdf 
aerosenes on a complex medium containing amino acids# purine# and 
pyrimidines# glucose and the inducer of an ens)## subject to the 
glucose effeot* The presence of the protein precursors did net 
oauee any relief of inhibition* They also observed an #oeptîon 
to the norm with respect to the glucose effeot (Keidhardt and 
Magasanik (1956b) )# When A*aerogsnes grew on glucose medium 
containing histidine as the nitrogen source # they were able to 
detect the ensyme histidsse* If ammonia were added to the medium 
as nitrogen source# glucose fepressed the synthesis of hlstidase* 
This observation challenged the idea that glucCSe caused repression 
by inhibiting the passage of the inducer into the cell ( Cohn and 
Monod 1953)#
■ ' ^ ' - 
Experimental data qbtaWed between 1940 and the early I950^ e
indicated that there were etereoepecific permease eyetem» in the
cell membrane# It was found that these syeteme were neoeeaajy for
the uptake of their eubetrateç into oelle* Celle with the neoeeeary
degradative ensymee were unable to grow on eimple media if they
lacked the neoeeeary perméàB# system# These mutant» were claeeed >
ae oryptio# It wee poatulated that gluooee inhibited ensyme eyntheeie
by preventing the uptake of induoere. This hypotheeie was ohallenged
by MOnod (1941) and Cohn and HÇribata ( 1959)* They showed that the
addition of glupoee plué inducer to non^ induoed oeiie oompletely
inhibited eneyme eyntheeie, wherea# a parallel addition to pre^ induced
celle resulted in oontinued eynthesia at a lower differential rate,
Cohn and Horibata (1959) also showed that pre#induoed oelle required
the lao permease to overcome glucose inhibition of ^galeotonidase
synthesis* McBrien and Hoses (1968) showed #at a small percentage
of the lactose in a gluceee/[^ ^^  lactoee mixture wàs metabolised 
by non^ induoed colls* It is a valid point# however, that glucose 
inhibits the accumulation of induoers by the cell, although this 
cannot fully explain thé observation» associated with the gl^ ubose 
effect* Oluoose is unable to stop synthesis in constitutive mutants 
and in preinduoed cells growing in the presence of inducer* 
Neidhardt and Hagasanik (19560 ) observed that galactose 
only reduced the rate of synthesis of ensymes suoh as histidase 
by about 50*"70^'* Glucose completely euppressed synthesis#
SGobn and Horibata (1959b) found that oarbohydrates other than 
gluooee inhibited the induced eyntheeie of yf#galeotoeidae#. They
,pa
FltSIRE 1
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(c) e y e p #
Jacob, ttllnian, Honod# (1964)
(A '"■ ' . : ...... ... X. .«I». ■
Ippen, Miller, soiife, Beckwith# (1968)
6suggested that glucose may cause repression by two modes of action*
The first was a non-oompetitiye inhibition of uptake of induoer by the 
glucose molecule * The second was a competitive Inhibition of the 
induction process by a metabolite derived from glucose* The second 
mode of action, first put forward by Magasanik (1957)i explained the 
various degrees of repression observed when cells grew on different 
carbohydrates* The degree of repression obtained was said to depend 
upon the ability of the cell to synthesise the oo**repressor molecule from 
the darbohydrate* This two fold mode of action explained the results 
obtained when enzymes were induced in the presence of non-»metabolisable 
derivatives of glucose suoh as 2-deo3cygluoosô which only repress weakly* 
Their effect can be attributed to a direct inhibition of the uptake of 
the inducer*
The fact that compounds other than glucose oould repress enzyme 
synthesis (Keidhardt A Magasanik (1956c) j Cohn A Horibata (1959b) 
rendered the term glucose effect Inappropriate# Magasanik started to 
develop his idea that a metabolite derived from glucose inhibited enzyme 
production (Magasanik (l957))^  About this time ^  the late 1950*s - 
Jacob and Monod were formulating and gathering evidence for their 
model of the control of inducible enzyme synthesis#
INDUCTION REPRESSION THEORY.
In 1961 Jacob and Monod postulated that the oontrol mechanism for 
induction and repression acted at the genetic level and they introduced 
the concept of regulatory genes the operator and regulator# This 
model was proposed as a result of an extensive investigation of the
V ^ '
various mutants ol* the .lag systom in Eaolxerichia ooli* The 
interpretation of the x^ oculte Involving the regulatory genes were 
■ verified by genetic oroeees of speoifio E#q.oli mutants and by the 
product ion Of specif id diploids of ÉiGOli'ymtànto containing copie» 
of the lao mmâ»:r- Their model could be simply defined as follow»
(Bee Figure la), a,y and & are structural genes whioh determine thé
synthesis of,^ galactosido transacetylase(a) i^ g^ lactoside pormoane(y)
^d ^  #"galaot OGidase( z) # The operator (o) and !regulator (i) are the
regulatory genes, i controls the j^thesis of a repressor molecule*
In the original model:(Jacob and Ko^ Od (ijfil)), it was stated that this 
molecule was not a protein but subsequent investigation has shown that 
the représsOr is in fact a protein (Gilbert and IxullerwHill (1966))#
The repressor contrôle the transcription of the structural genes,
Nhen it is in an active state it combines with the operator gene and 
prevents DM/rna pdlynieràse: from syntheBising 3^  ïthEïA, An inducer 
combines ivith and inaOtivat es the représsôr so tliat the DNA/rNA 
polymerase can attach to the operator gene# 1#^ 1WRK4 is transcribed 
and then translated, resulting in synthesis of the lac ensymes#
In 1964 Jacob, Ullmann and Monod observed that certain deletion» 
in the operator gene did not affect the ability of the cell to synthesise 
lag enzymes* The rate of expression of the operon was surprisingly 
îxigh in celle with these deletions and also in operator oonstitutivé 
mutants* Because the rate of synthesis was unaffected Jacob et al 
(1964) proposed that the initiation point lay outside the operator gen»# 
They suggested that this initiation site, which they termed the 
promoter gene (p) , lay between the operator gone and the % gene (Figure I0)«
: ■' ^ '
Tills positioning of tht promo tor gçrtè was ohallenged by Beckwith*»
groux)* being their genetio mapping teolmiques they establiahed (Ippen,
Millor, Boaife and Beckwith (1968)) that the promoter gene lay between
tho i gene and the operator (figure Id)#
QATABOUTE REPRESSIOl^ # .
Megaeanik (1961) focused interest upon the nature Of th# metabolit# 
derived from gluçoee, wMoh inhibited induction* He argued that the 
name of the phenomenon **glucose effeot'% was no longer applicable# 
Experiment» had shown that compound»,which served efficiently as source» 
of intermediary metabolites and energy, could reduce the rate of 
formation of %luooae-sensitive*^  enwymes# Xt was suggested that the 
glucose inhibition was so strong because glucose was readily metabolised 
producing high intraoellular levels of catabolite»# Magasanik pointed
out that the majority of the ensyme# inhibited by glucose were catabolic 
enzymes which produced the same group of Cat aboil tes# He suggested that ; 
one of these catabolite» formed part of a repressor which controlled the 
formation of inducible catabolic pathways* Previous observations, 
however, could not be explained by the concept of a universal repressor.
It was suggested, therefore, that certain groups of enzymes might have 
their own specific repressors# Because he had suggested that a 
catabolite rex)ressed enzyme synthesis he proposed the title **oataboliie 
repression” as a name for the phenomenon*
Magasanik was one of the many who found Jacob and Monod*# model 
(1961) very attractive* He said that it was tempting to postulate that 
catabolite repression was part of this regulatory system (Magasanik (196I))*
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He had stressed the similarity between the repression exerted by the 
product of a biosynthetic eequenoe and by the product of a catabolic 
sequence# He suggested that one could perhaps ascribe to the catabolite 
the role of the "metabolite moiety" of a repressor, containing as its 
other component the product of the repressor gene# However, he had to 
point out that this scheme was not in accord with certain experimental 
observations# Brown and Honed (igSl) reported that glucose repressed thé 
synthesis of ^#galactcsidase in constitutive mutants of E.coli. At thie 
time they were unable to differentiate between mutante which failed to 
synthesise repressor# and ones wiiich eynthesisedinactive repressors# It 
was considered posoibla that the binding of the catabolite oo-repressor 
to an inactive repressor may restore part of the repressorb activity#
Brovm (Magasanik (1961) # Mscussipn) ar^ed that thé repression 
produced by glucose should be less severe in a oonetitut ive mutant than 
in the inducible wild type# He reported that when a variety of 
constitutive mutants were grown on glycerol théy contained two to three 
times as much ensyme as when grown on glucose# Hé proposed that 
catabolite repression was a separate meohaniem superimposed bn the 
inducible meohaniem for ^  **e^ iactoeldese synthesis#
It was accepted as a working hypothesis that oatabollte repression 
was brought about in a manner similar to Jacob and Monod*s model# It 
was suggested that the catabolite co^ represeor combined with an apO"* 
repressor, to form ah active represspr# The activé represser was thought 
to combine with the operator gene and inhibit the transcription process# 
The nature of the apo-repressor was disputed for some time# Borne 
maintained that the apo-repressor was the repressor synthesised from
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iîiG i gene, other8 thought its synthesis was determined by a specific 
gone distinct from the regixla,tor gene* ,/ Two lines of approach wore, 
adopted in an attempt to establish this model and elucidate the fine 
detail of the meoha'aism* One avds, the genet lo aï)proa.ch followed mainly 
by Magasanik and Boakwith*i3 groups* The former attempted to yarify v 
the concept of an apoMreprassor and astablish its identity# They did 
this by investigating tho nature of the gene coxxtrolling synthesis of 
the apo-^ ropressof# The latter were primarily interested in mapping 
the 1 ^  operon : in fine detail# Tl%e other approach adopted by 
Magasanik, Pobrogdsîsj Moses and others, was to aArlempt to identify 
the oatabolit o co-r opressor * • .
GJiMm O  APPKOAOH# ■
Màkada and Magasanik (1964) presented ovidenoe tlmt the catabolite 
repressor inlxibitod the s^mthesis of m-R¥A# They induood colls in 
the prosonce and absence of glucose, filtered off. the inducer after 
three minutes and resuspended the cells in the presence and absence 
of glucose, Glucose only produced repression v;hen it was present during 
the %)roinduction phase* In an effort to try and establish the identity 
of the apo^ -repressor, hoomis Jr* and Magasanik (1964) presented 
evidence which suggested thOrt the apo-xrepressor was-distinct from the 
repressor of the lao system* 0?hey showed that during.the transfer of 
the ;laq op or on from a lap  ^strain to a 1^"' (del) the synthesis of 
lac ensymes was subject to catabolite repression# ^  "-galaotosidase is 
synthesised for up to an hbixr affcer the z-gene enters tho recipient * 2 
During this time the. level of the repressor is increasing till it 
reaches the level at which enzyme synthesis is inhibited# Throughout - .
thl8 period. enKÿïiie sjTii-fcherxls t-jas fomid io bo miibjeot to a oonotaat 
degreo; of, eaiaboliie ï-cprenBioné Loomis Jrt and Magaeanilc o.rgi\cd 
that thd decree should increase ivith the level of repressor if the 
. repressor were -Ixr/ol’^ed*. Vhey foimd that some, mutants were su'hjoct to 
a greater degree of oatahollte x'^ eprossion than others# This they 
maintained was dne to a, higher loxroX of the ciataholite# 8inoe their 
ovidonee. Biiggestod that the degroee of catabolite x^ epression'depended 
on the concjentx'atipn of the catahoXlte .hut not on the concentration’ 
of the repressor they concluded that the apo--repressor t:as distinct : 
from the 3?epressox' and was controlled by a gene outside the lac i 
region#: Furthei'moz'C tiiey observed thot operator constitutive
mutants (o ) were, stil 1 subject to catabolito repression# ■ They 
concluded that the oatabollto repressor did not ijnteraot with .an . 
operator which included the site# , 'Phe catabolite repressor could, 
however j have bound to a portion of the operator remote from the
- o^.mt0#::'T '  ^ . ' . : '. ■ ■■' ■ '■
, . ; Loomis. Jf# and Magasanih (19^ 5) later isolated a-strain of • 
I^ éCOli 'which synthesised yl^^ galactosidase at a derepressed rate in 
" :the presence of glucose* They interpreted this as being due to a 
. .mutation in. the catabolite repression gene (GR)# They showed that , 
during conjugation only of the OR gene %ms transferred iU; ' .
association with the lac operon* It ims concluded that the OR gene 
was remote from, the loo operon# It was suggested (Loomis Jr* and 
Hagasanik (1967)) that the CH gené oilght determine a cytoplasmic 
, factor which regulated n>-MA synthesis and which might be slniilaxr
' . 
to the product of .the regulator, %
Riokeuberg, Ëeie and , (l$68) ehowed that the
on gone ms not spooific for -^ alàctosidâse# They detern^ tned 
the rate of synthesis of, enasymes other than those determined by 
Loomis Jr* and M#gàs#nlk (Ï965) and showed that their ratée were 
derepreèscâ in the CH niutaht# It was peselble, therefore, that the 
OH charaoterietio arose as a result of an Unidentified lesion in 
glucose metabolism# Silverstone, Magdeanik, hemikoff, Killer and 
Beckwith (1$69) showed that deletion Of the promoter region of the 
,lad operon not only reduced the rate of ensymo synthesis but also 
rendered cells insensitive to oat abolit e x^ epre scion * They suggested 
that catabolite repression may be due to a catabolite interacting idLth 
the complex of HHA polymerase and the l^ao promoter# The catabolite 
ccMreprcssor could thus reduce initiation of HÎTA synthesis by the 
polymerase# It is possible that the catabolite co-^ ropressor binds 
to a site in the factor which Was recently: reported to stimulate 
transcription by RHA polymerase (Burgess, Travers, ])mn% and Baut| (1969)), 
and reduces its affinity for the lac promoter#
im^8!TIGATim .01^; THR MObEOULAR m m #  OP TBB CATABOLITE OORm^ RESSOR#
Experiments were designed to elucidate the identity of the 
catabolite co^ repressor* Mandelstam (196I) verified that compounds 
other than glucose, could cause catabplite 'repression and showed that 
the glucose inhibition was not due to à general inhibition of protein 
synthesis whiclif in certain oases, was onlxanoed# Ho observed that 
glucose caused repression %é\m added to/:Aells ' =wder_ both
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aerobic and anaoroMo conditions# - He tniggeoted that the site of 
action of the reprcsBor .was the cnsiyraG forming .Byetem and proposed ' 
that the catabolite co'^ reprcssor may be a compound ouch as ATP# Later . 
Mandelstam (1982) reported that catabolite repression Oould be observed 
in a constitutive mutant# This meant that it wàe possible to 
Btu^ the phenomenon in the absence of the jabob^ îonod induct idn^
' 'repression mechanism#
bobrogos^  (1966a) adopted a more direct approach# He attempted 
to identify the co^ repressor molGouXc by investigating the compounds 
produced during groTffch on glucose# This approach was also unsuooesmful# 
He noticed that the rate of ^^ alaotosidaso synthesis ms depepresded 
when cells were switched from aerobic to anaerobic growth on glucose#
This derepression could be overcome by adding pyruvate to the medium 
simultaneously, with the change in grovrth oonditionsi He. suggested that 
pyruvate was e$mply acting as; an alternative .eleetron accepter to 
oxygen in the same way as nitrate or nitrite# ./The phase of derepresâed 
Éynthcois i-as later found to be inhibited, by the addition of gluconate 
(Okisfioka and Bobrogosa (1966)) and potassium nitrate (Okinafca and 
Bobrogoejà (1967a))* Pyruvate was detected in the medium in both caaee# 
Ithms "assumed that the presence of pyruVate prevented the derepressicn# 
As the addition of alternative electron acceptors to cells growing 
.anaorobically prevented the defepression of ensyme synthesis,. Bobrogoss,
. like, Mandelstam, suggested that' ATP mi^ xt be the catabolite• ccN-reprëôsor# 
This ay extern is complicated by the fact that the pliasc of derepreceion , 
occurs while cells which have previously boon grpvdng aerobically are. 
adapting to an anaorobiq environmont# Richards (I969) and Robert sen 7
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and'Holms (impubli Bhed no mit s) Imve observed that, in certain'oases 
enaym© eynthCsis in derepressed when cells adapt to now growth condition»# 
This may have ocourrcd in the above system# It is pobsifelo that the 
repression-obnerved when pyruvate was added to cells, adapting to 
anaerobic conditions was not. catabolite ropression per ee# The 
addition of, pyrtivatO'as an alternative electron acceptor may have 
restored, the colls metabolism to that obtained under aérobic conditions 
and the differential rate of ehsyme synthesis niay have fallen accordingly# 
In view of the close association of pyruvate with catabolite repression 
and the fact that when cells grew on pyruvate alono, ^ i^galaotosidase 
is synthesised at a derepressed rate, Okinaka and Bobrogosz (I96?b) 
investigated the relationship between catabolite repression and the 
decarboxylation of pyruvate# Using variouslabelled glucose 
molecu3.es they showed, from a consideration Of the pattems of ■ QOg 
release, that the rate of decarboxylation of pyruvate increased at the 
same time as the effect of catabolite repression increased* They 
suggested that either ATP or ecetyl-CoA might be the co*-repressor or an 
immediate source Of the co^ repressor# However, it should be noted 
tîiat they never compared quantitatively the degree of catabolite 
repression and the rate of decarboxylation of pyruvate# If the one 
influenced the other there should have been a relationship between 
the two#
Even some of their conditions were lordly comparable# When they 
added nitrate to cells growing anaerobically on glucose, the growth 
conditions would change almost immediately to psuedo aerobic conditions# 
The pyruvate foz^ ed from glucose would be decarboxylated and the acetyl-
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Oûâ formed would be directed etrai i^t into the ICrebS^ i .oÿole# . A 
fraotion of this aoetylrCoA may 'be degraded to. acetate (BemiGtt and 
' HdlmB (1969) )* - , ' . . ,
Cells which have adapted to anaêrobio; growth-aild deca'rboxyla/fce 
pyruvate, wi11 convert a, large proportion of thé acetyl—OoA formed to 
\ ethanol and foxvimte; (Thimann (1964)) 1 a fo?aotio3a Tdll .he used for the 
,7 synthesis of a.sparta;be and glutamate# In the -former casé thé acetyl— 
CoA coixld ho considered a soilrco of energy, hut not in thé latter#
It WÇIS possible that acetyl-GoA itself v?as the; go—repressor though one.; 
would expect that fUhe pool sizo. of. this intermediate would vaxy grea,tly 
between the two growth conditions: due to tho different demands made on 
the compound* Under aorohio conditions it is a source of both cell- ■
preouxso'rB and energy hdiile' inidor anaerobic conditions it is a sourco
of cell precursors# The differential x^ ate of iensyme. synthesis,-however,
' ' '6f. A. - ' y. , ' .' f ^
does not vary*' greatly-imder the two groiith conditions# (Okinaka, and
Pobrogoss (1967b) )#
Despite this Bobrogoss (1968a) investigated thé effect of
adding'U—acotyXglucosamine to cells growing on glycerol in an effort
to determine whether or .not acetyl-GoA. and ATP TXero.-involved in the '
control mechanism# ' The assimilation of ih-aoetylglucosamine depends ’>
upon the availability, of acetyl-GoA and ATP# Bobrogoss postulated :
that the acotyl—CoA and ATP derived from the docai'bo]{yiatiozx of
pyruvate.produced catabolite repression by stimulation of the rate of
assimilation of : amino : sugars# /Ho postulated that the oo-reprossor was
one of the following:^ UDP-i^-acotylglucosamine, UDP-ii-aGetyl nmranrio
acid, or toxctose*»-6'-phOBphato# In a later experiment Dobrogoss (I969) :
Aàdéd H#ftdeiyIgluc<>ôWBiri0 to mutante dtfioitoit in either 
X^uoOBamine*-^ phoephate deaminaee or the deaoitylaee# Th#e# 
mutants iHore only able to assimilate R*acatylglucosamine * The
addition of this compounds to the)medium, however, produced 
oatabOl it e repress ion in bath the wild type and the mutants lacking 
the deàcetylae'e#- ■ Bobrogosç concluded , that the. c©>?repreB‘s0r.?:wa^s;'. an . 
aoylated amino sugar#
Sato., Aida and Uemura ( 1969) presented conflicting evidence#
These workers maintained that the catabolite co#?represBor was not 
pyruvate but a metabolite arising from its cataboliem# When pyruvate 
decarboxylation was inhibited by iodoaoetate and sodium fluoride, the 
addition of pyruvate still produced catabolite reives ion# They
concluded that the co^ repressor was a compound involved in glyoolyeis# 
These workers disputed the i suggest ion that the differential rate of 
enzyme synthesis was related to growth rate (Bobrogoes (1967)* Clarke, 
Houldsworth and Lilly (I968))# This experiment (Sato et al I969) 
presents results oonflioting to those of 33obrogos» (l967), however there 
is no evidence that the inhibitors of pyruvate decarboxylation are 100^  
efficient, . It is possible thSt the reeidual activity le sufficient to 
allow the pyruvate added to produce databolite repression through its , 
being deoarboxylated*
Moses and Prévost ( I966) investigated the e^xclusion theary** which 
maihtained that glucose caused repression of inducible enzymes by 
preventing uptake of inducer* By comparing the effect of glucose on the 
synthesis of g^&laotosidase in a wild type cell and a -pgalactoside 
permease negative mutant they concluded that glucose produced it* effect
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bÿ another route# Their résulté suggested that the de^es of 
repress ion might he inversely related to the rate of BHA synthesis, 
as estimated from &  uraoil uptake hy the cells# Hoses and Prévost 
(1966) suggested that there mi^ ht he one oataholite co'^ repreesor for 
ill or a large number of enaymes# Each enzyme system would be 
Bueoeptible to various concentrations of the co^ repressor#
Prévost and Koees (1967) adopted a similar approach to that of 
hobrogoes (1966a}# They investigated the effect of adding glucose, 
to celle growing on glycerol, on the intracellular concentrât ions of 
various compounds.# They compared the effects produced in a strain 
which showed transient repression and in a strain which did not# From 
these studies they decided that th# ocKrepressor could be one of the 
following* NABPH, fruotose^ 1#^6Ldiphosphate, gluco8o»*6«»phoophate and 
6m,phosphogluoonate# Thbso compounds, with the exception of fructose- 
'1*6wdiphôhphate, are involved in the pentose phosphate pathway# Palmer 
and Moses (1967) showed by ocmpari^ the release patterns of a
strain of B#oojll producing transient repression and one which did not,. 
that both had the same pentose phosphate pathway activity# This 
tended to contradict their early findings concerning the possible 
nature of the co-repressor (Prevoet and Moses (I967))# Their results 
with various regulatory mutants suggested that for a strain to show 
transient repression it had to have a regulator gene or an operator 
gene or both.* These genes were not neoeeeary for the expression of 
full oatabblite repression* Heie, Rickenberg and Janecok (I969) 
contested the results of Prévost and Moses (1967)# They compared 
the levels of UADPK, 6-phosphogluconate and gluoose-6-phosphate in
type celle and in a catabolite roprèoBion negative mutant# They showed 
that the concentrâtionm of theee compounds were the same in both types 
of cell#
' Mobos and Tudkin (I968) showed that the dilution theory "could not 
explain the; oheervationB made on catabolite repreeeion"# This theory 
poBtulated that the differential rate of enzyme synthesis was governed 
by the rate of synthesis of all other cellular proteins* If this war# 
so then the addition of a complete mixture of amino acids chould result 
in derepression of enzyme synthesis the presence of the âmiho acids 
should repress the synthesis of the necessary synthetic eneymee* The 
addition of a oasamino acid mixture brought about repression instead of 
the expected deiD'ep3?essi©n,-ThesC workers verified Hiokénberg et al f» - 
(1966) finding that the OH locus was not specific for the lac operon* 
When part of thé lac operon was joined to the pur E region the synthesis 
of the transacetÿlase was oubjeot to catabolite repression*
Mc-Fall and 7"andelst am (19-63)' produced result»’in agfeement With 
Riokenberg et al (1968) and Koses and Tuikin ( I968)* They showed that 
the addition of pyruvate to oclla growing on glyoerçl repressed the 
synthesis of -galaotosidase# P-serine deaminase and tryptcphanase*
USE OF Mm'ATHD BTmiMH OF BAUMIiU.
Neldhardt (i960) isolated a mutant of A*aerogeaee which was 
résistant to : thé glucose effect* This mutant grew at 66$ of the raté'
of the wild type on glucose# This mutant produced y^ «*galaotosidase at a
- ■  ^- ■ ' . . ■ ;; , ) .
(dewpressed' rate while growing on glucose, this was taken to mean
that glucose itself did hot cause catabolite repression# This routant
grew at 665? of the rate of the wild type, due perhaps to a lesion in
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the metabolic pathwaya specifio for glucose# If the mutation were , 
associated with the glucoce transport system, however, then the rate of 
uptake of glucose and the rate of growth would he deoreaeed# In thie 
caae the intracellular concentration of glucose would he expected to 
deorease instead of building up, This observation could not really be 
taken ao conclusive evidence that glucose was not the co*^ reprecspr# Xn 
the light of what is known about permease système now (Schaeffer and 
Schenkein (1968) it ic unlikely that the intracellular concentration of 
glucocc ic ever very high* Glucoee enters the oell as glucose-6 p^hosphate 
Paigén (15^ $) adopted a similar approach to invcDtigate the 
possible role of the intermediates of galactose leading to the 
l^ bden-Myerhoff pathway, in the Control of catabolite repression# He 
added galactose to, a galaotokinaeelees mutant, a uridyl transfcraseless 
mutant and a UBF-galactose *^^pimeraselese mutant# Catabolite repression 
was only observed in the last mutant# This, however, was not due to a 
build up of ÜBP-galactose but to an inhibition of general protein 
synthesis and a depletion of the DTP pool# Paigen verified this result 
later (Faigen et al (196?) ) xjhen he showed that both tîDP-glucose 
syhthaceleso and UBP-galactoseM^pimaraseiess mutants were sensitive 
to catabolite repression# Henoe neither tXDP-glucbse nor UDP-galactose 
is the catabolite oofrrepreecor*
From result» obtained using a hexoee phosphate isomerase negative 
mutant Loomis Jr# and Magasimik (1966) suggested that the co-repressor 
was a common intermediate in the metabolism of gluconate, xylose, 
lactate, succinate and fructose* They also showed that glucose 
Caused repression when added with an inducer to a pyruvate dehydhog§^ ase
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negative mutant which had been washed |and resuepended in minimal
- i .
medium lacking acetate and ammonia# Thie implied that the 
intermediates of the tricarboxylic aoid cycle were not involved in 
the mechanicm of repression*
Paigen (I966) and Tyler, Loomis dr* and Magasanik (l$67) reported 
that the transfer of cells from one medium to a homologous medium 
containing glucose caused a severe repression of y^-galaotosidase 
. synthesis which lasted for up to a full generation* Cell growth was 
not inhibited over this time# This phenomenon was called transient 
repression# It was later observed that the addition of glucoaa to 
celle g^Wing on glycerol caused transient repression (Mosee and Prevoet 
(1966) )* They also showed that the addition of galactose, ribose, 
uridine I adenosine, oyticliuc and guanosine caused transient repression* 
Hon-metabclisable eubétratos did not produce transient repression*
Tyler, Loomis Jr* and Magasanik (1967) presented conflicting evidence* 
They observed that cfwnethylgluceeide and 2-de03Cyglucose caused transient 
repression but not catabolite repression# The conflicting result© may 
well be duG to the different strains of E#oolt used in the various 
experiments* As a consequence of their observations with non- 
metabolisable compounds Tyler et al (1967) suggested that transient 
repression ^was dietlnot from catabolite repression* They presumed that 
these oompouhds-OgHnethyl gluooside and 2-deoxygluoose - would not 
influence the common catabolite pool# However, those compounds are 
phosphorylated and will inhibit the uptake of glyoorol to some extent 
which could result in an alteration of the internal environment
, , ,  . / ,  ■ /''X" 7
■■of;, the cell* They, showod, hovjever, that tmmolent r sprees Ion :'
. coourrbd in ooi%stltutlve etmlus thus discounting the idea; that , ■ • 
transient repression was:due to ah exclusion of the•inducer by glucose* 
Tyler and Hagasaaik (1969) investigated the molecular basis of 
■; transient repress ion #; They presented evidence that repression
occurred at the level of tranecription# They could find no evidence 
which suggested that either the i or 0 gene werenguired for the 
mediation of transient repression*
STtîDmé iRVQLTOa CYCLIC 3 . 5 m ADENOSINE M0I?DFH0BPHATB (ovolio) AMP.
During imd ,since 1968 theories about the mechanisms involved in 
catabolite repression have undergone a complete upheaval# Previously 
it was thought that the repression was caused by a build up of a 
catabolite* Evidence now suggests that it is due to a decrease in 
concentration of an activator# Most work was carried out on the , 
assumption that tho catabolite combined with an apo-repreesor similar 
in nature to the repressor present,in Jacob and Monod*s model (196I)#
There was dispute over the number of apo-represBora present* The 
general evidence was that there were a number of pepresaore though it 
was possible that one repressor could control more than one system 
(Hoses and Prévost (1966) )* There is now growing support for thé 
idea that, at least in the y^ -galaotosidase system# the apo-feprééaor 
is part of the phA/PiA polymerase (Silverctone et ai (1969)1 
Ohambers and Zubay (I969) )* Burgeee et al (1969) have shown that 
D#/MA polymerase is of a number of subunits, one of which-
the si$na factor # appears to be required for initiation of HHA syntheeie#
Pâstan and Péx'lman (1968) and Perlman (1969) have presented
evidence that :cyclio Aïd^  acts at the promoter locus* There, is, as 
yet, no experimental evidence linlcXng the two observations* - However, 
it is possible that cyclic Al# alt or s the affinity of, the DNA/BM 
polymerase for the lac promotei' région by altering the configuration 
, of the sigma, factor or a similar factor. . .
. Makman and Sutherland ( 1965) detected .oyolio' Al# in E »coli *
They obso3?ved that the level of the compound in cells growing on 
gluoose/salts rose sharply as the glucose was exhausted. The ) ^
. -addition of gliicose to starved, cells caused, a reduction in the 
internal-concent rat ion* .The •oyclio A W  t-jas detected in the medium.
: It kas deduced that E.coli controls its internal concentration of 
byclio At!iP by puiïiping it out into, the medium (Anderson and Hood (I969))* 
This process is'apparently associated with the hexbse transport system* 
Perlman and Pastan (1968a) and Ullmann and Monod (1968) 
independently showed that cyclic A #  stimulated the synthesis of 
, y5.-galaotosidase when, the enzyme was, induced in. E .coli , in the presence 
of glucose* Initially the cells ivere treated with tris-BDTA, as 
described by LGive (1965)1 to break doxoi the permeability barrier#
Later it was found that 5»i^ '^ '"Gyolic A W  could stimulate synthesis in cells
growing on gluco se/ salt a# Doth groups showed that stimulation of
synthesis was not due to a general incuease in prootein"synthesis nor 
x\?as it due to cyclic Aî# inhibiting growth* Perlman and Pastan (1968a) 
showed that cyclic. A!# also stimulated the rate of synthesis of 
tryptophanase but pot that of alkaline phosphatase* :
The ability of cyclic AMP, to overcome the repression of ensyrne
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synthesis caused by gliicose x^ as verified by Goldeiibaum and Dobrogosz
(1968). They found, however, that cyclic AMP could not relieve the 
repression caused by glucoBê-6-phosphate or a mixture of glucose 
plus gluconate# They, therefore postulated that cyclic AMP overcame 
repression by influencing the conversion of glucose to glucose**6- 
phosphate# It was later shown (Perlman et al (1969)) that by raising 
the cyclic AÎ# concentration this repression could be relieved# -
Poriman and PaBtan.,( 1968b) presentod evidence which supported, 
the hypothesis that, cyclic AMP stimulated lac m-ÎÎHA synthesis# They 
bpjuld find no -evidence that cyclic AMP stimulated translation or . increased 
the half life of lao m-MA# These findings vjore verified by Jacquet 
and KepeS'(1969)• Perlman and Pastan (I969) shox^ ed that cyclic Aï# 
stimulated tryptophanase synthesis by acting at the translational level#
Perlman j Do GrombrugghO and Fasten (1969) shoxjed that cyclic Al# - 
overcame both transient and oatabblite repression suggesting that they 
xjere related phenomena# They also presented further evidence that 
cyclic Al# acted on the promoter region of the lao operon# It had been 
shoxw (Pastan and Perlman (I968) ) that a mutation in the promoter 
area reduced the effect of glucose and cyclic AMP on, enzyme synthesis#
A revex’sioh in this .mutation restored the sensitivity# , Perlman et al
(1969) showed that the effect of cyclic AMP on yZ^galactosidase synthesis 
V7BS vezy different in a promoter mutant from that in the x^?ild type#
This was assumed to be due to the mutation in the promoter region as 
cyclic AMP had the same effect in both strains on the synthesis of a 
second enzymo# This is not evidence that cyclic A W  acts directly at 
the promoter}' it could act through a system which acts on the promoter
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k#A#.# It b*a zhown that prométei* mutant» »f# I#»» »#n»ltiv# 
than' the wild typ# to oyciio AKF and that oydlio 4MP do»» not 
attmulat# onzyme ayathe»!» hy inoreaalng the intnaooXluIar 
«oAOentratton of induoon (Porlmgn »t al (1969) )*
Chamher» and #uhay (1$6$) ahoued, ueing a o»II free protein 
»ynth»»i»ing »yftt»m| that th»cff»ot of oyolio AMP ikus not a general 
one* The DKA used in this system ms extracted from 80d lac phage# 
Prssumahly the protein synthesised is composed of fragment» of 
^ #^géleçtosidaee end other proteins coded for hy the BNA* The 
addition of cyclic AMP to thie system stimulated #galaotosidase 
synthesis hut did not increase the overall rate of incorporation of 
^^0 leucine into protein* It would appear from thie that the 
stimulation of the synthesis of the o»#cemponent of y^ #galacto»idaee* 
in this system* results in a repression of the synthesis of other 
proteins# This is to he eapected from the nature of the system* 
Chamhers and Zuhay suggested that oyolio AMP mig^ t act on the
BNA/rma polymerase*
It has heen verified that B.ooll contains the ensymes required 
for cyclic AMP synthesis and degradation* TSo and Lipmann (1969) 
and Ids (1969) have isolated adenylcyolase from Crooks*» strain of 
EéoeljL» Their reports differ in their findings on the properties of 
the ensymes * Tad and Lipmann claim that pyruvate inhihits the 
purified ensyme* Id# states that pyruvate has no effect and that 
maiate and oxaloacstate inhihit* Perlman and Pastan (I969) have 
ohserveA that a pleiotropio mutant unable to grow on a number of 
oarhohydrates has ..a very low level of adenyl'CiprbX§s§. This mutant
is only able to ^ow on the carbohydrateB In que^ tibn if oyolio AMP 
is added to the medium* Monard# Janecek and Hickenberg (l969) 
inveetigated the level of phoephodiesterase in certain mutants 
of jS.coli » They showed that the level: of the enzyme vïas very low 
in a imitant resistant to both transient and/catabolite repression 
compared to that in the idid type* The presence of this enzyme 
casts doubt on the suggestion that cells control their intracellular 
concentration of cyclic AXÎP by pumping it out into the mediim 
(Anderson and Wood (I969) ) • It is possible that the uptalee of 
hexoses is accompanied by a pumping out of cyclic AMP* The 
phosphotransferase system of most permease complexes is composed 
of two components* One contains an enzyme which activates a specific 
protein to a phoephoprotein at the expense of phosphoenolpyTOvate 
which yields pyruvate* The other has ah enzyme which transfers the 
phosphate from the phosphoprotoin to the carbohydrate which is then 
trapped in the cell as the . sugar phosphate * Mutants of E * coli 
lacking the former component of thé System exhibit repression in the 
presence of glucose Wiile those deficient in the latter do hot 
(Pastan and PerImah (1969) )* If there is a mechanism which pumps 
cyclic Al# out of the cell it would appear that it is not associated 
with the former component* c
■ ■  '06 7::
TRESÏS* -,
When ï étarted «y liérk for thl» in I967 MàgaWik*#
hypothtÉi» (1961) W »  ©till th» major iforktng hypoth»»!»^  %t W# -
a»«timéd that catabolit» r»pr»«»ion lia» du» to th# Wild up of a 
oatabolit# oorepreeoor which oomhinad with an a^-rapraicor to 
form an activa rapfa««or* Tha rapraaaor inhihitad ahayme aynthaai# hy 
acting at either th# tranacriptional or tranalational levai.
Experimental evidehc# atrongly eupportad the idea that the rapraaeor 
acted at the tranacription lavai (Makmda and Magaeanik (I964) ).
Bowever# it waa not concluaive#
The above hypotheeia raieed a number of queatlona which were 
open to experimental inveatigation aa vary little waa known about the 
mechaniam of catabolita repra$éioh* The nature» of both the catabolite 
corepraaaor and the apo-repreesor war# unknown. Jndicatlone were 
that the repraiior acted at the traneoription level (Hafcada and Magaaanik 
(1964) ) and I worked on the aceumption that thie wan correct. Very 
little w#a known about the organisation at the genetic level, soaife 
and Beckwith (1966) announced that they had ieolated a new clas# of 
lac mutant promoter mutante. Beckwith ( 196T) tluat the
promoter region »i#t play eome part in determining the activity of the 
lao operon. Slow but definite progreem appeared to be being made in 
thie field*
I decided to attempt to inveetigate the nature of the oatabolite 
corepreaeor* A large volume of work had been done in thie field 
einoe I96I but the reaults were conflioting. Ko one had come to any 
firm oonolueion about ite nature* Okinaka and Bobrogoes (1967)
, ,2? '
euggOBtod that the co-ropressor might lie ih an area of metabolism 
associated tilth the decarhoxylatiovi of pyruvate# Loomis Jr* and 
Magasanilc (1966) and others on the other hand 'thought that the 
co-^ repressOr m s  synthesised in an area of metabolism associated 
with glyoolysioÿ' suoh as the pentose phosphate, pathway or the Emhden 
. Meyerhof f pathxiay*
I decided to study catabolite repression of tho lao operon*
Before I started I spent some time determining the best and most 
reproducible way of measuring .^laotosidase and turbidity-growth *
I intended to use tho differential rate of enzyme synthesis as a 
means of estimating the, degree of catabolite repression produced by 
the compound in question* I had, therefore, to be able to measure the 
two parameters accurately*
i3*'coli is unable to grow on a number of compounds* When cells 
grow on different compounds it is most likely that their internal 
environment xvill be different* I decided to investigate the effect 
of adding groups of compoimde and single compounds on the differential ; . 
rate of^-galaotosidaee synthesis incoells growing on glycerol* This 
method allowed me to look at a \dder range of compounds than those whi^ 
will support growth*
It was reasoned that the cells would grow essentially on the 
glycerol and utilise the compound under investigation to a limited 
extent# Because of this the compound was only expected to have an 
effect on its own pool size and those of closely associated
compound». Of course there is no guarantee that the internal 
environment will he any more oonstamt in thie syetem than in the 
growth syetems need hy other workers# It is very diffioult to obtain 
roproduoihle oonditiohe when additions are being made to cells growing 
iogaritlimioally# In an effort to obtain reproducible oonditione I grew 
celle on limiting glycerol to a »ot turbidity and then added fresth 
glycerol plus the compound under investigation to the medium and 
followed the differential rate of enzyme ©yntheeia# I devoted ©owe 
time to show that these growth conditions were reproducible.
This approach was inconclusive# Three points of interest aroeo.
1* liaffinOse - a non-metabolieable compound caused repression.
2* Compounde which caused repression in the main, utilised 
a permease system which used phosphoenolpyruvate as a 
source of éner^ and/or were good souroes of pyruvate.
3. Pyruvate produced the greatest degree of repression.
As there was no sensitive procedure available for estimating 
intracellular levels of pyruvate % decided to usé mutants of E.coli 
to determine whether pyruvate itself or pyruvate metabolism was 
responsible for the repression observed. I isolated two mutmitB, 
one phosphoenolpyruvate synthase negative, the other pyruvate 
dehydrogenase negative. If pyruvate were responsible for the 
repression, then the addition of pyruvate should produce repression 
in both mutants# It appeared that pyruvate had to be decarboxylated 
before it produced repression.
Although ratfimose is not metabolised it is thought to be
, - "25 ■ ■ ■'7 ,-7
actively acouinulatod, x^ hich’ rcqi'iireo energy* I invectigatod the 
effect of raffinoBO on the ATP pool and the overall rate of ATP. 
synthcsic ; and determined xihether or not theee tvio ; parameterp were 
related to “ the differential rate of ensyme cynthecie*
Perlman-and Pàstan announced that cyclic AtIP relieved Oàtaholité 
repression* I . chocked that cyclic AMP relieved repression produced ■ 
by raffinose and a fex^ other compounds* Ï also investigated the 
effect of cyclic AMP on the ATP pool and the overall rate of 
-ATP synthesis*: ^
EESIALS AMD'$ÎBTI10I)8.
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1* BâOO?ERlAL TEGIMQUES
■3O T » V h <**.!■ J3JI y  f|*.ÉJ »_# .I ■ I ^1
1.1 ORGMISî®
The organism used for the greater part of this work xjas 
Eeoheriohia coll strain I#308 " ATCC 15224* This, strain has 
the genotype i ^ y"^ a -galaotosidase, y^-galaotoside
permease and y^^galactoside transacetylase are synthesised 
gratuitously in the absence of lactose, hut they are still subject 
to oataholite repression#
This strain was mutated,, by a modification of the procedure 
of Gorini^ Kau:fman (1960) and.the following mutants were isolated# 
a Phosphoenol pyruvate .synthase negative mutant - ï^ 308/pps*"
^ Pyruvate dehydrogenase negative mutant — FJL308/pdh**
A mutant with the grovrth characteristics of 
pyruvate dehydrogenase negative mutant - ML3O8/4O
The phosphoenol pyruvate synthase mutant was farther mutated
by the same procedure. A mutant lacking both phosphoenol pyruvate 
synthase and pyruvate, dehydrogenase - MLSOS/pps"", pdh** - was isolated, 
Except where specifically stated, the organism used throughout this 
thesis vms E.coli I#308#
All strains used were char act eri sed by a number of 
bacteriological tests carried out according to, the methods described 
by Cowan and Steel (I965)* (See table,1)# The enzymes in question 
could not be detected in crude extracts of the respective mutants#
They were both present in I#308 (See table 3)*
#t 37^ 0# Thi« cuXtur#
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1#2 STORAGE OF ORQANI^S*
E» oéli ML308 HA© obtained aa a freeae-dried daaiocata in a 
aealed avacnatad ampoule# The ampoule wa© cracked open and the 
celle Here reoonetltuted by the addition of eterile nutrient broth* 
Thie BUBpeneion wae inoculated into nutrient broth, grown ovemi^t 
at 37^ 0 and etreaked on nutrient agar# A typical clone waa 
picked off I inoculated into fre^ h nutrient broth, and grown
wae checked for homogeneity 
(microBCopioally and by cloning)* It was eetabliehed that all the 
colonie* contained ^#galactOBldaee by «praying the plates with 
lOmK-nitrophenol - j^ -galactopyranoside# The culture was then 
used to inoculate a number of cooked meat media (10 ml medium in
• .  ■■■ ' ■■■ • 7 , . '25 ml MacCartney bottle)# The cooked meat cultures were
-,
incubated at 37 C for 18 hours and then stored at 4 G*
A stock of six nutrient broth cultures (10 ml in 25 ml 
MacCartney bottles) were prepared from a cooked meat cultwe*
a '
The nutrient troth cultures were incubated at 37 0 for 48 hours ahd 
stored at 4 P* 4 fresh nutrient broth culture was taken each month 
and used as a working stock*
1.3 PREPARATION OF IROODLA*
Three drops^  of the nutrient broth stock culture were inoculated 
into 100 ml of the mediiim required and inoutmted, with shaking at 
37^ 0 on an orbital ahaker (L.N* Engineering Co. Ltd. England) 
for 15 hours. 1 ml of this culture was inoculated into 100 ml of 
the homologous medium and incubated, as before for 7 hours# This
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p^oedure was repeated# When neceeaary the oelle were stored
at 4^ 0 f Celle obtained from the third paeeage were used directly
as the inoctiltan for experlmente#
1*4 PR0CEDT3EE FOR MUTATION.
The mutante for E.coli ML308 were obtained by the procedure used
by Professor H,L# Komberg (Personal communication)# This procedure
is a modification of that of Cforini, Kaufman (IJfiO)#
a PREPARATION OF PHOSPHOCTÔL PtRtJVATB SCTTHASE NEGATIVE MUTANT*
B.ccli XL308 wag trained to laotate/ealte# Celle in mid-log
phase were harvested at 4 0# The cells were resuspended in Gorini*e
*121" mediumHa modification of his TK8 medium - at an of 0*3*420
A volume of this culture was added to an equal volume of "121" 
containing ethylmethylsulphonate (EKS) - 0*03 ml EKS/«1 of "121"#
This solution was shaken at 37 0 for 2 hours#
The EMS treated culture was split in four and inoculated into 
fresh glyo«ro1./Balte medium# These cultures were grown, with shaking, 
at 37^ 0 for 24 hours# A portion of each culture was harvested at 
4 C and washed in phosphate buffer# The cells were resuspended in 
buffer and inoculated into lactate/salts at an of 0#lg#
These cultures were allowed to grow for one generation# Penicillin V : 
(ICI Alderloy Park) was added at a final concentration of 1#2 ma/ml*
A  ' '
The culture was allowed to stand at 37 C for 1*5 hours# The culture
■7.. ^
was then shaken at 37 C for 0#5 hours# The cells were harvested and 
resuspended in sterile water# Serial dilutions from ICT^  to ICT* 
were prepared* 0#1 ml of lOT^  dilution was spread on an agar plate,
containing glyôeroX/sftlts médium# ahd incubated at 37*0 for 
24 hours ♦
The colonies Were replica plated onto lactate agar and 
glycerol agar using sterile velvet pads4 Oell# lacking 
phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) synthase can grow on glycerol/salt# 
hut not on laotate/ealte or pyruvate/ealte medium# Possible 
mutant colonies were picked Off the glycerol plates and grown on 
glycerol/salts medium# Theee cultures were tested for growth on 
pyruvate/salts and lactate/salts medium# 
h PREPARATION OP mOA^ MUTANTS#
Pyruvate dehydrogenase negative mutants of both E.coli ML308 
and B.ooli Kt308/pp»*^  were isolated using a modification of the 
procedure followed to isolate PEP synthase negative mutants# Celle 
were trained to succinate/salts# After treati^ nt with EMS the cells 
were grown on succinate + acetate/salts medium# These cells were 
harvested and inoculated into succinate/salts medium and then treated 
with Penicillin V as described for the isolation of PEP synthase 
negative mutants#
O.tmlc of IcM dilution wae spread on an agar plate containing 
succinate plus acetate/salti medium*
Pyruvate dehydrogenase negative mutants can grow on Succinate + 
c^etate/salts but not on gucoinate/salts or glucose/salts medium#
The colonies were replica plated onto Succinate agar and ëucclnaté + 
acetate agar using sterile velvets* Possible' mutants were removed 
and tested for growth on sucdinate/salts medium#
& Ox^HACTERISATION of mutants* ■
The parent organism and all mutants were classified using tests
{ ' 7. " ';'7.''--34, ,,. ,7 ' : ^
found in Cowan and Stool ( 1965) * (800 table 1 ) . The mutant
organ!em© were initially charaotoriaed according to their growth
characteristioo (See table 2)# Their phenotype was later verified
by attempting to detect thé enzymes in question, in crude extracte
of the mutant cells (See table 3)# Thé phosphoenol pyruvate
synthase assay and the assay for. pyruvate dehydrpgeaase arc
described later. The isocitrate dehydrogenase assay and the 2 - 
• ; 7 ; ■, :;.7;, ■ ;
oxoglutamto dehydrogenase assays are described by Bennett (1970)»
TABias n  a Atm 3.
turn
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TiVBLE I
CKÂ.fîACZrERISATIGÏÏ OE I-OTAlîTS OF E.coli EL308 
All the bacteriological tests were carried out 
following the methods described in Cowan and 
Steel (1965).
I-.DTAIOT OF E.00II EL308
BACÏEEICLOGICAL TEST wild
■type
PPG™ pdh““ 40 PPS™
pdh""
SHAPE rod rod rod rod rod
GEAI4 STAIH
CGHSTITUTIVS SIM’HESIS
- — - “•
OF p-GALACTOSIDASE
4 4 4
GIUCOS^ EEMHWATION •f- 4' 4 4»
LACTOSE PEHv.EMPAT10H 4" 4" 4 4 4
SUCEOSE P2BH;ffl’AT10H - - —
PULCITOL EERAEFTATIOH “t* 4 4 4
VOGES PBOSKAUEH TEST ‘Î’ 4- 4 *4 4"
GROWTH OH .KGSEH'S CITRATE *.v « - “•
ACE'Poi’-p c b.;atioh 4 4^ 4
ROSE IMDOIE TEST 4 4 4 i-
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TABUS 2
GROWTH CHAEAOTESiariCS OF lUTAMS OP E^coli KL308 
AFTER 24 HOURS AT 37®C
CARBON iVNB lUTAlU? OF Eocol.i LL308
ENERGY SOURCE
wild PPG™ pdh™ 40 PPG"™
type pdh'*"
PYRUVATE
N-GLUC08E 4> « ■ 05»
GLYCEROL 4 t
LACTATE 4
\
f*»
SUCCINATE 4. « •
SUCCINATE PLUS ACETATE 4 4 4" 4 4
GLYCEROL PLUS ACETATE 4 4 4' 4 4
GLYCEROL PIUS AYEITRINE _ 4 4 4
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2.1 - mn?RIERT BROTK
Owltur^ e were eior^ d la autri«ai "broth modluA at 4^ C« Th# 
medl# prepared uèiag Oacoid dehydrated «aforiol aad «terilleed 
at 15 psi# , , 2 : ■
1 l\%L -of the mediim 'ooatà#od%*f
-, ; ”irabi*lëffloo”- beef extraot 1#
Teaet extraot. , 2g
Sodium Chloride 5»
.'yi^ Peptoae:; ■ ■ 5g
PH 7.4
fhe medium vas stored at jfo*
2*2 JtîVTRIEW A Q A n
Thie medium uae prepared from Cxoid dehydrated material*
1#1 of the medium has the same oompoiition os' 1 of nutrient 
broth plus 15s of agar. The granules of medium were soaked in 
water for 15 minutes then boiled with stirring. The solution 
was allowed to boil for 15 minutes to dissolve the agar, the medium 
was sterised at 15 psi, then poured into petri dishes and allowed 
tO; solidify. The petri dishes, were stored at 4 C.
24, mmmj) aqar. : ;
This medium m s  prepared by adding 15g* of Powder fine Agar 
(Japanese) (B.P.H. Chemicals ltd) to 1 1 .^ of complete medium 
lacking The solution was boiled for 15 minutes and then
autpplUved at' 5\PSi* R2m!^ final ^ which was autoolaved
; , i  v. ■.
aepewat#iy$ %^s added to the pooled molten agar# While still 
moltettf thé defined agar was poured Jbito petri dishes and allowed
O' '
to solidify# The agar was stored at 4 G# 
g#d CÔCKI5B m T  HÉBIOMé :
This medium is a modificatiott of Robertson* s medium# It 
was prepared f ^ m  Oxoid dehydrated naterial# One tablet was 
soaked in 10 ml of water for 15 minutes and then sterilised at 
■15 psi*
The follWng*#^
Peptone lOg
liab^lemoo beef éxtraot lOg
Neutralised heart tissue 30g
Sodium Chloride gg
were contained in 1 1  of the medium# The meditun, pH7*6 # was 
stored at 4^0 #
2#5 BEPimin) mpiA#
Simple defined media were prepared in one of two ways*
2#5a » I A  USED FOR TRAINIKO OF CULTURES# \
60 aÆ of HIS nediBm (9 .07# K H ^ p y i .  2.2g ( W ^ L S 0/ / l  
pH 7*0 in a 500 ml Krlemeyer flask were sterilised at 15 psi#
46 ml of the carbon and energy source (l |23g K|SO^#7HgO/l, 
a weij^t of the carbon and energy source containing I50 mg atom 
e<;^ivalents of carbon /l) in a 50 ml medical flat were sterilised 
separately at 5 P»i*
ml quantities of FeSO^âTHgO (0*22 g/l) pH2*0 Were
\ ; 40
sterilised it either 5 or 15 psi*
40 ml of the carbon and energy source and 1.25 ml of 
FeSO^ solution were added aseptioaXly to the flask containing the 
PN8 medium# to give i oomplete defined medium#
2,5* 1)# EXPmiBimTAh MEDIA#
These media were midi up from four solutions#
' 4, 760 nq. phQi#at# Wff# " 5.82 pET.O
This solution was sterilised at 15 psi#
u  %so^ .#gO 39. W 1 '
(UH^ )gSO^  105*6#/!
This solution was sterilised at 15 psi#
111 FeSO^ FeSO^ #THgO 0#222fi/l pHP.O
This solution was sterilised at 15 psi*
IV Carbon and ^ ergy Source# The type and concentration 
varied with the experiment# These solutions were 
sterilised at 5 psi#
10 ml of solutions 11, 111* and 1V were added to 
solution 1*
The volume was made up to 800 ml with sterile water* 
This oonstituted the complete defined medium#
In both media the final concentrations were as follows*##
(m^)gso^ iobm
%so. a«M
Peso. 10 H
The .èMià'vWçrè.-'ètorod-jat loom temperature: imtil' required* ■-.
.:, ' r  - % ;
, .  : .All glass Culture veGsole waàhed/byAb either ,. .
1^ w/v humqeol (MeineOke: A Co4 Ino# BaltWoye, !luryland) or 
; ■ 10$: v/V nitric acid# The glaGSware Mm then ■ thoroughly wuGhcd 
' .fu'giâèa#^ istilled:W  ' '3:' /':.' ' ;^V‘ ;,. , ^ .:
. ■ ;\ 2.7 ■ ' mrnnoMmim*'- ;•.' .vv^  -- - , ,V '
:, All media were etéx'iliaid by one of two prooedurcé*
L.À2#î'a#:- m m m m é ;- -■ A , :
' • Solutions'of itnotàblo; compoxmdé wex^ o cte3?ilieod hÿ. either 
millipord filtration (Hillipore Co# Bedford Mads# Storlfil
, fil tor unit filtoro of 0.22^ ^ reoi^è) or using Hulgo disposable .
If 11 tern# (Filter Unit; 0* ^ ^ plal^  ^membrane ^  Nalge Co. Hitter
Pfaulddr Co# Rooh#IU#S*A#)# . c > ;./!,' '
;; Host solutidm, diid lAore noceo^ a^fy ap^ daratW,: vjere^ storilised . /
 ^A'..with stoam at. 5 psi' ofilS/'psi#''Ay .Thç: steam., was produced by oh 'I .;-
bleptrode boiler (Manlone, A11 lot , Co « Ltd#, Nottingham) # . ; The 
. période of time that the solution^  were oxpooed to steam depended .
V' . upon the volxme of .the liqulddnd the préééure of the o.team# The
-time poriods 'were, .èàtiniàtcd '.by .imlUg thermCcoupleO to measure, the 
' j-temperatufe'; .clmnge/'ih%yol^ ^^  exposed-; to-#eem,';.at ^ .varioue;,.
'i.presOux'dc#' ; The effioionoy '.of ,;thoprocedure' was'''testbd-,each,.' time, ' 
:;..;it mo odrrled out|\ .by\;using'''BrownW*s.( ^  Brome &Ço# Ltd#*
: ,- : - 
2^.8 i m s m k # ?  #  DH* ,,' V: .'I - :
,  ^ Th#;pH: pfj%ultured;w#e mlc^#*l#ctrode ** typ#
'  ^ :i ' ' '
SMS 23 (Bleotronio lu^ruments Ltd# Richmond, Surrey) «* which wa>* 
attached to a Pye Bymcap pH meter (Vî.CÎ. Pyè è Oè# Ltd# Cambridge)* 
The pH of eolutione me eetimated ueiug au BIL 23A direct 
readiug pH meter* (Bleotronio luetrumeute Ltd.)*
The pH met ere were calibrated each d^ ueing fresh standard 
buffer eclutione* These solùticu» were prepared with pH tablets* 
(Burrcu^s* Vieicome é Co* Ldndon}*
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3* „ analytical procëbtobs*
3*1 ■' cBht m m m rn
Cell growth was followed by determining the turbidity of the 
culture, at 4^ nm | at frequent time intervals throu^out each 
experiment# The turbidity was estimated using glass cuvettes ^
10 mm light path# 4 ml;! Volume in a Unioam SPtiOO which was 
attached to a Servosoribe slave recorder#
The turbidity of a solution is a measure of its light scattering 
ability# The degreë of light scattering depends on the number of 
small pwtioles v in this case cells in the solution# and the 
intensity Of the It^t source# The intensity Of the lig)it source 
varies with the age of the ian^ * If the turbidity were determined 
using a single beam spectrophotometer the value would vary with the 
age of the lampi The SP8CX) is a double beam speotrephotoraeter#
This type of machine determine# the turbidity of a solution by 
estimating what percentage of the control beam has to be ooôlùdéd 
to mske the intensity of the two beams equal# As both beams 
originate from the one light source the change in ihtensity with 
age is automatically compensated fori This mOanc that the turbidity 
of a solution is constant from day to dayi The of standard 
solutions were determined at the end of each experiment#
The slave recorder has an arithmetic scale ** Servosoribe 
(potentiometrio rèoorder) Goergreleotro (cfes m# bH# Wien)* The
relationship between turbidity and is not linear over the range
t.-.
 ^ {A-?'
'.y-'
.V
: : .'-y '
-, ; Y-. -/:
- ■'■: / ' r H II:: y /.;, - % y: -:•;■■
■ È ' ■
■‘ '* - • ' ' V  ' :' ' ' ./:. : 'I ...y. < -  y -  -- ^
I'-' "' ‘ liy :'y : -^. r
., % m m m i  comEOTioN'.arnim'- '^•--:' i'Ir"" Ii'ua "i -: r :h
Cell# trained .tô ■^ ilyc€^ rci/salia w#rajmrvested tï^ ,^ remispendod. 
1» 40' gN-phcKpMt Ù buf far'pîl7#0# A l#rg# number of dilutions'of '. 
• th is  #%%Rp*nrion in  .phonphate buffet: werf .proprod*,;,: --I%e turbidity., 
o f *#o& AU»pension *%&- measured a t 4^ '  %#.' 1*1^ a' tWoam t^ toOO a t both 
X 1 .'#nd X 2 âxp^ iUKalon - rottingu* ' ( In order. to o'ôrr act : turbidity for 
noïa-prtpwtionality to.' w$ponsion-'density# the Iiu#»r portions; of - 
the' graphe o f turM dity.m  v aaepon&lo# density;wore extrapolated# 
j. . The, CTPph» nhon tm rO IatioOildp betwem tho ramding 
the dP80C'and tlio-actual. 00X1 danoity* ■ .,.
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8#mpl## %#re rtmovtd from .& milturo growing on; gl^oroi/^iio. 
Th# tnrtiditÿ of # fraction of oabh «arople wa« road on tho SP800 and 
oorroct#d aooordingly. Th# protoin oontont of tho romaindor w«o 
dotominod by the prooodnr# doBorlWd In; #0 - thoaio*.' : Th# j^'ph 
ohow# th# rolation^hlp botwooh the corrootod pWrbidity ondyuf 
prot#im/*l oultur#, ' ■ . . ■
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PI0ÜÏÏS3
RELAÏIONSHIP BETWEEN TUKBIBÏTY AîTB iig PHOTETIT/ml CÜIiTUHE
2,0
TÜEBIBITY
1,0
100 200 300 
pg PEOTEIîT /  m l CUlTUiffi
- ef. to b]^ ing thety -■
, ■ ■ "- ''0 } V '>-T , ■.■ '.-
' tu%»bMltiee - lAto r#latlo#ehlp with ■.
■ ■ ImtrW-uoe#.é^'rord:':- .A. oalltoation'ouwé w&& pyemroA tq
.:/ 'Orror##' E\.1?ar'bMitioe 1%% the 0 to 1*0 #qy#
: , \y.'/ % - ' ' '^ÿ: ; - :.
oétimsrtod'^ iïSti^ '^  ^ 03tpah«àoû'.on'tho.SPfiOO#' ;
'■ ?altxO»'-.ln thô .T#g# :1 #0. to '4*0 "woi^o detomlned' 'u<?ing tho tim## :
ono oxpaneion*-y'\{6#0'.fign%'è'#
'■- 3'#:^ ': niMAvmim of tmimAims# ,
É aton&rd# W r« th# proo#duf#. o f Tho%»p# Borafmll #
' ' ' \ /' ' : - - '. - 
.'.' ai:)d 43to#*(l0T)#' yPol'y$tÿ%'#ne i#to%/(^ foy. ' -
,. '3?Wimo,%6td\ortbritlq:fimt&on:toot...mo diluted/in delqttieod
' vmtor to  ÿlve. a ,eu#pen#lon' o f , 1 f w  Thle «oXutioa
, -' oentrlfw^d #t'1500:_g' for/]K>/mlmite#/ to yemov#. a g ^ g o to i*.,.
':,Pa.3?t of,;tho ;»mpoimtant ti%è 'dlliited-1#&5' dqioniaed- wtex* ; :
, Oontainln^ . 0 #000 $^ , tohidydèter*^t)# Th#y,.'
diliient' kmd ;t%on provl%#iy. f&lt 0#3 Geiman membyan# .':■
;#lto3?0 ty|>o GA7 «* to removo a)%y partlonlot# material# h^l&
5 miopondion v:ao dllntad S s 100% 4 : 100 ami 8 g 100# ThsKO
' dilmto mOponnlome m m  visoâ ae tiw b M l#  BtaBcteil^b
:-' : \  , v  ..•.'3,3 ■paoi'BIH BByiWAy3:0M»v >
'_ 0#%%'" proteiny#aR.kmW#^ nyad in aodim hydroxido dlg#et# of o *Ile  
':.t>y>modlfieation; (Kqmikd^ * and Pawaon 1^8) of .the. Folin.phénol 
, ,.mothoâ;Of and limndall (19$1)# y/:
• ’%éA '  ^'"J', V/ : y
; . aémÿ#d 'n#i% the fallqwing prodmdw*#
. ' 3#§ , Of, en ltn ra 'Kor*' -dntq 0#5 ml à t tqinane :in athanal*.
■ ! ' V
I.'. v;'T,:v ÿ--
The differential r^te ox enzyme synthesis is expressed 
as. the P-'walue in units of enzyme/mg baoterial protein 
In pracjtice it is obtained by measuring the slope of 
the line in the plot of enzyme units/ml c ult ur e-v- 
|ig bacterial protein/ml culture.
■; . ^  ■: ^
ausponfiion ms Tortaxad for 10 seconds and thm incubated at
27®C for 10 minutes^  0*5 #  of the tolueUleate (or the toluenleat#
diluted in 40 mN^ CHgPO^ iKT*o) mi added to the aeeay solution to
start the reaction*
The assay solution contained*#'
1*6 aa 10 laJMlîTO dissolved in 0*1 MiH^O^
7*6, oontalning 1 mNkMgOlg*
2*0 «1 water
The assay solution ms preincubated at 27^ 0* The assay ms carried 
out at 27^ 0*
The amount of ens^e per assay ms deterodned by measuring the 
rate of production of CNF using a Onicta SF800« (Pye Onicam Ltd*) 
set to 420 nm, attached to a Servosoribe slave recorder*
One unit of ensyme ms taken to be the amount of ensyme mich 
caused the release ot i of (^ /ndxi at 27%*
3*5- BgPlMflCM OF BATE OF /^OALACTOSIDASB STOTHËSIS, f P-^alue)
The rate of ensyme synthesis me determined by. the prooedure 
suggested by Mcnod, Pappehheimer and Cohen*0a»ire (1952)* They 
relate the rate of ensyme synthesis to the rate of synthesis of cell 
protein* This is called the differential rate of ensyme synthesis* 
This system allows a direct oomp^ison of rates of ensyme synthesis 
in celle growing on media i&ioh support a wide range of growth rates, 
3*6 ATP ASSAY*
3*6a IBxTRACTim OP ATP PROM CEU.S*
ATP was extracted from cells using per<dilorio acid (PCA)
4 ml of the culture ms blown onto 1 ml of cold PGA and
*;^c;E;-th;ï. v î'. h6‘;b ..<• 1: bj''/J;-; o/ .n.u 'oIEj
. Ex,ù:Tj: i's E-.E?'-.f; .E, 
iE\:n;\ehv v;h ''=% ,vA:Y? "' = -B.'Y'i
Ec-'?.'v'.*:?
MRAQTICK OP TES ATP POOL ST FOA*
hrro Eo::.:ixo.hi ..nW '< ■■El b.E)'.) ■:o rE ) r
FIGORE A
4 ml aliquot» of a culture were pipetted onto 1 ml of 
oold POA (10 40^  w/v)* The eolutione were vortexed and
allowed to stand in ice for 10 minutes# The solutions were 
neutralised hy adding 3 ml of KCH at the required molwity.
The solutions were spun and then assayed for ATP hy the method 
described#
4 ml aliquots of a culture were pipetted onto 1 ml 
portions of oold 30^  PCA# The solutions were vortexed and 
allowed to stand for various periods of time# The solutions 
were neutralised by adding 3 ml KCfi at the required molarity# 
The solutions were spun and then assayed for ATP as described,^
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VOrtexcd fob iO eecoiiclÊ® The ^ solution',tmb kept on ico for 10 minuteer 
3 ml;, of approximately 1 hydrokïdo (oold)'.*-.the filial ^
rnolarity t?ap adjiietcd fjo that tho pH of the final solution m o  7 «Olr-.■ 
wore addedi . Tho neutralioed oolxition vjao contrifiiabd to N!?emove the 
precipitate decanted and ffdîâén. Unln^ a HDilimld/mothanoi. solutioni 
The oamploa x-ïgx‘0 ■ atoned at >*10 0* ;. The samples wore, thawed, v ‘ ;
imniodlatoly heforo ‘ :. assaying/.hy shaking in. a 21 Q water hath for 
■about •;5;ftîinutô&* '-IN.'- :=■/ , - :i ' '. - ' " ■'-'. —  ; '■
3i6' h^  ABBA Y - ' ' ■':: •, ■,.. ■ .{'%■! ÿ":' / ■, ' " ■-*' ■- x
■ .V ATP was aasayetl hy a inodifioatipn of : tho.'method'of Cole^
Himpenny and: Hughes (1967)1 This psrôoodurë involvop the use of 
■firoily lbhterh extract (Plu) and a - seintlilatloh oountor # ' = , ■ . '
3i6-o; M OdîCTïTijTïmyoFipiÆ/ : . • /
The . firofiy.;lantern GXtraot ; (Blgtiia :PhE 250) in araenatd. y
magnesium huff or urns reoonatituted ,hy adding 25 ml, of oold distilled 
water to-à rial of the frèese dried'extract*. The ensyme was cVisaolved 
by mixing' the suspension at 4 0 for .24 hours-using a rotor mixer i 
(Tahle 4)i The suspension ùàs spun at 20,000 g,, for 30 minutes* ' '
The siipornate. was ; split; into ■ small portions, froson and stored at ^ 10%
'until required* The f%\aGtioUa Wore thawed and spun, at 20,000^q .
for^  30 minutes before use* .. .
;i‘i æ  OF MixiiJa., i®4ÏÏVH AC'i'lVH'I 
OF Fia
': 2 4 1; } / x ■; 100.
, ' 36' h,; ./ÿ" ; - . PR .X
: . 97 A"
\SJ'F LI# OF A W  m  VARIOUS BUmKBS.
100 utl of ih* various solutions of ATP wsrs assays* 
in ths nomal fashion in a solution containing!"»
: 1 mi-ïïgO , A -
.. 2 ol O.oygl-glyoylelyoino .buffer pil Y./} :
; eontainiae 6 rilî-ngClg*
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TAiîLE 5
C/X pW solutions of ATP wore prepared in the "buffers 
listed. The solutions were stored at 0^0, The solutions 
were assayed for ATP regularly over a six hour period* 
The halflife of ATP in the various buffers was 
determined from the results*
BUî’FER CCI.iPCSITIOH (pH 7 .4 ) HALPLIPE OP ATP
0 «04K GlYCyLGLÏCINE 2,5 b
O.O4K SODIUM CITRATE 7.0 h
0 .041.1 SODIUM DIHrDROGEK OnTHOPHOSPEiVTE 13.0 h
0 ,041.; THIS(HrDRO,mn,TEyL)Aiauo 
KETHAUE HÏDROCHLOEIDE
27,0 h
WATER 30.0 1:
1 - ' ' :  ^ , . : . ' ' " -
' ■' •/   ' _
' N p / ' ùo'h^ iI'. jxy j oâV
/\ ' ' ,/ ' r;r ' ' ' '- ' ; " '
1 ' is-' : i /-; l!.: otiVl::g;? c zui'/ \ 'vvc -,•:HVd :.
'".: t.':'.l 'P:::%vv tu'.''-- -' ^  >'fc' V '  ;1:>.'^tv’.''‘^ V y:?;:=b:rW.
' . -, ■ -  - ; P . '  ■ •■■■ ■ V .  .'\ ■■ ' Â Ù Ù X  O v V . l  / .'^  i
EiTTËCTS .01^ VAEÎOUS CATIONS' ON ACrmTO OF PLE-,
‘/>v Uh- ::up fh./j vî
■-■ ' V:'
'■J
■ ■ Ï,-.
./
.V "g-; :-
■Th* aottpound* li«t«d ww# «dd^ to an MM^r •«lutioa cpntaining; -
1 ®1* HmO at 0 0#
: ‘ ' 10 P »ol**-ATPi
2 mil, 0*075 %-glyoylg^ yoia« at
The rmiion %#»m by th# W41tiojâ of 20 * Th# op#
##y# in th# wm#l fm#hloa* The activity obt#imo6 wh# HA
wa# added to the «■##/ oolutida oontaiaiJtig; no addition# ne» tàltén to 
he equivalent to 100^ #
■ The aeeay buffer added %m# modified to inolude^  ^ oo.-that
the final oonoentration of magnoeinm in the aeeay eolutioh i#a# 4
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TAJ3LE 6
The compounds listed were added to a standard ATP 
assay solution to give the final concentration 
given in the table*
COMPOUND
RELATIVE ACTIVT 
OP PLE.
WATER IOC
1,5r..M-SODIUM CHLORIDE 93
4.OniM-MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE 142
44pI\-CALCIUM CHLORIDE 104
I4j,iK-FERROUS SULPHATE 90
I3pU,-POTASSIUM ClttORIDE 95
lOjil PCA TREATED MDIUM 91-5
lOOjil PCA TREATED MEDIUM 15
1.6 a. ^QimiUàmon cmmÉx  ^ \
TW qoimtm) ùù# me Uù IDD Oûàlar 1700# (Xeotope D^ veXopiênt#
!,#$ }'^ ' Om oWmoI was set to I400 vol^ loi the oolucidenoe control 
wao owitohod off# The counter wac oomiootéd to a photomultiplier 
oleotron; tiü)e (BMX Moctronico Ltd* *#' typo 5635 QB *?. Cathod# 66 yu A/L) 
whioh was kept In a .coalod ôéntèiner*' The 'nocay solution 1 in a 
.quarts Olivette#introduced--into .a.position in front of the 
photomultiplfor tube by a cyotem of eliding chambers"which ensured . . 
that no light from the room ohtcred the chamber containing the 
photomu3.t4.pllor tube* ; The complote, apparatuo was housed in a eemi^  
darkened room maintained at 21%*
3#6 c* M8Ai8mmxp:4 .
The follow ing < reagent o were introduced into a 8 pec troc 11 quarts 
cuVotte (type 1 w* 10 tm light path 4 CAl* volume) in the order given#
10 *‘,100yu/ of extract#
1 ml, n„Q OV.
■ ’ ‘
. ’ 2 rnlo> glycyXglyeino buffer at 37, 0 ) 6 nû^ ï^Mg Gig
iO #075/felyoyXglyoine 
Ibuffer ph 7#4 %
The reaction va# etarted by the addition of 20 of the reconstituted 
FÎÎS kept at 0%# The mixture was shaken and assayed e:mctly 15 seconde 
after #c addtdoh of FIB# The 10 seconds count was x?rox>oi'tional to 
the A# in the cample# A standard curve vac prepared for each 
portion of FIB need# .Blanks were aecayed .every thirty aamploa to 
onenre tMt the Imokgfound etayed çoaetant*
s m s  :
; ■ Fiourm 5 ■ %
A<xucous solutions containing 0*1y^ K-arid 1*0yuiM.-ATP. were ; . 
prepf^ red# Between 10 and 100 >/of Oaoh wore added ccparattly 
to assay aoXutionc containing. 1ml HgO and 2 ml gXycylglycine 
Imffcr pll 7«4»' Thebe colutionc wç3.'c asoayed 'for ÀTF described#' ' 
A', graph relating'p moles of ATI.yabsay ■ tocp# wao conotruotod fro# 
these recuite# ; The graph is linear over the ; range ;1 to 50 p mole##
The ATP extracted from the cell# w»e etored at-10% in 
phoephate buffer* The ATP We m fixed half life* (Table 5)*
A seriee of et&ndard eolutione vac prepared during each 
experiment and etored for,-the eeme-'leng# - of t i m e t h e , 
eampiee* The ATP in these standard# vaé calculated ueing 
the ghaph relating cp# to pmoioe ATP# By plotting these 
values against the amount of ATP originally in thé «tandard» 
one can eatlmate the amount of ATP in the eamplee at the time of 
extraction*
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?h##* téuum AT#'##rr$otW: f O i ü : A .
vein###
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FIGUEIi,' 6
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' A large volimo o f èolufion/oontaining 1 mM-ÂTP 
mo p3?Qp«ir0d, oplit into I-ml ■< Mtoheo, f%#sen and .ntorcd at ^ 10^0^ 
#iOqo solutions . used 'for the prej^ aration of the standard oùrvé*
, Solutions.: of:' defined, mediwi pontainln^  “between 0*05 and 10 n moleso 
A® were prepared during eadh- experiment and troatod ûg samples#
h^oBo : solutions - were^ '-'aesayed on ...the ■ .^-saméo, day}as that .on 'which..' the ' 
o%perim$nial sampler/were aseayedi . -A correction Curve was prepared 
Ueing' the estimates of A®/ml iti the samples.ohtained from the 
eali“bration' curve,# %is '-oorreotion ' durvo allowed for the dqoay'of 
the A® on at'orage./and .'the /inhibition-' of' the assay, caused by the medium# 
3*g gt iwmT OP Gôimoi'ïom O M ‘m u h [ & m m  m  aw M u  :
Figure 6 shows the oorreoted and imcorrected plots of log 
A®/ml 4k. V .T.,time#:. ®e rate df inoreaee of the A®/ml parallels 
the rate of increase of growth# ' ïPhe A®/ml of culture £s in steady ,; 
state*' - -v/ ' - ■' ■ - ■ .
corrections that aré applied are as follows* ■ fhe results 
in table g show that PCA treated medium, inhibits the activity of Fîliî# 
The percentage ' inhibition increases linearly with the amount of. PCA 
treated medium ndded^  The amount of e%t^ &%t added to the assay varies 
betwe#i100 and.' depending upon the cpzantity of ATP/mX in the 
extract* The assays are inhibited by varying airwunte# Thé ten 
second counts obtained from the ATP awsays. are corrected to allow 
fpr the inhibition, before the ATP/assay is estimated^  using the 
graph çhowh in figure ^  (10 opa W-:v/# pico moles ATP/aaeay)*
The ATP/ittl qf.:;#mpie,is 'éâtiWated from this value# Thé graph shown
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in figure 5b allows for decay of the AÎP while stored at #4# 10^ 0#
. ' ' ' : .
This graph is used to estimate the amount of ATP in the sample at
the time of extraction# Thé amount of ATP/ml of culture is
estimated froa this final value*
3*6h SAtmiim AND EXTRACTiCN PHOOBIAIRS#
It takes about five seconds to remove the. sample from the
culture and blow in into PGA* The arrangement of the growth
apparatus prevents it from being done any quicker* Cole# Wimpenny
and Hughes (1967) take the same period of time# Harrison and Maitra
(1969) argue that 5 seconds is too long a delay between sampling and
extraction# They estimate that the ATP pool in K* aerogenes turns
over once a second# I estimate that the ATP pool turns over four
times a second in B*coli* They state that the time period between
sampling and extraction should be less than a second* Their apparatus
is so arranged that the time period is 0*5 seo# Ï maintain that such
speed, while desirable, is not necessary in my experiments* It is
necessary in those of Harrison and Maitra where the oxygen tension in
solution is dropped to sere almost immediately at certain times# In
nay experiments oxygen tension is at a maximum at all times* According
to physical tables (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics) the solubility
of oxygen is 0*0244 ml/ml of water at 37^ C and 1 atmosphere pressure
of oxygen* The amount Of oxygen in solution at 37^ 0 and t atmosphere
pressure of air should be 0*00488 ml/ml water (l atmosphere of air
is equivalent to 0*2 atmospheres of oxygen) * 0*00488 ml of oxygen/ml
is equivalent to 220 n moles oxygen/ml of culture# The fastest rate
of oxygen consumption is measured during a growth <%yole is about 300 n
TOIÜÏïï- '?
EBi'Ecï or' VAraïuo ran-: eim: MJiccoD
Col Ip voTO- 0 i/o\:n''cn t rlÿocr-ôl j  m i t  n ' to ' a- doncrlty of abciit ''0 *3 ' 
fe ■ ‘Û  * feinoloo iro:oD :ccn:ovcd f;eo:.i tho culture in tho normal
.rft;:)dgn onl. a/'tcr kopt for vo/rfir^ -tiuioD .in 'the o:y;nin0O
fore o)iot 13400 cold PCA end troatcd no docorlWd#/'• ' • '
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molea/mlB/mla of cultiiro^  . Aooordiiis to Kempnar (193T) the rate
of reopiratiou in 35»ooli at ■ 3? 0 falls off below an ODcygen 
concontration of 0*0082 i&I wbioh raoano, that 90/f ef the o^ cygon 
in Golntion hao to bo utilised boforo the respiration rato of 
cello will be affooted* This should take about 40,seconds*
For most samplos.it will take longer as the rate of oxygen 
consumption is lower* Over five seconds the external environment 
of the cell should not change* The physiological state of the cell 
should remain constant and the ATP pool should be mialtered#
Figxxro 7 shows the effect of varying the length of time between 
sampling and extraction* The ATP pool is unaffected by varying the 
time bet wo oh sampling and extraction from 5 to 60 seconds*'
Admittedly this reveals nothing about what goes on in the first 
five ■ seconds* The ATP pool could fall sharply at the moment of 
sampling to a, new level which it maintained for some time* This 
seems unlikely# If the level changed it would be duo to a change 
in the rate of respiration caused by loiv o:<ygcn levels. If the 
oxygen level were low enough to produce a sudden change in rate of 
respiration it would be so low that the rate would continue falling 
over the next minute resulting in a contiimod decrease in the ATP 
pool# This does not happen* ' . Figure 7 shov/s. that the ATP pool 
does not vaxy when the time period between sampling and extraction 
is varied between 5 and 60 seconds# - Because of this I conclude 
that the ATP pool does not vary over the first 5 seconds between 
sampling and extraction due to ny being unable .to determine any 
va'riations directly* 'It is possible that localised oxygen
BtafvatiOU'could oboxir ; while', tho cells are in the syringe diie to . . .
the low rate of..diffusion of o^ g^eii. in solution* If this were no 
one would expeot that this phenomenon would he more pronounced at 
the higher tur hi dit ioe*! The graph of log ATp/ml - v ** time should 
fall away from the steady state towards the end of giw.ih* This 
does not. occur* .Hence 1 euggest- that the oBtimate. of A.TP/ml* .
'of culture Ib ' a/ true meaeure ,pf the ATP/ml• in the growing oUlture, ' 
despite the. high turnover ra,t% and time hotweon sampling and extraotion* , 
The physiological.state of the cells will change radically once 
they; are added, to PCA#- Maitra. has shown {Harrison and Maitra 1969) 
that it talcos loss than. 0*5 030c. for PCA to inactivate the ensyme 
system in yeast* Presurnahly it will/tolce Iobb time for E.colx whose • 
walls àré not tough as those; of yeast* Even'if all the enzymes are 
not destroyed almost immediately : it., is uiilikely that they will have nmch, 
if any activity at,, such a low }ÿï.* : 3 . , '
. 3»7‘ pnosPHoMiOL ryRuvrn'E (pep) syi'imsE Agsay. .,
PEP syn:ithase was estimated hyru modification of Cooper and— : ’ . ■ w-.-../' - ■ A ■A..;;.. - - . ■ - - 7. ■
Kornherg'^  8 (1969) procedure* Cells ' trained to succinate plus acetate 
plus pyruvate/salts modium tjore harvosted at 15 Ç# The pellet xms
resuspended in tris :huffer (5#0 i$l4tris,: i*0#IrMgClgPH7*4) to an E
■ //"'1 • .. V^; ; 4^ 0 ,
of about 12*0* The suspension. waB ppilicated for 3 minutes using a
Dawe Soniprobo pdwor pack 1130A'^ ,,evb o, setting of 2 The
.solution was then spun at 22#000g for 29'minutes* . . /
; VTH-jo solutions were-prepared* ; The PEP synthase assay solution 
''contained:.##/ "i: .. - ' : ' ' . ■
v'' . ;/t/.1*0,ml ' /. .;v '
;■ :-'-■'• /■■/■;'. • .' 
'•■Tbe ooatrpl^ Bolttiioa'.oôùliaiasdîÿ-:'^
-/A:: ' \
. 1 #OmI of the 22#000 g was added to each solution*
Both- solutions were' inoùhated 30: 0*;^-,■. 0*1 ml .removed, from ,
solution/every 'minute, fortèù/inülnutee and added-to a solution
- containing :4k_ 'A/- .'/ --
0#33ml b*% 2*4. %#trophonoliiy6ai&inc. in 0f*Wl #
TMe ecluticn mn incuWt^ at 30 0 for 10 minutcB# 2 ml of 
% %  were add^ *"- ;:$he -miuticn,me/ 445 À  Wing an #8004
The increase, in rate of utili^tion'of pyruvate' caused- hy the 
ATP- ic taken as a,measure .of thç...pEP. \8ÿnthadG activity* -, ,
A/One. Unit of VW ■ Bÿnthaho -,activity- id. the amount ■ of .enSyme 
catalysing:the.''f03^ tion ' t 'micromblo/of PEP pemmihutm.at/30 0# ■: 
Specif#aaotiyitÿ;'i#,' .e#re#èd "ao .unitc/.per milligra.m of protein#
m
The Fyxaimte dehÿdrègonàse was asSaycd using the procedure of 
Gounari)^  ,
Oelle trained-:tO'''eùCdl)(^ te;.piu6';'aqètate/^ lto^  / " ' "
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^rveeteà at 4^ 0 and reeuepénded to an pf about 50 in 
0*02 M-kh p^o^ buffer pH 7#0* The cell* in thie aüepénsion 
were then disrupted, using a Dawo Eonlprobe ^  power pack 1130A «# 
at a setting of 2 A for one minute# The cell debrl# was 
removed, by spinning at 15,660 ^  for 30 minutes at 4^ C#
The ensyme aotivity was determined by following the release 
of COj^  in Warburg vessels#
The assay solution in the main compartment of the Warburg 
vessel contained*##
20 jiAlIiaotate dehydrogenaoe (Boehrirtger and Soehne
Mannheim)#
200 t^eoles KBgPO^ pH6*0 
10 ^moles MgOlg
0#1 jafcaole lane urine pyrophosphate
5*0 jtAttolos 0y«teine 
0#1 m^olsftf Co eneyme A*
0#5 /*moles HAM+
0*2 ml cell extract# ‘
The total volume was 1#5 ml#
0#5 fni of a potassium pyruvate solution containing 50 ^ raoles 
Of potassium pyruvate was placed in the side arm*
The vessels were incubated at 27^ 0 and flushed with oxygen free 
nitrogen for thirty minutes# ' The vessels were then allowed to 
equilibrate and then the pyruvate was tipped into the main compartment 
and the rate of COg evolution was estimated*
 ^ ' F/- y IT/
Üttit of Eni^ÿtïic Aotivity#''": activity- ie tho
formation of 1 ^ m%o of OOg per hour* /
■ ■ ■ 63 .
4# S0bT3BILm OF CYCLIC AMP. . :
Adenqsine 3 *5* oyclio monophoophoric aold (oryetalllne)
(i^ igma) is not very soluble in water# To obtain a final concentrât ion 
of 5 mï'ï in the culture I required a starting concentration of 0#4 M# 
Cyclic AMP will not dissolve at this concentration, it is soluble 
however in va ter at pH 7*0# The aqueous solution was brought to 
pH using potassium hydroxide#
: T '".T y.. ^  " ' /
- ' :t;t ; ■ y  -:' .. _ - .
'. Tw tÿpéé qf A^ o;-]th. Qbndltion 'Wÿo /employed: during the work for '
 ^ ' :/ihi© thesis# .'., In :Wth;$y#tem#- the grq#h,;qf, t3ie ‘orgehism had to be 
: rigorously cqntrOlied# The::#It#oe'' wéré grow i# ohe litre eide^ , 
flasks# Oontainihg, 8oO mj medium# in a t#;èr hath at 37 0^# The 
temperature qf tW water hath iias: thermostatioall^ ^^  using
a GirqothOrm heating unit (Bhandon Soiehtifio Co# ltd# hondoh#)#
'•■/'■’ The-ouituroe wèrê. aeratoA.-hy the' .procedure" 'deeorihed/hy -Horvey, Feweon
Y ##'r '/ /'/ / % ' - g  ': : ■ ■ ■ ■ ' . ■
This o^ ndltion was uèed/fbr- thO;,in#etig#tièn' of.,th#' effect of 
varioue oompounds oh tha differential rate of y^4#l^ptosidase synthesia 
Xh an effort to obtain a oohotaht intracellular myironment from 
, experiment to ei^ eriment the following growth oonditiohs were adopted#
■ ' /Celle ; trained ;te giyoerol / salt 8/ medium,, dé décoribed previonsly# /;
" ■'; .were'- ihoenlatod into -limiting 'glycerol/salteInediimi'#'--'' Tblo medium ■ 
contained suffloieht ..glyoerql-tp nup^ rt/grewth'";for ;-one_' generation#, / /
The/cel Is were allowed to remain in stationary phacè for 30 minutes#
A solution centaihing 0%%ffiolent glyberol to allow; ^ovrfeh for a farther 
generation pins a qumtity of the oomp^  ^ undor Investigatioh was then 
added to the 'ca.lthre#:; Camples were rOmoyed for growth estimation and 
Wyme assay during the seoond: # #
T :; .5*2-a-0A8 mAbtais,' / ' -
The (%pparatue/in tho#.-e#«ri*#nth wa.S:^ as'described in
Hamilton - and. ( 1970) -;(Fi#reê. 8 - '^d ' $} # Cells were trained to
.igiycerOl/mlt as. dèsoribed - and - i'noculated.,' into glycerol/salt * medium
#
'‘■C
\ : : . V  .^ 5 ' -, . : ■ -
Containing;# Additions wore,fi^ de ono how.after
■ Inqoulatlopf
9*2 h ECTimTIOH 0? GA8 EXOîîimOE iK A GR#DTG mhWRB#
• T  #,1 #  i(ir<ijh>|i#.iwmii|i *ji, vi, # , n#«Aw ' w xfmw i;ii III*, in . tm»iuhi'#ij i é'I TH aiiiiii» —
Thé ràt©3 6f èvoititiôh of 00^ and oohfôUmptiOB, of 0^ by a 
growing cmltitro wwe eotimatod by the procodure of Hamilton and
:Holwe <1970)* ■/-,  ^r -, ;,
Figure 10 ehowe the; gas flow eystem* ' The eouroe of air is the 
dopartmozitai oomproGGod. air supply# , The flow, mot ere were obtained 
from ' G#A& Platon' (hàsingGtoko#-. HahtO#):# .-
. ,Thh'gao'■leaving tho ''gro#h/flà0k/pà8moe'throWh a eondOneer 
maintained .-atv^ ^^ d/by ■'#■;■ ro#igo%tion-unit "-'(Oopling ühit:.E340-^  Tdwhôen 
.'and Moreef /'^ fitted /with, eoblantx->euerVolr/,'and piroulatory pùmp#) .whitdi
.oiroulatoe "opld;- 2# (v/v)' 'n;m .'propanol#; The oond#ieor removes any 
water -vapour whioh wodldothofblho intérforo .vdth .tho ;teadingé in the 
0#g^n analyser#;./'/''
'5*3• ; /■ 't , ^ '-;■ :
\ 'The ' opè0ifib/;growth -mto (ju) vja# 'OBtimat#:;from.- thOy-following 
e q u a t i o n ,; ‘  ^ '
(ju) id equivalent; to the growth constant K #- (Dawes (1963) )* 
where T in the mean generation time in hours#
' % % #  ' opeoifiq #hte of eh$ymo eyntheeie ie eetlmted in,, a similar
■ . ' / . % / '  ... / .
 ^ : '■ 1 M À  ■ '. ■ ■ /. , ■-
/. ■• sptqoiiio. rate # Time taicen- for. On^ ymo-unit/ml'-:.of culture to
. :. .aoiAlé ( ia-’h ),.,' ,, -. , .
KComtB a 
PHOToempa o p a p p a r a t u s
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picfur^s 9# ,
1# Heoording Thermograph* :
2# ncctrio, clocks . ' i';'v':
3# , Oxygen analyaor#
4* Batio box.
3, Oeryosorihe slave recorder*
6. Flow controller*
7# Carbon dioxide analyser*
o* Flowmeters. .
9# Growth flasks,
10* Thermostatically ■ controlled stirring water bath*
11* . ; Cooling. Unit*
12* Calibration gases, ; ,
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I'Zith. the-'ex^ ë^ptio^ i chejinidals wera
of An^ laa? or 1)ëot .%val%#ie qWïitÿ- from Dy!i#h Bs^ ùè-HoUisos Ltd*-; .
':L
Ail'fto;:;aoido ùév^  ■qf ■ ;ia^ mo8o - %lo^ÿA##io o%4glm ■' obt'alned. ■ fmm ' ' 
lï'iÿj-*/:' 8 , a s P l W e * -  lOAdon ,M#C♦It'.--,: •
firom 'Alderiey^ Pafki
lîâcoioqjEloXdi-OMiBhi^q#'^ - \ - . ;
;BGage#8:,qM^l3:ied from, v .  '''" '
:Ad0Woi%%6.3'^ g'^ ' Oÿ'QlXo %Gl  ^ ; ', V'/.■',
:'#p.y:''^ ieodiim:'oalt: ($l^a .amde)# " \ À< - -
Gooarbqs^ r^laoo*'.' ■, :\ : ■ ■' ; 'V .’■ ' ' ' -' \ :\ '
g'ocmqÿmQ' A-: (Freo aùid#"-; Giradd' 1)#^  < :^.:;:':':r'h'\' - : ,
Firefl^ :.:Î#&%bm { Î3%Ë '
W?r^btoee'm. 6 ;
WSalmùtoqo #(^ l%eo80 freet)
MjlWbBO 4m ë w, phoàphate -4 'diiiodl?# salt" (sigm - g ra # )*  ' . . ■ ■
'3Wlü#roi%lé, àoid'.*4 (O^ èade^ l)& )::_ . .\ '
,.:V' .
- - '# \ ' ': :r ' : .
GW#%)iioRo m ^ àdmad form#) . . : '
aiy#l#yoiR0.(F#ol'Woè)♦' - ^
oalt ( 9 % a ' V r . ; . ,
'Pyr#atq Bbdim (typo, 11)#', ' ' ■ "■:'
-(Çiigm' grM^)'w,' 
i)*»* Hitîo.eié, <* g phobphata $ ' ($igm grade)#
. XMabrWa . . . y ,
'Thÿïnïnô (81gm Qrad#) ^,
# 1 8  (hydrozqmïèthyX) (m e t h a n e )  ' (TriRim M a e )  # .
D(4-). Xyloae (8igft^  'giçade)t, . ■
i(4-Xylooat. '  ^  ^' J: -
RoagWto obtained from a#d Bakqr Ltd** Dagenharn, EGoêm;*#
R o o h é X l a  o à l t  ( q o d i i # : . p o . t a m m l t m , q^rtrât0 # 0#W#drat0)#  " ' •
Hoagbïîtq db1ïain©d;:'frqm'Hbpkin;.mxd l'ii'llianiq Ltd##,' GhatWolI# Ilmtb# Eûpexi'*
!|)#4 "M,. Di^ iltrophewlh^ fâra'iàime# ' , '-''v . ■
fibagenti^  bbtaittdd 'frbm %8tma#' Orgàhiq" Chemical», ' Boobbqtor# 'N*T#| Û8A# ;»# 
IStibyl J'ïBthanequlpbonatb# ' -■'.
Eeagèîitfj obtainbâ from I# 'K^ rfoot: & Où# Ltd## ITale of. Bàrdeley, LattDaeîhiroî»* 
. L(+)-ArabinoBO# . . .
.-MaffinoOb#'.,
L ( 4 * ) E k » m z i 0 6 é * y  /  .
■ JMorbitoXt \ : ■ - ■
H o a g b ô t o  o L t a i n ^ d .  f r o m ^ K : à ç h - 4 j i g h t  L t d # ,  O q X n b r Q O î % '
Ks^ àcHïyXgXüooeàmibeït''. ' /:;'" : " '
MVooae# ./'V^
■'. '  ■' :
Moroaptoothmiol# -..A :'-% . A' ' A';, ,
■ Keàgento obtainod frqnt Flitka A#CU# Ghemieohe Fabrik# Buckü# Suit «or land i*#
. B(+)-GGlaotnroBib aoid (pnriBo)#
■ LC^ )-Malate (purm)#'.
,'',B(4')-%ann0# (pnrise) #
'  -R^ xoglutarate (porio^ )#
Kylitol (pitrum).# ,
Hoagbiito obtained frto Armour'PbtoTiaoottiicaX Gê# Ltd#, Babtbourne#
' .y \ ' , ;-
'Aovino Albumin Pbvjdor'(kraotion ?):# ■ : "
Heagents obtained from Boéhx'iuger Côrp# (London) # Ltd#, Londom^ 
puniaratb#,
baotate d#iydrog0na^ ô,.'(3]:O ' ..;
Eougbnts'. obtained': from CaXMoobom# 'Ltd.#,# London^ ■
OXeiond*o Roagont .(dltîriotbroâ.tol) *.
GOj> gan otmidarde imro oMalnod li'om MinoB Safety Appliancoe, GXaegow* 
O^ tygen free Nitrogen nan obtained from Britieb o^ -îygen Go# Ltd## OXaegon* 
All nolutlomï were'màdo up,ln gXauë'^^fôtilXodn’ater#
QW ti ASSAY#
= «IWEIiOFI^ EHT: OF A -04:
- -
X.'bagou %  acipptîingi. tke- oaqay. dovelopqd by IloXmô {unpubliqliod :■ 
robâita) • %le invoXvod blovdns 3*5 1^ pÇ ç'âXXn lato 0» gmicof 1^vtoluene 
iî'i o'blianbX and vortexlng tho'oiîopanoiou, u^luf ù uMrlmlx'‘(%tnon»# :'
3'Aiglaud), for .10 r.odondfî* The t^oliiquloâïo** ,-ûüü. Inoubated-nt .2?fefor %
15.inimîtâo' and thon thq oneymo' raado fUXÎÿ;aqoeoolblb to ôubqtrate.v?ad 
aosayOci-.ciü follows*y' ' 0*5^1 of .toluonicûto ‘was culclûü ' tô a ' solution •, '
, (iîm'l;aining'g ' ■'■ , ■ . . . ■ , A-' ' ' ' ' ' . _ '
' y - ' ' ' ' ' gimïL' ïigf) ' ' - : ; , : '
\ , 0*5wï-,20 W&ONfO VôAnitrôpîiGnyigolaotopyrnnoaldo) • .
. >. ,in o*m#Ëgro. : . - -A . ■ . A':y/
' A- ; : A - - A:'-. ,'A.,- ' -A'^'
# 0  eoîutloh VQti at ■■ST^ O.y^ a.lûobAaiüaaé splits -0KP6,;.to.- -
give.'o*^ nitrophenyl -XONP) and ga.lâotooe.OlîPO - is oolôuriesaÙNP • hao. a ' =,.;. 
yellow colour*... -;Kneyno/notivit^  ip followed by 'hh.^ rvi<tù of‘uppcaranco . 
of ,tho. yellow colour. 'When th,e colour, of the aoçuy .oolutlou. imü • , -, 
suffi oient Xÿ-., doyolopod the raaqtdon- was - ‘stopped by..the addition of 0*$mi
• Ï ■• * . ^ ;
1 "11m time hetoeee' the addition: of :to'the aooay'
colivtion and the addition of was moarmuod-aoouratoly*., Bie
■intensity of colour■• of the assay solution.was doterhined using a 
rSpectrcmio 20 (hauGOh k Lo;;a> - aet to 420n%k li’he rolationohip
botwuën OhP Slid in lijmm:s'
fable Y Ghqwa the effioienoy of various prnoedureb in'-breaking. do\wi
V,vy. w w  '. r : \ ! . W a \ A ' W -  ‘ . - A  y A A
\ / A : V  .A;, - r / ' A e ^ A  .A:%: - : ' r -w:Ac - . 'A  %% < d ' A  ^4
-^'A:4'WX\.' 'C '-A:/ "'' i'-'Z-%%, -h. ÿ,A>::j';e " : . '  eA - >A'‘>-‘' •■-'A-^.
. c%AA- j -iAv - 'A "W :% A", w e f  ' "A-y^ -AWW i S g  w
i:y'.. ' ?"  Aj A-g-X'S'  A s  .vAA'u.' : - rA ;  a  wi;-"';-W-‘A :'o  
" A  . . .  . A - : w c A A A '  " . ' : A r . à e \  rX i ' f  . . v ' . g : A :  A-A'- '
,: C ; - . -I- AA;\A' -x... VwA :> ' ■ ; ■..' ■...: AvAs-A rAvy:- ; ; ;  A e  W.->AA
. ' , -  ■ -- m ;.- . - A A - . - A A ’ A.- , A w y . .  / A ' . A A . \ : ; : A  .Aw..A' ■
■■ , • ■ . A . A i ,  A'-' . •' ■ >■ A*-..A A . /- Ai:ÿ_ A% A : -4 . ■ -
AwAyA' .Ay 4AAeiwpW;A  ^A =•.'A;A-.^-- -i
Ai;-r w :  u  F  a V  A  A  ,'; A i A ; . ; ;  w y / e  i x A - y O : -  .
i .; i ■ :’-;.A-A:; Aw 'www\: -W.A .w; : A' ;,;A A.:, c.y,y':.. Ac .:A' :i . I A;.
ïHs: xmciEarcrr OF 7ARX07S siiaiomcit
V- PRQÔBHÎfiES
- ■ w, ; A  -'y,.' y / - . i s ,  y . j i , v . .- w\ A A - i . A A e ;  a ; , ; w y y y : A e /  A  ; 
. . .  ' - . . , ■ ' : ' .
y g w A A ?  .---rg '.-■n. y  Aw y - c y A , '  ' .Ay. ;A A j AA:: . A-ry:;.:;;.' w:-.,,A ..A--':
Ay ' " " ' .. ; ' . AwAyiyAf.Ae
' : - m m  V
p#ooll MIi306 trmlned to gljroorol/tulttt haarriotid 
#t 4 G *nd r«»u»p#nd0d in 40 aJC-phoaphato buffor pH 7#3*' - .
Thé œil# in the «usp#naion were dlarupted ty tho prooadurea 
îlatéd in th# table ; • % e  résulta whpwn in the tabl# wer# 
obtained nslHig the optimal conditions fçr each procçdur## /
Thé 9u%ym wa# aamayci oa follow# t
0#5»1 or #n#ym@ solution waa added to an assay solution 
containing 2ml of water# 0#5»! 2(^-0NPa in 
and 0*5»! of OaM-IîaH^O^ pH 7*2*
' -. . i,,. .
The reaction mixture we a incubated at 2?,: 0* ,The reaction' was' ' 
stopped by adding; O.Jml of l*6lI-Na^ G0^ , The tim# between the 
addition of anayœ and the to the ;##•#/ aqltttlon wa#
measured to the oecond# The of the assay aclution and 
the turbidity of the cell suspension wars read in a Spootronic 
20# The enayme activity was measured mal the change in 
E^g^Mlnute/unit of turbidity
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TABLE 7
PROCEDURE FOR THE DESTRUCTION DP THE 
CELLS' PEBIEABILITY BARRIER
RELATIVE
ENZYEIC
ACTIVITY
0.%: TOLUENE IN ETHANOL 0,6
l,afo T0LUE1Æ’ IN ETHANOL 0.5
2.0^ u TOLUENE IN ETHANOL I.O
TOLUENE: IN ETHANOL 1,0
I.O^ BENZENE IN ETHANOL 0.9
Z^ afo BENZENE IN ETHANOL 1.0
BENZEIEE IN ETHANOL 1.0
50 Jig DEOXYGHOLATB / nilWATEE O.I
50 pg DEOXYCHOLATE / ml WATER -i- 1% TOLUENE 0,1
SONICATION 0,7
SONICATION IN BSA SOLUTION 0.7
0„1 mg LYSOZYÎÎE / ml WATER 0.3
.:r,r v" - A . %
- wv' A y , y ' y  g :  A ,  ; . ry  -..y 
■ F;. \  .A y  \X" : ;... i ' -, . - : -  ■ -.-7 v;:. ' ;:y.  <y , ; -y ;
'• '■ Ay, VC,'*^-' ' 'r 'v'.vi y X L-'-'O C.'-ÎA-
AW y.y. w>yo;À y-w- Àw;yA /.vyiyyA'A-. w c:
■ ' - '.',r5i) .."'.v'.'..'-w '.-:;y'  ^ ,>>x v,;A'’r y xy'' A-, ' ' * (y' VA
■' •^A=-vAA ^ y y .  A-A'  A. f--':' y%";Ay - y . y , - lyyv yy .A:
'-: - - ' " :  ;y A :  ■•/f'AA ■ y  > A y A ' î y  A v7,; ■ y; A'
, ;■ FIGURE 11 : y
. '!:[•'}' -y ' Mi  A A : ,
' A' . yiimtioN 6f the ^ xhe qf iNcuBAa?ioH 
OF m  mUENISÀOa V
- y y y  - . . ' - . v M y c  y   ^y <  ^ ) ■'.■ v.,.y ' i . y y y  : : i - y . A  u A - : :  a a ^ ’A  y / y  ^  -
Â v 7  AA<A:'.A\..y.y A' --A:^ '.^ .FAAA ' %.
■A; A-’ A.v";A‘'A'. \ y . A : aA CA.î AAi.'' A-- aaA. -^ v ,AAàAAi-A: y. f ly
‘W ,Jy. y.-.. ' .,y c A  ':A.:A yy r - y - 'A y A
FICnjRK 11,
C0IIB trained to glycerol/salis wer# harvéeted at .
o4 c and reauopended in 40 mH-phoetpbate btiffer pH 7*2*
3#5 of the cell auepeneion was blown on to 0#5 ml of 
2JÎ toluene in ethanol* îhe toluenieate was inoubated at 
27 C* 0*5 ml was removed from the toluenieate at various 
tim# periods shown on the graph and assayed for enzyme*
The assay solution contained:#.
0*5 ml toluenisate 
, " . 2*0 ml water
0*5 ml 20niiî-02îFG in, 0*l H-HaH^ PO-*:'
' . a : . ; .  A - y :  A'A;* A  ,y^. - • : 4 / A _  ' A .
0.5 ml 0*1 M-HaH^ PO .*. : ■
■ ■ ■' ' A;VA,Ay/A.A' A- , A ' ^  4 ■ ; ■ .  ^A. /
The time that the réaction ,was allowed, to proceed, was measured
to the second# The reaction was stopped hy the, addition of 0*5 ml 
of 1*6 M-Ha^ QOj* Th# of the solution was measured in thé 
Spootronic 20* Th# enzyme activity was measured as change in 
,S42oAin.,
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FIGURE IX
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TILE 01/ lUCUBATIOR OF CELLS yilll TOLUEUE PRIOR TO ASSAY
;WlL0 permeability of tlio bell to OHPCv. -
Tho earAymo raatlo eooeooible to eubotrato vma aeoajed by, the 
prDoettee deooribed above « - Tho coaditiqna fo,v each procedure wore 
-. 'altered in . an effort to ob'baln ,nia%lmuni e^ elenne of enaymo* ‘ ■ The résulta , . ,
ahor that vortexing with either %  -toluene, in. ethanol-or bon^pho in 
, ethanol rendmza thtf rimrimuni amemitf of. onayifie aooooolble to au'bctrat.o.. ■
The p^rocédure deàoribod above waa altered olightly* Cells v/oro 
toluèalsod wltîi ,2;h toluene inbtoad of '1/L •• An- investigation on kho 
;'offact, of varying the time of mrteidng ohowed thirt ,10 seconds, v/aa '
1 sufficiont to, bring .about marirmm.'hoc6ssibl.lity of; einsyrae to subotrate* y.
The perineabllity barrier of cellp to QHPG wnrr doetroyotl by blowing % '
: 8,5^1 of a cell Busponaion où to 0#5ml of 2/^ toluene 'in cthanolV ' The
lirXxture was vortoxod fox\ 10 beoomlo, and. Inoubatcyl; at .27^0 for 15 rainuteo*
\  ;■ ■ • ■ a :  : ■ ' . f f  ■
Oella være to^ aioniocfE a a described and; tUeii incubated at 2?^G for . .
varying. ;poriodq of timè shown, in figure 13,* The envymie made accessible in
■ 'thODG times WUÜ'determined .using-the osaoy. .dOGorlbed*» Figure 11 chows 
Ihmt the maximum amount. of onryiao Is made accessible .after fomz minutes# / 
The amoun b of onwyBieopreuGnt in the toluenicate remaiustGonotant for ■ ;
about thirty minutes after vihioh time the level of enpyme falls■ The
atûucîard. time of incubation vma reduced from fiftcjonUninutQo to eight 
minutes, ■ . ' ’ ' . i ' '
i#4, E m aiKHCY OF VA'Rions .Â8GAY m m m s .  '
There ^  number of .^«galactosidase :aesaya .roportod in the ■
, literatureÿ each using a diffèrent assay buffeazw'; Th.q;crtTect of these
-  " 1
TABiæ 8
EPPICÏEnCY OP VARIOUS. ASSAt,BÜH®R
I.,. j I ' \ ,-r .. H. ; ;
u ■
■ ; " table 8. ; \ '
C«11» trained to glyc«rol/«alt» w«r« îjarv«»tod at 4^ 0 
and roGUtspended in 40»H-ph«Bphnt« buffer pH 7*2* The o«XI» 
were toXueniaed me desoribed and incubated at 27^ 0 for 8 minutee* 
0*5 ml o of the toXuenieate wa» added to an aesay eolution 
containittgî-
2 ml water
0.5 ml éOmll-ONPCî in the aseay buffer
0*5 ml assay buffer a
The pH of the buffer ■ was 7*2 unless stated in the table*
The assay was incubated at 27^ 0, and stopped after a measured 
time interval by adding 1»6K-NagC0^ *
The of the aemay eoXution and the turbidity of the cell 
euspeneion was read on a Speotronic 20* The enzyme activity wa» 
meaeured a# change in minute/unit of turbidity#
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TABLE 8
The pH of th e  h u f fe r  was 7-2  except where g iven .
ASSAY BUFFER
RELATIVE
EITZYKIG
ACTIVITY
0, Dî-BaHgPO
Oo25na.I-ErTA 30mL-TRI&ACETATE pH 8 ,0  
0,IK-BaHgB0 0 ,6  gms YEAST EXTRACT /  1 
0„B1-TR IS , 50 ffiM-NaCl, 4ml';-SUCCIMTE,
■{■ ImK-EgACETATB pH 8 .0
O.Bt-BaEgPO f  lOmM-EgACEl'ATE
0,11.1-HaHgPO. f  lOOmM-TEIS
OolE-NaHgPO^^ 4- 50mM-HaCl
0, IE- UaHgPO ■{. 4mK-SUCCIHATE
O.BI-NaHgPO^ i- lOmK-ACETATE
O.H^-NaHgPO. •!• I biM-ACETATE
0 ,B :-K a II„P 0 . ■!-. ItnM-KgCl 2 4 g
1.0
0 ,5
1.2
1.0
1,1
1.0
1.0
1,0
1.0
1,0
1,1
I,
I'Gv '
TABLB 9
ETOiOT OF THIOL CÔMî^ MDS ON MZB03 ACTIVITY.
: :
Celle trained to glycerol/salts were harvested et 4^ C 
and resuBpended in 40 îaM^ phosphate buffer pH 7.2. , The cells 
were toluenised and then added to the assay solution containing
2 ml water '
0.5 ml 20 «K-ONPG in {O.lM-KaHgPO^  +1 buffer pR?.2#
0.5 ml (O.lM-NaH^ PO^  + ImM-MgClg)buffer + thiol compound p# 7#2.
The a0say was carried out at 27 0* The acsay was stopped 
by the addition of 0.5 ml 1.6 M-Na«GO_. 7 -
The concentration of thiol'compouhd'given in the table is the 
concentration in the assay solution.
' ■ . - . ■ ■ ■- --'/v' ■ -
Bnzyme activity was measured as change in E^ ^^ /minute/unit of 
turbidity.
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TABLE 9
TEIOL REAGENT ADDED TO 
ASSAY SOLUÏIOK
RELATIVE EITZYAIC 
ACTIVITY
NOUE 1.0
LbK CLELLAJlfe REAGENT 0,8
M  CYSTEINE 0.8
IjiiK GLTJTATHIOHS 0.8
LERCAPTOETEANGL 1,2
15mA: KERCAPTOEPHAîroL 1.3
70ir.K EERCAPTOETHAITOL 1.6
150mA IIERCAPTOHTHAJNOL I 96
buffers on the enzyme activity is shown in table 8. The presence of 
ImlWaagnesium ion stimulates the enzyme activity by 10^ * Other lone 
were found to have no effect* Further investigations showed that the 
optimum for enzyme activity was any value in the range 6*5 7*6#
The assay buffer was altered to include ImWlgOlg^ * The CKPQ was 
dissolved in this modified buffer*
1*5 EFFKOT OF THIOL oomcmms CN a z m a  AcriviTY.
The thiol compounds listed in table 9 were added to the assay 
solution to #ve the final concentration shown* Cleland&s/ reagent, 
cysteine and glutathione inhibited enzyme activity* Mercaptoethanol 
stimulated activity by up to 6C^ > Bespite this increase in activity 
mercaptoethanol was not added to the assay for two reasons* (hie, the 
smell was such that it would be impossible to work in close association 
with it for periods of up to twelve hours* Two, when the reaction was 
followed using the SP800 and the slave recorder, it Ws found that the 
presence of mercaptoethanol affected the linearity of the reaction.
Althou^ the overall enzyme aotivity was raised the linearity of the 
reaction was so altered that it became difficult to estiaate the rate 
of release of CWFCr by the enzyme*
1*6 EFFECT OF Ctim CCHCIiNTMTXCgr OK ENZYME ACTIVITY.
Figure 12 shows the effect of varying the concentration of ONFQ
added to the assay solution* The rate of enzyme activity is at à maximum
Wien 0*5ml of 20in5W3HPCI is added to the assay solution,#*3mK final
concentration* The preparation of the assay solution was altered slightly#
Instead of adding 0*5ml buffer plus 0*5^ 1 Of 20mM*-0NP0 in buffer I added 1 *Oml
 ^ . of
/  .'T.: / Ü  '
. . .  .xévri/^ r.uj r,/ '6'U;r:
' . '-. ; ):%i r.( v: ' / .,: : .;' . :'
'- ' - /- ' . <
%-:jU <^/Vr f c-our/\':;{.xy:,f'_.o) {"ry;
0;/
misGT OP oNpg oomœÉA^mi^ oh -mznm agtimity* - .
.' -\;^''‘W:'-: / :. /'-j ' :\ ;r : ? \ :-;'.->'K:
' A.y.:\c . ÿ. .. l^c ■;;.’) ;o yq.'y: y y(t
'-‘■’-V yniyyy7y.^:'n- J .i/,y; -v:.; 5Ay, rv; r.yr. /x;  ^ --y--:- ,y;-' • '
FIGDKS 12,
Celle harveeteâ and ramtepcaidad in 40n*»*phdspha*fca '
Tniffar pH 7,2 w«re toluenieed# 0,5ml of the tolnanlaat# 
was added to an assay solution containing:»#
2 ml nater
0,5 ml ÛNPO (concentrations ^ are such that the ONPG 
concentration in the assay solution were 
SB shown in Figure ), .1
in (O.lM-kaHgPO^ + 1 i»K-MgClg)huffer pH 7*2» 
0.5 ml (Oé^-NaH PO. + 1mK.MgOL)Wffer pH 7#2#
The assay was incuhated at 27 0# The reaction was stopped
W  the addition of 0*5 ml l#6M-Na^ ,C0^  after a measured time period,
: : : ■ ■ ■ ' -  3  ^ .. , ■ .7 ,.-....,. . ,
The of the assay solution and the cell suspension ware 
read using a Spectronic 20. The enzyme aotivity was estimated 
as change in S^ ^^ m^in/unit of turbidity, ;
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Cells ironed to glycerol/selts were harvested at 4^ 0 sad 
resuspended in 40 mM^ phosphate 7$2* The cells were diluted 
in phosphate buffer to give a series of cell suspensions With 
turhiditles ramging from 0*1 to: 4iO# A .Tbe' cells were toluenised 
and assayed as iescrihed in section, 4*3^  of ïWefials and Methods*
The graph shows the plot of enzyme units/ml*^ "îî^  ^of cell 
suspension#
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1.7 lŒMTIOimmP BETVIBM CEX.L TURBIDITI AB) m Z Y m  UNXTS/ML.
Ail developmental work proviouB to thie wae carried out 
UBing* tho original aecay* The was measured on the 
Speotronic 20. The assay procedure desorihed in eeotion 4*3 
of tho Materials and. Methods was used in all subsequent work.
The rate of OMP release was followed kinetically using an SP800 
and a slave recorder. The ooncentratioh of OMP in the assay 
solution was shown to he linearly related to
Figure 13 shows that there is a ,linear relationship "between 
onaymo units/ml and the turbidity of the oell suspension
over the range 0*1 to 4*0. Oolls trained to glyoorol/salts 
wore suspended in phosphate buffer at an of 4#0# This 
suspension was diluted to give a nuraher of cell suspensions with 
®420 from 0*1 to 4*0* The eneyine units/ml were estimated
for each suspension. The results are shown in figure 13. The 
specific activities of these solutions were estimated. Each assay 
was done in quadruplicate. The statistical mean value was 
estimated. The standard error Of the assay was estimated to ho 3%*
BESÜLÏS.
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n  OROWH OK tfllCTIitO SPBBmtSS.
1*1 tmai Gg yARTINO THE. flMB PERIOD smMK  THO PHASES Qg 
OH STOSBttllSgt OHOMTH AMP
Nt3lo8 m #  t* iby pjNWfduv,
4«Me»t%«d an f«g« 64 « 10 m% #f th# Dhix* *#%# WanlmWi ini.
800 n&A af hamalagau# mWiw, wmtnlnin*,«%ffi#i#nt t# #&%.»$
gvnNtlt fa» on# gonomtW#: %# finm tiuAiAiV #n of 0.1* '
Colin *#»# «llowod to »OMkin in o#tion*%y-gh### fon oonion# tin# 
p#»i#a#* %##* Ayooxol non nWoA took At tin# intoximln f»o* ##»#
-to fit# k«ad»#d #nd thinly nimto# oft#» tb#..fiSln #nt#»#ii ntntimnwy : - 
##00# fnnhidity auâ yO «tpliO'tooidin# ##»# n###u»#d #v#ny fit# ainut## 
fo» th# n#%t $«n#mtion.
fnhl# 10 oho## th# off not of th# longth of th# tin# y#»W h#tw##n 
th# two %&#### of g»owth,#n th# «nh##qn«nt opooifi# jnowth not#* th# 
«pAOifi# not# of onnyn# oyn^ iooi#, on# th# tin# h#tM##n th# oddition 
of fnooh #%yo#»ol th# «ohnogoont nononptiw of gnowtb on# on#)## 
ijnthotii. ■
fho/nooolt# ohow.thot th# #oll«'olWnt.gnowin* ianodlotOlf th# 
fnooh fljwonol i« oddod hook# ' th# opooifi# «vawth not# oton th# 
following gononotion- doonoo### ## th# l#ngth #f tin# thot th# ««11#
#t# in ototiwwy phoo# ino###o##. If th# o#llo on# in-.ototionony 
%*### fon #inty niaut## 0» non# on#)## opnthooi# i# inhihitod fOn 
ohout twrntr ninutoo oftov th# oolla atont gnONlag* Ono# #n#)## 
#)#th##i# otort#,- how#t#n, th# opooifi# not# i# ind#p#nd#nt of th# . 
tin# thot th#.o#ll# on# in ototiono») phooo.
figon## 14 A ond a oonpon# th# #*pon#ntiol ohong# in twrhidity
TABLE 10
EFFECT OF YARTIWO THE TIME PERIOD BETWEEH THE CTD OF 
THE FIRST phase OF ORCTiTH AND TEE START OF THE SECOND* 
ON SUmSEQOENT ORCTCTH AMD EWZCTE STOTHESlS* ; ,
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C#ll# i# glyo#r#l wer# laooulmt#^  la# 160 ml limiting
glyo#rel/«#lt## Th# oeU# grmM tat #»# g#a#r#t$#A fmd thW 
#mt#r#d et#ti#AAry AdditW# ##y# m#d#^  # vmrlpu# t###
mft#r th# otlXf''#ivi#r#d #t#tl#n»%y ' )p^  w#y#' t#k#n - y
mt th# ti«## «hoim Tor turi>idi1qr ##t$mtioa mad #n#y*# aowiy#
;■, • — — • / l^yoorol #M#d 30 #ft#r:#nt#rd%-^ i.y^ yy
.  ^#Wtiomry phmm# # • y' -
' A '— — A '■ glyoorol *dd#d 210 miiü -Aft#ri oAtortag 
; mt&tioimzy^ ph###^ /'' (: ' x
. /X £X ' #fllyo«roi\ piu*/5 Wg^ oyolié ; added i210 ‘miri . A ;.;,
mftor #At#ri&^  *t#tiw#ry p:^ ##*
Figur# 14 A w; log turhi#ty t W *
Plgur# 14 B '#* log wi#ym# %mlt#/ml of timo#
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This is the differential plots of the results show# in
Figures: 14 A and B# ,
glycerol added 30 mlr, after the 
start of atatibhary phase*7
glycerol added 210 mini; after the 
start of stationary phase*
glycerol pl'do 5 %nM cyclic added 
210 ffiin.. ; after the start of
stationary phase* - ;■
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<wid miiù of of oultui^  with time, of o#ll# to
whioh fareeh glyoO)pol woe âddod thirty mà two hundrod Ond too mlhotoo 
mftoac tho ond of tho flrot ph«oO of jpfowth# Thoy #loo oho* tho offoot 
on thoof poromotofo of adding pi«M-oyollo AW along with th# frooh 
glyoorol to oollo whloh havo boon In otationary phaoa for two hundrod 
and ton ttinutao* % #  inoroaea in th# tim poriod hotwoon tho two 
phàâod of growth ha# dauBOd a ollght r^uotidn in th# opooifi# growth 
rato# #0 prooono# of 5#-oyolio AMP hao not oignifioantly altorod tho 
opooifio growth rato# Figura 14 B ohowo that oollo oynthowioo 
y^ lfi^ laotOBidao#^  immodiatoly aftoi» tho addition of 'A*ooh gglyooroi whan 
\ tho poriod hotwooh the two growth phaooB i# thir'lÿ minuta# $ hut that
onaymo oynthoil# 1# inhihitod foy fifteen minuta# after the addition whoa 
tho period i# ohangod to two hundred and ton minuta## The opooifio 
rat# of anmym# oynthooi# i# aloo alightly dooraaaod# the addition of 
ge*-oyoiio A W  with froah glyoorol to doll# whioh hav# haw in 
otationary phaa# for two hundred and ton minute# ahoiiaho# the initial 
inhihitiom of onayma aynthoai# hut doe# not oignlfioantly «atar the 
BpooifiO rat# of ohayma aynthaei##
the differential plot#I ohtainad from the roBult# in Flgurmi 
14 A and B# are ehown in Figure 1§4 The differOnoa in time epent in 
otationary pha#a ha# no affeot on th# #uh#equ#nt differential rata 
of àneyine #ynthO#i#f however if tha oell# have heen left in etationaiy 
pha## for two hundred and tan minute# ansyma eyntheoi# i# inhibited 
wharea# it i# not if the period i# thirty minute#* The addition of 
oyolio AMP overooma# thi# inhibition* The differential rata# of 
ineyme ayntheei# in all three oaee# are the #am#f
11. is.'ià m )  .14
BFEBOT OP VARIOUS COtîPom'IIIS ON TfJB aiH'TiREICTIAL
nmi OF A  w-mMOTOUBASEl 8«mÉUIB.
' ■ ■ •' / ■
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TABLE II
CûliPOOTD
P VALUE 
AS “p OP 
COMROL
L(-{.>AIUVBIj\TOSE 89
B™FEUCTOSE 77
B-EHÜCTO SE-I-g-EIPHOSPHAT E 95
D-ERUCîOSE-6-PHOSPHATE 103
1(-)WC0SE 79
D-GAIACTOSE 103
D (■{. )-GALACTUEOm’E 60
D-GIUGONATE 72
D-GIUCOSB 60
D-GLÜCOSE-I-PHOSPIÏATE 100
D-GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATB 72
P-GLUCUEOUATE 74
D(iX'ûm08E 63
»-AC.EriLGLUCOSAAINE 67
D-RAPPIKOSE 60
P-SORBIÏOL 72
89
TABLE 12
CüLPOUND
P VALUE 
AS io OP 
com POL
D(~).RrBOSB ICO
D~-RlBCSE-5-.PH0SPHATE ICO
B (4 XYLOSE 81
L (-Xylose 93
ACETATE 88
2-OXOGLUTAnATE 90
LALATE 107
PYEUVAl'E 33
SUCCINATE 91
L-ALANINE 89
L-ASPAHTATE 91
L-GLOTAiaTE 95
B-.SEEIÏÏB 43
L»SEEINE 
; _______ _________________________  . .
78
90
TABLE 13
EIXTUlîE
P VALUE 
AS 5^ OP 
CONTROL
L (-î-XHAJ.iîrOSE, L-OLUCURCNATE, L (™>PUCOSB, 
B-GALACTUEGNATE, N-ACETYLGLUCOSAluIKE,
B (+ X bUCO saline , B (-!■ >GALACTO SALINE.
53
L (4. )ARABINOSSj B (•(■ >EIBOSE, B, L-XÏLOSE, 
XYLlrOL, SEBOmilTULOSE.
96
SUCCINATE,LjUATBjPULARATE,OXALATE, 
2-OXOGLUTARATB.
65
ACETATE,LALOHATE,PROPIONATE, 
SEBACIC ACIB.
105
ABENINE,GUANINE,CYTOSINE,THYMINE, 
URACIL.
74
91
TABLE 14
KimURE
P VALUE 
AS OF 
ccmi^L
GROUP I â L»GLUrAJ^ ;ATE,L~-ORRITHIUE, 
L-ARGIRIRE; L--PROLIRE3 
M I S  IRE*
84
GROUP 2 s Ir-ASPARUATE) UmEREORIRE^ 
L^ISOLEUCIREj L^ LYSXRE^  
L-.RETÏÏIORIRE*
90
GROUP 3 s Ir-TRyPTCPRANg L-TYROSIRE) 
L-PHERYLALAHIM5 
L-HISTIPIRE,
82
GROUP 4 s Xr»SERBÏEjIr»ALA]^ Xffij, 
L-GLTCIHE)L»CYST EIRE ^ 
L-VALBIE, L^ LEUCIREj 
L-»ISûLEÜGXREc
66
GROUPS I;2)3)&4o 55
Cje.//s ch^  l^ cr^ lk
 ^ In mperimente #e tim# pdriod between the two ph**##
odf igtsoTftlb iwit# *%@*&t]pi^ 3l:«Kt «%o iKhKlaftgr j&ijint#*#*
1#2 BFm:T 0» VARIOUS mtmms m *m mwmm^ Uh ra^ oy
■ 3BÜSYNB STTHMDOBIS.
E#ooii ML308 w*m tpeined to a^ yoerol/ealte medlm end grown a# 
doeoribed in 8#otion 1*1# Thirty minute# after the end of the firat 
phaa# of growth a mljtture of oarhon and energy aouroee added to 
the oulture* Thie mixture contained eaffioient i^ yceroX to eupport a 
former ^ oration and an amount of the compound or oompound# under 
in^ veatigation# each of which contained an amount of oarhon equivalent 
to the glycerol# Turhtdity a# nQBalactoeidaee were meaaured every 
five minute# for the next generation* The reeulte obtained from thi# 
eerie# of experiment# are ehown in Table# 11# 12# 13 and 14# In all 
caee# the F value when #ycerol alone i# added, is taken a# 100^ *
Table 11 show# the effect of adding a number of hexose# and 
hexose phosphate# oh the differential rate of /f «galactosidas# synthesis# 
None of the oompound# added stimulated eneyme synthesis by a significant 
amount* MPruotc#e**»phosphate# galactose# and ^ uco##^ 1**pho#phate had 
no effect# The rest of the compound# reduced the differential rate of 
synthesis by varying amounts*# (<‘)*Arabinose and fructose#1#&^  
diphosphate by between 3 and lO^ # fruotOee# D (*)fuco8e# gluconate# 
gluoo ee#^pho#phat# # glucurohate and rarbitol by between 20 and 30^  
galacturonate# glucose# mannOse# W#acetylg|ucosamine and raffinose by 
30 to
The effects of adding pentoses# amino acids and compound# in the 
tricarboxylic acid cycle a*e shown in Table 12* Kalate may have
9 %  • '
stimulated synthesis slightly# whil# riboss and ribosa*ÿ*
phdsphaie had no offset# The reminder of the ocmpodhds repressed 
sna;^ synthesis to a limited extmt*# L#xylese# g^-lto&ogiutarat## 
suodinate# Wmspartat# and I^uta#ate by about ICjJi IMtylos## 
acetate# Imalanine and h»serine by about 20^ * Weriae and pyruvate 
had the greatest effeot #  the. i$t# of ensyme synthesis# The addition 
of IWerine ohanged the P value to 4055 of that of the oontroi,ifhile it 
was 30j5 of that of the control in cells growing in the preaenp# of 
-pyruvate#' ;
Various mixtures containing expounds from speoifio areas of 
metabolism were also prepared* %e effects of adding these mixtures 
are shown in Table 13# Compounds assooiated with the pentose 
phosphate pathway and the group of compounds containing acétate# 
mionate# propi.<^ œiW) and sebaoio acid W  very -little' effeot on th# 
rate of ensyme synthesis# The other mixtures lowered the differential 
.late, by'different, amunts*#^  O#pound# associated with nucleic acid, 
metabolism by 25j5| those assooiated with Krebb cycle by 355=* those 
required for the synthesis of cell wallWLymers by 4755#
The effect of various amino acid families on th# differential 
rate of ensyme synthesis is shown in Table 14# The aspartate family 
reduced/Uwi rate by 10^ # Both the glutamate family and the armatio 
amino acids lowered the rate by 205$# The serine family had the 
greatest effect and repressed the differential rate by 34^ # A 
mixture containing all the amino acids lowered the rate by 4555#
Some representative results are shown in graphical form (Figures 
Id A and B and 10# These figures show thé results obtained whan wither
■. ?4;'V;
glyoeroX alone or glyoerol plus gluooee wee edged to celle which had 
been in etationery phae# for thirty minute#* Figuré 16 A ehowe the 
exponential change in turbidity against time# The presence of ^ ucose 
in the medium stimulated the specific growth rate# Figure 16 B, 
however# which is the plot of log ensyme units/ml of culture against 
time shows that the addition of #uoose inhibits the specific rate of 
y^wgelactcsidese synthesis# The differehtiel plot obtained using these 
results (Figure 17) chows that the addition of glucose produces a 
period of transient répression# followed by a period of permanent 
repression where the differential rate of ^ #galactosidase is less 
than that of the control#
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ADBOTICWS TO OBt.m gROijS OÜT LIMtTiSQ (fetCaSHOL*
' ! '
FlOtJîÜS 16 i AHl) B,
Qells trained to glycerol/emits were inoculated into defined 
medlutt containing an amount of glycerol which would support one
generation. The cells were allowed to grow and then enter
stationary phase. 'Thirty minutes after they entered itatiohary 
phase either glycerol or glycerol plus glucose was added to the 
cells# Turbidity and êhsyme units/ml# were measured during the 
following hour.
Figure 16a shows the erponentiul change in turbidity.
Figure 16B shows the exponential change in h'neyme
, linits/ml.
Cells to which glycerol was added.
Cells to which glycerol plus glucose 
was added#■•
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Differential plot» of the reaulta shown in fianrsA 16%#anâ B. 
Diilts of y^*galaotosidass/«lT - iurhidl^*
Cells to ifhioh elirosrol was added*
Cells to which éf^ yoerol plus ê’iucose 
■ïV'^: was.eddedirl'S^ '' v-
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:'*#»$"##« 'iw w im W /in # . # #  fSitlc» 800' wi*' #f
n«diii».vilih«»1i t » t ^  %## ' Th# @###: #4»## ' A#gk -whMi ; "
#^h#%l#mg#d' #a# Ww «fiwŸ' #$h#m '.
' w# ttitd ' ' Smmyl## - ##w #v#*y fW
-iniaulMM! fqg tW :#*xt ' (##% *#** f#y #f/#*hidHaf .4^
thiimtW # f ..
' ' The-'^ ^mlta.for #&# 4#i<i«R #f #%%«»$*#»$#' «mi _«horn i«  Whl#',1),,. 
Th# : ,$«hl« ' .e k ^ . ##  diffemehiW'.fht* #f #j»th#«iiHEW ;
'v«lu# ^ là-imvitm# ; «iMln# #« ..;
«r' wnhçlwii# .&* th# pvimtm* # f '«h'##Mo#.#f ppwrnit*
. The. TÇRUhie #h#w "that gymvet# y^edeee# emtehellt# .r#pmi#eie« in  ^
' Mild tyy*, ph##ph##m»l pymw»t# e^W##!### #t«m t unA NL^/4Q* .
: St.''dec# m i # # * #  wWhelit# *#pm##ei#. *« th# pymtvai#.
- diÀydy##»#»# ' M#g*tiv# :m t#*t dr th# 'Mutant S#ekthg.'h#th ph##$h##m#l -. -' 
.'pyruvmt# #ym#ie#\'#md jyvuyit«.'d#hydr#gen###».''in'th# S«tt#r, h#w###r, - -..
the mte of «nz;ym« «tynth^ die ia eowplately
The ^ 0fpMdal-.;.fom of #Qme 3?«prs««n1»iive #r# #hmm In /
Hfîureê 16 A and B and 19* Thea# figura» oompàr# the familta obtainad 
from a oonlroX flaok oonlainlng Bdoeli KL306 growing on glycaroi/oaita* 
with those from a porresponding flask to whiph gmM-pyruvmt# was added# 
Figura 18 A show# tha graph of log turhidity4v#tima # Th# addition of 
pyruvata inoraaaaa thi spaoifio growifh ratp# The graph of log anaym# 
unit/ml of oultur#w4^ #tima is shown in Figura 18 B# Bar# tha addition 
of pyruvata has yaducad tha apaoifio rata of ^  «wgalaotosidas# aynthaaia# 
Tha differential plots obtained uàing thasa results are shown in 
Figure 19* Pyruvate raprassad the diffarential rata Of ^««gftlaotosidasa 
synthesis* ■' ,
The oorraeponding graphs ohtainad for ML308/ppi' and Mlt308/40 are 
similar in pattern to those ohtainad with KW08 with raspaot to tha 
affaot of pyruvate* In the pas# of KL308/40 the addition of pyruvate 
lowered tha apaoifio growth rata from 0*80 to 0*64* Pyruvate has 
very little effeot On the differential rate of ensym# synthesis in 
HL308/pdh * The two lines in the diffarential plot are almost 
superimposed*
S m ë M
EM-EOT op ABDITION OF PYROVAIB CW THE
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TABLE 15
Q-RGKElSh SUBSTIl/VTE ABEITIOÎf P VALUE
E ecoli GLYCEROL
EgO I0o4
Î>!lL 308 PYHUVATE 3,2
EoColi HgO 10,7
LL 308/ 
pps“
GLYCEROL PYEinm'E 2,3
EoColi
SUCCIMTE 9.9
I.IL308 ACETATE PYHÜVATE 4,2
EoColi SüCCIlîATE HgO 9.2
KL 308/ 
pdh~
4
ACETATE PYEUVATE 8,3
E^coli
ROTHka 4XM n'fr-ff^Kk
SUCCIHATE
•V
HgO 4o2
KL 308/40 ACETATE PYHÜVATE 1,3
EoColi SÜCCIHATB HgO 2,2
KL 308/
pdji"'’ 3 pps*“
-!■
ACETATE PYHÜVATE 2o2
;: V.--r"' '
r.*---ir. * • . ' ' 1
; VI? ,. '; ,6  .r -V " : ■ V \J" '• f . .;■
'VC:.; ?i' ^. r.'- '/K Li>' :^rO?-
GROWTH,'. .
-iVL
EePolj MI3O6 trained to gixoerol/eelte was inoo^ated into 
repUoete glyoerol/ealte* It e /t^Mdity of aîwut 0#J; (e = - )
either eeter or 5 nM-pfmvate wee added to the Oulturee*
420
Turhldlty end meyrne unit#/*#r# meeeured over the next hour#
ligure lôà 
Figure 18B
log turhidity «# v # time*
log Unite j^-gelaotOeide#e * v tlme^
5 eM#. pyruvet# added*
added#
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uQ groteih/m l o f oultütfo; t-î^ a takeii to hôoi^ ihl, tô, tlié  tneaft ATP pool 
thyoughout'-atOMtE,. ' . "L \ "■ -, -  ^ .
3*2 àB:A MT#mmugjPî#\
-OViiiRâM. RATE .OP. ATP■=SB#lfes^ S« ' '■ C. -
' l^liG Golla grbt'r aet'o'bioalls’'.# OgIXb forjïï fAieni^: %\to moleauies of
boMmat'; biié. r^dÏG'biile "of. glÿbbr.61 to oarlDOA . ' 
<Ù.oilde of.'thede .ai'OAformed,àB à ÿ-eoult of
o^ ditivé-phofâphorjrlaiiion^  As nioro tjiasi ïilnaty per cèut of 'the . 
ooil*0 AXl^ '-'appoarp .tovàrXbb^  iViM^ bkidato': phoophoryXt=ition''ît GOeme not . 
TOréâsonahXé to asawie thàt the # #  of q%ygfen omGimptlon le a tn^ sut^  
bf the oyeraXl râto :of AVP %  P/0 ratio' in ^ *ooll mB ■
token to he ' \
U%- u m m i amDimoim m hiim  nm wnom  CHmi?aaB« . /
tràïheâ té ^ lyoerol/éalté mêdiwi #ia inoonlated into 
20.'mI4-^iÿbG,%^ol/oaito#.\'';.'''Thô' bMltlono %ere made on© hour later at an 
, of appro;Kimat6iy' Oél;#; . Sample g Were removed every half hour for the 
obtimation of turhidity, èhbyrao unitG/mi,. n moleo ATp/ml and The
':„ràto of. o^ cygen.;poh#miptionand.oarhon- dioxide evolution were measured,at : 
theno time b # Ho data fare ; presented concerning the oarhon < dio:dde evolved# 
however the oàrl^ nddioxldO' ; evolved -Iç required for the OBtimation. of '
the amount of o»ygen> obaeumedf The turbidity (e o^o) reading w»o
.. 'f \ - V \ - , - -  ^ .
converted intoyug prbtein/ml ucing the calibration graph çhowtx in Figure 3*
3À4. FmcTs OF MFFmor^B (im) omiimm* ■
The addition of raffinose decreases the exponential rate of 
increase of g protein/ml culture (Figure 20) | the exponential rate 
of increase of enïîyîïîè tmits/ml (Figure 21) and the ex^nentlal rat# 
of increase 6f n moles ATp/al of eulttire (Figure 22)# In the first 
two cases the effect of raffinose only hepame evident at about 1 how 
after its addition# It has an effect on the ATP Icvel/ml of culture 
after the cells hay# been exposed for half an hour. Hafflnosê also 
reduces the logarithmic rate of increase of n inolee 0^  consumed(/min/»l 
of culture (Figure 23)# its effect is chylous thirty minutes after 
its addition*
Figure 24 shows that raffinose reduces the ATP pool# The ATP 
pool is estimated hy measuring the final slope* Figure 25 shows that 
raffinose repressed the differential rate of ensyme synthesis *
3*5* îdsiATioNSHiPa ESTAphiemm Bm m m  m  PAm m im s mAsmm)# \
Results similar to those shown in Figures 20, 21# 22 and 23 w«r# 
chtained for calls treated with various concentrations of raffinos# 
ranging from 0*4 to l*2mR# Figure 26 shows that the P value is 
directly proportional to the ATP pool# The P value is also directly 
proportional to the rate of oxygèn consumption, or the overall rate of 
ATP synthesis# This is shown in Figure 27# Figure 28 shows that th#
P value is directly proportional to the specific growth rat## The rat# 
of Oxygen consumption is directly proportional to th# ATP pool 
{Figure's?-)»
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Cells trained to glycerol/salts wore inooulatod into homlogoW 
medium# One hour after inoculation yaripuB obacentrationG of Raffinose ; 
i^ re added, ( f ) # ' S^ iples were rçmovod %t- ■ the timpo.  ^The
of these sm^ plee were read# ; The ug protein/ml weyo estimatecl using  ^: 
the Wibratim.oiirve WW%lh'fi^0: 3iY\;? ' '-
, This is the plot of logprotein/ml. oulturp tirno# -
# ■ ' Cells to \Mch water wae,added#':;
A "■Cello to' which -1 mM-Raffinose ,#àë '.{^ded#:
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Growth condition® wore the ewne ae thoee deeorihod In Section 3#3# 
Oelle W0fo inooulâted into three identical flack®# One hour after 
inoculation the following addition® were made# i) water 
ii) IwJ'Vraffinose iii) 1oi35-raffineeè plue SmK.oyollo AMP#
Sample* were removed at half hourly Intervale for enaÿme assay^  
turbidity and AfP estimation# (Dhe amount of oacygon consumed by the 
culture wa® alee estimated# Figure 33 ehowe the effect of oyolio 
AMP on, the represcion of onsyme cynthecie produced by the addition of 
raffinoee to the culture# Kaffinoae repressed the differential rate 
of engyme eynthecie# Cyclic AW antagonieea this effect* The effect
1 ■ ■ '' ' “' ' ' / O  ■ - ; ii .
of cyclic AMP on the relationship between ^ p^ fgalaotooidaoe/ml of 
culture and n moles ATP/ml culture is shown in Figure 34* The 
addition of cyclic AÎ3P in the presence of raffinooe increases the , 
level of y^galaetoeida®e/ml of culture without correspondingly 
increasing the level of ATP/ml of culture# In the absence of cyclic 
AMP the y^w^laotosidase/ml of culture is directly proportional ta 
n melee ATP/ml of culture*
HSHRSa 10 A ai^ d B 
KEîiEi? 01? CATABOm'E RIJPRESSIOH BY OYCIÆG AMP.
Celia war# trained to glyoarol/aalta, ,%ey ^ war# 
inoculated into 10Gtml of glycarol/aa It a# Th# addition* 
wersf mad# on# hour after inoculation# Sampla# wero removed 
for f^ atimatlon of turbidity and enaym# unita/ml at the tin# 
interval# ahoen*
Figure 30i ie the graph of log turbidity*v#ti#e* 
figure 30B; is the graph of log onayae un.ita/mi*v**tiiM»#
t#0 —  0 water added,
— - A glucose added.
gluooee + ÿm^ i cyolio AMP added.
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Cell» trained to glycerol/salt» were grown on l60 ml ot 
glyoerol/aalta* At the end of one gieneretion irater tras added 
to one fleek end 5 mM'Oyolio AM^ was added to the other#
Sample» were removed for tnrbldity estimation and enssyae a»8ay# 
every five minute» for one hour*
This graph is the plot of units of eneyme/ml^v turbidity*
# ' -water added;
4 gm!I"Oyollo AL'fl? added.
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A piirvoy of the literature up to <Jxu;io 1967 revealed that mo at 
workers adopted one of two maih approaches tdicn they attempted to 
idoutify tho cataholite, oo*-repro0sor,p À mumher of investigators 
which inoludod hoomis and Magaisonik (l 966) and Boggs and Rogers 
,(1966) determined the effect of various;dompoimds on the differential 
and oooaoionally (Boggs and Rogers (1966) ) the exponential rate of 
enzyme , synthesis in certain mutants # Those mutant s either t : were 
totally unahle to or, Could only partially motaholise the compounds 
that were added to. the medium* Other investigators compared the 
differential rates of enzyme synthesis ohtained when cells grow on 
different oarhon and energy sources* Cells, were inoculated into either 
homologous or non-homolOgous medium* The latter approach had heen 
adopted hy our laboratory* Holms ( 1966 ) iiieculated cells into non-* 
homologous medium and compared both the differential and the 
exponential rate of ensiyme synthesis* Ho observed that cells of low 
spooific activity gave a rapid exponential rate of enayme synthesis> 
tho differential rate of onsyme synthesis was greatest in colls growing 
on glycerol/salt B* It ms later shown that the rapid exponential 
rates of ensyme synthesis were arithmetical artefacts* The 
differential rate of enzyme synthesis was adopted as the basis for 
oompai'ison of enzyme synthesis under different growth, conditions. I 
decided that the results would be more comparable if the cells used 
as inocula were trained to the one compound# The inocula were always 
trained to glycerol since such cells contain a high level of enzyme*
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fhere then two w#y# in whioh #%p#%im#nt# ooold bo doaignod to 
invostigato tho offoots of tarloua aonpound* on th# diff#r«ntial rat# 
of #n#y*e #ynth@#i#* One wa# to harveat and r#iuap#nd glyoorol trained 
0#11« in phoaphate buffer and inoculate them into non#homologoue medium# 
The other was to inooulat# eells trained to glyoerol into homologem# 
medium end challenge th# oulture# with the oompounde under inveetlgation 
at a set time or turbidity*
%e former prooedur# introduces the oomplioatione of growth lag# 
while the oells adopted to the non#homologoue medium and the uncertainty 
as to the effeot that the harvesting and reeuapenaion has on the internal 
environment of the oelX* This procedure also limits the investigation 
to the study of bosppuhde which support growth* The letter approach 
avoids the necessity for harvesting# It also allows the investigation 
of compounds which do not support growth* I adopted the latter 
approach# As it is rather difficult to judge precisely when a culture 
will attain a set turbidity it was decided to grow cells trained to 
glycerel/salta on limiting glycerol to a fixed turbidity* Freeh glycerol 
plus tho compound under investigation were then added to the culture at 
a fixed period after the original giyoerol was exhausted# Investigation 
showed that growth and ensym# synthesis started immediately fresh 
glycerol was added if the time period was restricted to thirty minutes 
(Table 1(D)# The differential rat# of ensyme synthesis obtained by this 
prooedur# varied in controls by no more than *^ #
It was hoped that in this growth system the compound# added would 
have a more looallsed effect* Once oells adapt to and start growing on 
a compound their internal environment will alter considerably# It was
reasoned that , when either a ooijy^und, or a mixture of oompounde, plu» 
glycerol were added to oelle t#in#d to glycerol, the Cells would grow 
essentially on the glycerol and only Incorporate the compound or 
compounds added* The additions should, therefore, have only Influenced 
their own pools and those of compcnmds closely related* The remainder 
of the environment, therefore, should remain unchanged* There was, 
of course, no guarantee that this was the case, as it whs not possible 
to verify this reasoning, experimentally. It was possible that, when the 
cells grewwon the mixture of glycerol plus the addition, the internal 
environment was completely different from when the cells grow on either 
glycerol alone or the added compound# The internal environment could 
be continually changing throughout the period of invsstigation# I 
worked on the assumptioh that the compounds added in association with 
glycerol only influenced their own pools and those of closely associated 
oomppunds*
Some of the compounds investigated would not support growth# It 
was possible that the cells were impermeable to some of these compounds# 
The mixture, added to the cells in stationary phase only Contained 
sufficient glycerol to allow the cells to grow for one generation# It 
was possible, therefore, by comparing the final yield of Cells obtained 
after the addition of a mixture, with that obtained after the addition 
of glycerol alone, to determine whether or not the oompoufads under 
investigation had entered the cells# Working on this basis all the 
compounds listed in tables 1@, 13 and I4 appeared to enter the cells#
1#2# RESULTS# -
When the time period between the end of the first phase of growth
, 12T
and tha addition of freah giyaarol ia aixty minuta» or more, amsyma 
aynthoaia 1» delayed (*ee Table IP)# Qnoa eney»^  aynthoaia 
however, the apeoiflo rate of eyntheaia 1» independent of the time 
that cells were in stationary phase# These observations were 
Investigated further# . Celle trained to glyoerol were, grown on limiting 
glycerols Fresh glycerol was added to these oells thirty and two 
hundred and ten minute» after the end of the first phase of growth*
Fresh glyoerol plu» 5«K-oyclio AMP was also added to cells which had 
been in stationary phase for two hundred and ten minutes# The inoroast 
in time period has caused the specific growth rate to decrease,this is 
not affected by the presence of oyolio AMP* (Figure 1#)* In keeping 
with the results in tabl# 10 the resumption of ensyme synthesis 1» 
delayed when fresh glycerol is added two hundred and ten minutes after 
the end of the first phase of growth# The addition of oyolio AMP 
abolishes this delay but it does not increase the eaqpOatntial rate of 
en»yme synthesis (Figure I4B)# A comparison of the three differential 
plots shows that in all cases »galaotOsidase is synthesised at a 
constant differential rate# When the time period between the two 
phases of growth 1» increased from thirty minutes to two hundred and ten 
minutes there is an initial period wheh enayme synthesis is completely 
repressed* This repression can be overcome by the addition of Cyollo 
AMP* (Figure 15)* The observations suggest that the inhibition 
observed when the time period betireen the two phases of growth is sixty 
minutes or more is akin to transient repression* Both almost 
completely abolish y^galactoaidase synthesis, both last for a fraction 
of a generation and both are relieved by the addition of cyclic AÎ4P#
M a W m  and Suth#rl#md (190) presented results Which ehowed that the 
intracellular eenoentration of cÿnlie AKP fell draetieally after the 
end of growth* It ie peeeihle that the intracellular level of cyolie 
AMP fall# helo# the çùneentratieh re^ for yf##galaotoeidaee
eyntheai# hetweth %irty^ ^^  ^ minute# after the end of growth*
and attain# a value in tkat tlfee* The delay time hefore the
reettmption of j^.N^làotoeidaee eyntheeia after the addition of freeh 
glyoerol ie independent of the Ifhgth of tiee that the oell# are in 
etationary phaee above eiaty minute# (eee Table 10)* It would appear 
that the intràoelluiar oOnOentration of oyolio AMP required for 
y^ 4galaotoeida#e' eynth# \iO mmh ^greater than that required for 
other cellular funotione# Perlman and Pa#tan (I969) have isolated a 
mutant of E*coli which eynthieiaee exceeding low level# of cyclic AMP*
This mutant canhOt grow on glycerol in the absence of added cyclic AMP*
E. coli grow# under the above oondition# even though it apparently has 
insufficient Cyclic AMP to stimulate y^-^laotosidase syntheeis*
The addition of many he#'### or hexose phosphate# had no drastic 
effect on the differential rate of enayme #ynth##is* Certain compcwid# 
such a# fruetose#^p#sphate * glucose*Wphcephate and galactose had no 
effect* Fmctose«^ 1-d^iph^ reduced the ràtè marginally* 5^ * 
while L(4)-arabinose reduced it by Pructoee and P(**ÿPuoose reduced 
the rate by about 20^ * The P value was lowered by between 25 and 30jJ 
when gluconate# glucose#6*phè#^te, glucuronate of sorbitol were 
added* Galaoturonate, gluceee* manncse raffinose and k#aoetylyglucc#àaine 
had the greatest, effects*. Bach reduced the P value by between 30 and 40^ 
(Table.11)* ■
The addition of a hexoao auch as glucoeo inoreases the speoifio 
grovrbh rate, (x^ igure 16a.) hut deoreasOs the speoifio rate of enzyme 
synthesis (Figure 16‘B)* ; cluoosé complotely inliihits ensyino synthesis , .
for a fraction of a generation after, its addition* The differential 
plots siaow tlmt tlie addition of glucose causes a period of transient 
repression ' followed hy permanent repression (Figure I7)* Glucose was 
the only hexose in this serioo which produced transient repression.
The results for glucose are representative of the results obtained from 
mil the compounds investigated with the exception of the period of 
transient repression (Figure 17) and the period when enzyme synthesis 
was completely inhibited (Figure 16b) which were specific for glucosei 
Certain compomids associated with the pentose phosphate pathway, 
the tricerWsylic acid cyole with the oxcoption of pyruvate -r- and a few 
amino aoids r witli the exception of B^ erine-* all had a minimal effect 
on the differential rate Of^galaotosidase synthesis.
. The addition of yihbse or rihose*^ 5^ phosphato had no effect, malatc 
mby have stimulated synthesis to a small extent, L('«)-XyloQe, acetate, 
2M»xpgiutarate, succinate, X(-«)alanine and L(-)aspartate all reduced 
the F value by ahCut Id^ , vMle L(-)5CylOBe and L(*-^ )serine reduced it by 
about bHieritte, however, halved the differential rate while
pyinivate I'educed it by about 7^ »^ (see Table 12), Those deductions are 
greater than any of those produced by single hexoees which suggests that 
pyruvate is more directly involved in the mechanism of catabolite 
repression than any of the hexoses or other single compounds tested, : 
D^ serihe is converted to pyruvate by 2)«serin© deamimee and may well . 
exert its effect by thid mechanism.
The effeota of adding various mixtures* representing various 
areas of inetaboliam* in association with glyoerol wero also investigated♦
A mixture of hexoses halved the differential rate of syntheeie* while a 
mixture of oompounde associated with nucleic acid metabolism reduced it 
by 25/1, The P value was lowered by 35/^ by a mixture Containing the 
compounds associated with the trioarboxylio aold Cycle# A mixture 
containing compounds associated with the pentose phosphate pathway had 
a negligible effoot, A mixture containing acetate, malonateI
propionate and sebacic acid may have slightly stimulated enzyme syntheel» 
(see Table 13)#
■ When all the amino aoids were added to a culture the differential 
rate was reduced by 45'/^# the addition of the serine family alone, reduced 
the rate by 35/^f Hone of the other groups had as gueat an effect.
(Table 14)* The aspartate family reduced the rate by 10)$, the giutdmat* 
family reduced it by 16)0 and the aromatic amino aoids lowered it by 18)S*
: None of the adxtures caused exceptional repression, it is possible 
of course, that acme of the compounds in the groups may antagoniso the 
effects of others, and hence conceal the identity of the teie co^ reprc;B^ or. 
The results obtained from this approach were inconclusive* There are 
really only two points of Interest which arise from this series of 
experiments* One is that raffinose, a. hon#metabolised substance 
ropr08sea.enzyme synthesis by forty per cent* The second is that 
pyruvate reduces the rate of ohayme synthesis by seventy per Ceht*
i*3VMqiBmoNa* ,
%  approaoh this stage of the work, was & modification of a method 
us$d by mk^ hy other laboratories# It wewmed to me that there were
th#or#tloml ground# for believing that the modifioatîen Improved the 
method and at leaet the f«suite were more reproduoihie than thOee 
previously ehtained im this laboratory#
The résulté j obtained etroegly eoggeet that pyruvate te involved 
in thé oontrel meohantem of oatabelito reprbeeiem# Pyruvate repreeeed 
eneyme somtheeie by 7056 (Table 1#), iBhwthermere the heroeee 
inveetigated produoe pyruvate either direotly or Indireotly# Oompounde 
euoh ae gluouronate and gala<^ uroààto are degraded to glyoerophoephate 
and pyTuvate (iehweli* Wahba and Hidcman (I960) )* Oompounde eu^ ae 
gluooee* fruotoee* mannOeo# M'^ aoetylgluoeeamine# eorbltel and othere may 
produoe pyruvate whom they are tranopbrted into the oell* It hae been 
ehown (Kundigi OhoOh and Roeeman (1964) ) that phoepheenol pyruvate ie 
the energy eouroo for the permeae# eyetema of a number ef hoxoeee# One 
raoleottlo of pyruvate iè liberated for eaOh moleoulO of hexoee taken into 
the cell by those permease eysteme#
Shortly after it nae annOunood that ^ olio AMR relieved catabolite 
répression (Perlman and Paetan (1968); Oilman and Monod (1968) there was 
a report desoribing the extraction and purification of adenyl oyolaee 
from B#ool^  (Tao and lipmann (l$69) )* Adenyl oyolaee ie the onsyme 
required for the syntheeis of cyclic AMP* Among the commente on the 
properties of this enoyme, given in the report* was the statement that 
concentrations of pyruvate greater than 3mM inhibitod the eneyme* This 
was contested by another report which stated that pyruvate had no effect 
on the adenyl cyclase extracted f ^  E#coli (Ida (1969) )$ The latter 
report came from a member of a group which had studied adenyl cyclase in 
Bt^ yibaoterium llcr^ e fUciei^ e (Ide. Toshimoto and Okabayaihi (1967) )#
• :i32. .X ' -
Pyruvate stlmulates adenyl oyclase in B-uMfflilSSitES.. (Hlrata end 
Hayaieh, (I967)f Ide et al (1967) ) * hence the rather brief comment 
In Ide %  (1969) report eéemed a little euepeot* t worked on the 
assumption that Tao and Llpmann^ e report, which also stated that a 
eieabl# fraction of the enzyme Was membrane bound, was correct,
The compounds which causé. the greatest degree Of catabolite 
répression either produce catabolite repression directly throng 
the mechanism of their respective permeases or indirectly through 
their metabolism (Tables It and 13)* Assuming that cyollo AMP 4# 
directly involved in the control mechanism of catabolite repression 
and that adenyl eyblase is both inhibited by pyruvate and ie membrane 
bound (Tao and Lipmahn (1969) ) I proposed the following hypothceii 
to explain how hearses produced catabolite reprossion* Pyruvate is 
liberated when a number of hexoses are transported into the cell#
Both the permease complex and adenyl oyolaee are membrane bound* 
Assuming that the two enzyme systems are in close proximity then the 
pyruvate rolmsed by the permease complex would be at a suffioiently 
high concentration in the Vicinity of adenyl cyclase to inhibit 
synthesie of cyclic AMP* The intracellular concentration of pyruvate, 
however# would be ineignifioant# The inhibition of adenyl oyolaee 
would reduce the intracallulaf level of oyolio AMP and cause catabolite 
repression* This hypothesis was, as fSr as I could judge, in keeping
with whai had been reported in the literature*
It has been suggested that the metabolism of pyruvate and net 
pyruvate per ee causes catabolite repression (Okihaka and Debrogoss,
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(1967b) )# Thld suggestion /however, was not based on conolnsiire 
evidencef Eyidcnçe was obtained from switoh experiments# Eécoli 
was grown aorobicaXly on glucose, the culture condition» were then 
Cwltohed and the patterns of release from glucoèé#1m^&, 
glucôéÇr*3*^ 4^ ^^ G and gXucOee#^^^^ were compared with the pattern#
Of ^^galaçtosldaeô synthesie over a period immediately following the 
switch* Enzyme eyntheels was derepreeeed for some time after the 
culture conditions were changed, the differential rate of syntheel# 
then reverted to a repressed level#" It was observed that 
released from glucose^S^**^^ increased at about the same time a# 
enzyme synthesis was repressed# The release of from
gluc6se^ 3**4^ 4^; was thken a# a measurb of pyruvate metabolism# Thera 
was no corresponding increase in the rate of release of ^ 0^0^  frm
glucose#1m^ G^ or glucose^^^O. Thé increase in release of
' Id "
from glucoee**3^ 4^  0 was also aocomi#nled by an Inorcase in activity
of the enzyme syetwAs required for the utilisation of alternative 
eleotron acceptors to Og e*g* nitrate# The presence of these system# 
should result In an increase in fCA cycle activity and hence an 
increase in release of GOg from pyruvate#
Ab these studies were carried cut during the period immediately 
following the switch, the ceils were adapting to new culture condition# 
during a fraction of the period of growth that was investigated# It 
has been shown that y<^^laot0iida«e is synthesised at a derepressed 
rate under certain conditions of ;adapt at ion - change froni one groT/vth 
system to another (Richards (I969); Robertson and Holm# (unpublished 
results) )* The reason for thi# i# unknown# It is possible that the
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periW of a#repM##iom of #Aeym#: eynthoolo ond wbéoqùWt roproootom 
is dpo to the 0*11# odRpiing to now opltur# oondltion#* Whll# tho% 
inoreos* in roloaoe of - C0« ftot» gluoooo»3«4w^^C ie duo to the
appearance of eynteme required for the utilisation of alternative 
electron aooeptcri* The rate of eyntheeie need not
therefore, he influenced by the fete of metaboliem of pyruvate# I worked 
on the eeeümption that the rete of pyruvate metabolism did not influenoe 
the differential rate of y^*^iaotOeidase eynthesis# The conclusion 
that the metabolism of pyruvate and not pyruvate per se were involved 
in the production of catabolite repression were not in keeping with an 
earlier report from the same authors# (Okinaka and Dobrogoss (1967#)#
The earlier work lent more support to a direct association of pyruvate 
with catabolite repreesion* {Subsequent investigation did not support 
the hypothesis in favour of pyruvate metabolism very ^ trcnglgr (Pobrogosa 
(1968a), (19680)1(1969) )* The conclusion was that the oç-repressor 
might be a compound ccntaiuing m  acetylated amino sugar*. Pym%vate 
is metabolised to aoetyl-OoA which is required for the acétylation of 
amine sugars* ■ Pyruvate metabolism was thought-to- inf lùenée .catabolite' 
repression by acting as a means of producing aoetyl-OoA#
Other reports suggested that the co^ represscr lay in areas of 
metabolism associated with glypolysie (Loomis Jr. and Magasanik (1966)1 
Gatef Aida and tJemura (1969) )* The evidence for these reports was 
obtained by two different procedures* Lcomis Jr# ànd IWigasanik (1^6) 
isolated an acetate requiring mutant which was unable to deoarboxylate 
pyruvate# They observed that y^ Lgalactosidase was subject tb
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oatabplit© repression in aan^ igrowing cultures of this mutant when the 
enzyme was induced in the presence of glucose* It was concluded that 
the oo-»repressor was a compound associated with gXyoolyeie* The other 
group of workers (6ato et al (1969) ) added, to cells growing on 
glycerol, drugs which inhibited the trioarhoxylio acid cycle and the . 
decarho%3'lation of pyruvate# They found that yO-^ galactceidaee 
synthesis was repressed in such cells when pyruvate was added to the 
medium* They also concluded that the cataholite ôo-^ -repressor was a 
compound associated with glycolysis* It could he argued, in thie 
case, that the drugs may not he 100)6 effective and hence that 
pyruvate decarhoxylation was not completely, inliibited* Nevertheless . 
this report (Sato et al (I969) ) and the previous one (Loomis Jr. and 
Magasanik (1966)^ strongly contest the conclusion that the 
decarboxylation of. pyruvate is involved in the production of. catabolite 
repression (Okinaka and Bobrogosz (1967b))*
In my opinion none of tîie reports discussed above (Okinaka and 
Bobrogosz (1967b#); Loomic Jr* and Magasanik (1966); Sato et al 
(1969) .) cônolusiveiy discount the hypothesis that pyruvate per se 
ie involved in the mephanism of catabolite repression* I, therefore, 
decided to investira te this hypothesis further by determining whether 
or not pyruvate played a direct role in the mechanism of catabolite 
repression#
The results also suggested an other possible attack to the 
problem* The addition of raffinose reduces the differential rate of 
enzyme synthesis by 405$ (Table 11)* Raffinose is a ncnHnetabolisable 
compound* It has been suggested that raffinose is actively
136 ■ '
tmncported into the ooll .by ;ttïê: lac pemeàse* This system require» 
energy' 1# the of ATP# It Was dooided to ■ inveotigato this 
obaervatibn further, by determining whether or not the ; differential--. 
rate of ens^ mie synthesis wee infIxienoed by the ener^ ss^  statua of the. 
06ÎX tho ATP pool and the overall rate of ATP oynthoais in the
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establish the role of pyruvate in catabolite repreBeion using mutants 
of K.cqli I-ÎL3Ô8* Pyruvate is utilised in the coll . by two main 
metabolic pathways* It is incorporâted into carbohydrates by way . 
of the gluooneogonio pathway and it is utilised for.the production of 
energy and amino aoids through the tricarboxylic acid cycle* The 
first enzyme of the former pathxiay is phosphoenol pyruvate synthas©, 
while that of the latter is pyrwmte dehydrogenase (See Figure 35)•
If pyruvate itself and not one of its metabolic products were 
responsible for the production of catabolite repression then the 
addition of pyruvate to à mutant of F * coli lacking either of the 
above enzymeBy or both, should produce catabolite repression*
2*2 ' m m T B /  . - \ .
The mutants were isolated by a modification, of. Gorini*s 
technique (196O) see Page 32)* The enzyme phosphoehol pyruvate 
synthase could not be detected in either E»coli MLSOG/ppB** or 
3D «coli ML308/pus*^  * pdh"*" when they grew on defined medium containing 
succinate plus acetate* The enzyme coiild bo detected in,the vdId. 
type tmder analogou© conditions* Pyruvate dehydrogenase could not 
bo detected in either BlL308/pdh"* or l3L3C8/|>pB*^ i pcdi** growing on 
succinate plus acetate/salts* The enzyme vjas found to be present 
in" E* coli I»3L308, Î&308/pps*^  and IE,308/40# F*coli ML306/40 was found 
to have 2*5 times as much of the pyruvate dehydrogenase as the wild 
type* Further investigation showed that both I4È308/40 amd MLSOB/pdhT 
had approximately tvdce the level of isooitrat© dehydrogenase and 
2*5 times the level of 2-oxog]^tar at e dehydrogenase as the wild 
type (Table 3, Page 37)«
14Ü.
ML 308/40 is a peculiar mutant* When it was isolated it had the 
growth chfü?aoteristibs of a rmtant lacking pyruvate dehydrogenase, 
it would not grow in the absence of acetate* Further investigation, 
however, showed that the acetate could be replaced by an e ur i n e 
this is not a general property of pyruvate dehydrogenase negative 
mutant (Table 2, Page 3^ * This is rather pussling to say the least* 
Aneurine is required, as aneurine pyrcphosphate not only for pyruvate
dehydrogenase but also for 2^xoglutarate dehydrogenase and the
transketolase enayme in the pentose phosphate pathway* It seems
unlikely that acetate could satisfy the requirements of all these
enzymes* Pyruvate dehydrogenase is a multienzyme complex* The 
cofactor_ aneurine pyrophosphate is bound to a protein in the complex* 
if this protein were damaged the enzyme would be rendered inactive 
in the oell throu^  ^not being able to bind the cofaotor ane urine 
pyrophosphate# The hi^ level of pyruvate dehydrogenase in the oell 
may arise through the cell# s trying to compensate for the loss of 
activity* The estimation of the enzyme activity in the celli free 
extract may not be a true measure of the activity in the cell as the 
assay -contains saturating atmount s of. an e ur i n © pyrophosphate, f he 
. addition of aneui inei to the medium may raise the intracellular level 
of âneurTnel pyrophosphate to suchc;â level that the ehzyme complex is 
able to function efficiently* Further investigation, however, has 
shown that this mutant does not produce pyruvate at the end of 
growth on succinate plus limiting acetate* Once the acetate is 
exhausted the cells should continue to convert some of the succinate 
to pyruvate which should then build up in the medium if the cells
.'41 :  ^ _
lack pyriïvàte^ éeliydrogenabo[ML 3O8/4O falls to do thie* /Although 
Mh3Q0 /40 shows the growth Oliaraqterlstlos of a p;y%i:'uvate dehydrogenase " 
negative mutant it contains a high level of this onsymo and it falls 
to produoe pyruvate àt the end of growth on suoolnate ■ plus limiting 
aootato*. I have to conclude from this that the mutant is not a : 
pyruvate dehydrogenase negative mutant *
, Both MI3O8/4O; and Mh3Q0pdh are interesting'withiBspect to the 
activity of someVof the triqar'boxylio. acid-cycle onSymes# Both contain 
about twice the .'level of .isooitratè dohydrogenaoQ and more than twico 
the level of 2-oxoglutarato deiïydrogenase as the wild type» • The ' 
mechanisms .detointiinihg the levels of theso enzymes poulet ho auhjeoted 
to further/study using those mutants*
It is worth of note thht the level of/f *.#iactosidase in the flv# 
strains. 1 s not constant • ; ML306, ; MfôOS/ppsT* and MlàOû/pdlfhav© 
approximately the same levels of msyme* MÎJ.3OB/4O has about 40^ of
the. onayme of tlxe wild typo wîîile ML308/pdliJ pps" has 2Q^S of the level* 
The derangement of the motalolicià of Î.3L3QÔ/40 and MX«300/pdh7 pps“ ha» 
perhaps 'altered', the intràpèiltilaV''level" of.' oyolip) AW# The' changé in
thoir metabolism may have-loci.,to an ihoreaso in the intracellular 
concentration of a compound whioh inhibits adenyl oydlase# This would 
reduce the level qf cyclic AW* In thé case of ML30S/40 it is possible 
to hypothesise;thüt the repressed level may be a oonaequenoo/of the 
increased levels of pyruvatè! dehyclrogenaae,laoo:ltato dehydrogenase, and 
2-*oxoglutaratô deiiydr.pgoHase* These may increase the intracellular 
ccnoentratlon of some compouhd assqoiated- with the trlcarboxyoiio aold 
Cycle which inhibits adenyl'oÿclà'àe..*- It Is not possible to speculate on
: ' " . M  - : y.. :
MgOG/pâlf; ppô^ as very little le Imown about it a mot aboli ora* It
• clooè produQ.o qxpeas pyrwato \7hloh'can be doteatëdin, the mocVXum , ’ 
(Eôbertooii (unpublished résulta) however in the;light of the résulta 
which will be -dièouosed belovr it aeems unlikely that thib. influenoea 
the differential rate of ayntheaia* . " \ '
W j g m m  : X
Pyruvate;produçea batabollte repression in the wild typ# and in 
the phoaphpohoi .pyruvate' syntha00. negative mutant growing on glycerol/ 
salts* .It has "a negligible effect on the pyruvato dehydrogenaae 
negative mutant though ; it still produces ^ repression in ' the wild type 
groYdng on sucoinatq plus acetate/salts (Table 15)* Pyruvate has no 
effect : on the lp\v .differential rate /in ML300/pdh; ppc" but it does 
reduce the rate of■synthesis in Mi308/40* '
The fact that, pyruvate, produced catabolite repression in ML308/PPs / 
is hot in keeping vdth a recent report in the: litqrature(Sato et al . 
(1969))* . In this case drugs which inhibited pj/ruvate dehydrogenase :■ 
were added to the medium* .Pyruvate produced catabolite repression and 
it .wqs concluded tl%at the co^ repressbr' was associated with gluconeogehea.is# 
Presumably the. dfugs: were not 100/: effective. and did hot completely 
inhibit pyruvate doliydrogenase* . Pyruvate has a very slight effect on 
tho'pyruvate'doliydrogonase negative mutant* This, m y  be due to some 
residual dehydrogenheo aqtivity which was not detected by the assay* .
In my opinion the fact that, pyruvate not. produoe catabolite 
repression in. the pyruvate deliydrogehasé’hpgativh ,mutant means that 
pyruvate per so is not involved in the control jneohanism of catabolite 
repression* ^ ' ' ■'■/■'
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: PyrimitG produooa'oqtSbolite. rép3?eqsion ,in MtSOB/pps'" but it fails 
to produ00 catabolite repreoaiou in ML308/pdl%7 I have qonoluded from 
thii that pyruvate per oe dooo not play a; direct role in the mechaniam 
Gontrolling \p-‘galaotosidase , synthZoio* " In arriving at this 
aonoluoion I have aaeumed that th© intraqollular level of pyruvate in 
Iiria not lower: than that In ML30B* Th:l3 ; çcemo q not 
unreaconahle aeaixmption*. I’yjjuvate-is osaentialiy metabolised via two 
mqiii raetabollo pathways, the; gloiqoneogonio pathway hhd the triqarboxylio 
acid cycle (Figure .35)* If one of these pathways is blocked the rate 
of piÉruvato. utilisation should be reduced accordingly* Hence 1 would 
anticipate that the intracellular level of pyruvate might be greater in 
Mb3p8/pdbr than in ML308# It has been reported that pyruvate can b# 
motabolised to acetate by a third.route involving.the enzyme pyruvate 
oMdase (Oounarlo: and Hager (Igël))* /However, this enzyme is reported., 
to be synthesised only when the cells enter‘stationary phase, hence this 
mechanism is of no.importance hero# ,
. . Although the ÎOTOthoçis concerning the role,.of pyruvate would have 
explained a large number of observations I.have feado opnoerning the 
phenomonon of oatabolite repression, I have to cone3.ude. that pyruvate 
haè no'direct role in the meohanism of .catabolite.reprossion* .The 
hypothesis ooncGrning the mechanism by which hexqseo produce catabolite 
repression is also# therefore, v^ rong*. It would also appear that my 
earlier misgiyings, about the, report that pyriivatq did not. inhibit 
ade.nylf(^ ci%se (ide':(I969)) unfoimdod* This Oasts some doubt on the
al#%mativo ob8orV6%tioh %  pyruvate inhibits and
ttvmmn
:3... -, ■RàgjB’IHOBM m m M ,  ‘ .
;. V( ' ' . . . V ' ' ' ’ ' /:.-
. ■ ; .• R a ffin ose  a qO ïi-î;iôtabollsqB ie buha tra to  5 ropresses " , .
• o  ^â la ô to G iç la so ""synthoais by. about 40^  (Tabla t i  ) whon .'added. to  ;. 
a o u ltu re  . o f ' g r o w i n g ' o h ' ' g l y o o r o l / s a l t s o  " In  the l ig h t - o f  ' . . ■
Magasanifc# a . liy ’pb'th'eDih ' on ' o a ta b o lito -répression' ( 196I )  . i t  seemed /  q 
.im probab le /tha t''no iW id tabq lioA b lo  oftbsthates. could causa o a th b o lite  ■
.rd p rèm ± on, .ainqo•■•at f i r s t  s ig h t ,  they  are iiiia h lé ito . in flu e n ce  ■ 
m e ta b o ilc■0ÔÔI .a isée6 V T h in v re p re s s io n h o w e v e r$ la s ta  fo r  a t le a s t :
s ix ; gcuera tionc  hhd .can''i>a--reliavBd,.l)y’;o yé lio  AHP..:(Figure 3 3 )
Thowo .ax'O bo th  ohâract o r i  s tidé , >ôf 'du t  a b o li te  r  e pro n a i ôh * I- ooaaluded , 
th a t ra f f ia o e e  pro du a o d oat eh o i l t  o réprcôôlono ' There hove been/other 
re p o rts  o f 'hionwnetahollrAablo •shbatrates.”  ..causing c a ta b o lite  rop reço lon  
(K ese ler and’ ietc?kehb.org ,';('X964)| Rastan?-.and P e rl rash ( 1969) ) *  Those /
rep o rts - conoefned '• «•niethylgliaoosido);;ahd • 2«‘dooxygluobse,• which .are .-. -// 
con a ide r éd to be \ ” nôn«-DWtab6 liv a b le ':  compounds " ‘on the bôôis th a t - they 
o re  o n ly  m etaho liped-to  t h e ir  corroapoiid ing phoephatOc? and no fu r th e r*  
_€x4lot%lïj3,u0ooide. and - 2'#d66xygluooGO ' are c lose  subotra tG ' analpguoc o f 
glucose, and/ as ouoh-they are •’ab le /'to ' I n h ib i t  • the uptake-and 
OubaGqùOht m gtabb liW  o f  gluooao.* They, can :in t k lo  \my in flu e n c e  the /-, 
GiROo o f  c e r ta in  m e ta h b liç ,.po o ls *- ' • The fa c t  th a t th o ÿv tra p  phosphate . 
from phoephocnol pyruvate iueano th a t -'t hoy w i l l  ;d a f : ln lto ly -o f  fo o t tho 
‘•'inorganic'' phosphate p o o l* , . I t  has booru rep o rted  th a t  th e re  are ' .
pèrmeasG, comploxos fo 3y/the tra n s p o rt o f iuo rg au io  phosphate 'In to  the . ' .•/ " 
c e llB  in  (M itp h e ll ( 1954(a) ) and ita ;piîvj^qqûùuü
(M itc h e ll ( 1954b) ) • ' Presumably the re  ia  A /s im i la r , complex i n  ,:
E*ooii# The inoreAse in rate of uptake of inorganic phoephate may 
alao influence metabolic pool sizes#
Raffinose is hot in the same category as o^^ethylgluposide and 
2^eoxygluco»e# It is neither a close analogue of glycerol and 
cannot I therefore, directly inhibit metabolism nor is it converted to 
its corresponding phosphate when it is transported into the cell#
It is simply transported into the cells by the lac permease# This 
process draws on the energy supply of the cell (Holms (lp68))#
Raffinose, therefore, causes catabolite repression and directly 
influences the energy status ^  the ATP pool and thé overall rate of 
ATP synthesis - of the cell# It is most likely that the pools of 
intermediary metabolites will decrease as a consequence of the 
reduction in the ATP pool# ;
This system which involves the addition of raffinose to cells 
growing on glycerol, app^s to be a rather unique system# The 
addition of raffinose causes catabolite repression and directly affects 
the sise of thé ATP pool# As a consequence of which the pool size of 
most intermediary metabolites will fall* This system was used to 
detepnine whether or not there was a relationship between the differential 
rate of yO^^laotoBidase syntheeis and the energy status » the ATP pool 
and the overall rat© of ATP synthesis ^  in the cell#
3*2 REBDLTS* /
1 nü*raffinose added to cells in glycerol/salte medium decreases 
the speoifio growth rate (Figure 20), the exponential rate of
■ ."Y' Y a . Y Y  Y Y #  / . Y:.;,: , - .
/D^ mgelaotosidàé# eynt^  ^ (Fig&e 21), tM #%pom%W#% m W  of 
-'inaréaee 'of'ÀTP/ttl of quïtut# (Figure 22)* thê..eaçi^ éutial m%% of 
inojeeuee of oxygen oon#ü#ÿtioh/#^ oultué# (Wgipe 23) end the 
■: eà^ ottentlel mte-of iuorea*# of #. xeleméeià/^ le/WL of .Oultur*/-
■ . . ' Y Y. '/Y;  ^ . - /--.Y \ ■-; ' . '"YY - ÿ.
(Eoheifteoa wpuhliehed result#) * It follow# f#m thé above remit#
' 'thet the h W  pool 'ié..reduoed-'(figure-,24)f:.,the oterèll-rete''of àW - 
■ eyntheele i© - re#o,ed'and %he\ differential !reté;iOf-/^ goleoto -.
:', eyntheele ie ' reduoed ' (flÿire 0) *
.,' The effeote of a number of oouoentretlone of',reffiuoee on 'the ahov# ■ ■- 
. peremetere were'deterWLued# r#eultO:Ohteihed ,from'.'thio merlée of 
. ' experiitteui» ahoeW tMt thé, differeutial rete/of oyhtheele wé#Y,Y
dirootly propOrtional to (i) the A#'pool (figure #), (ii) the overmll 
,. :,retë.of ATP-.oyutheeie.the #t# ,of.,oxygen ,ooneimption * (figure 27}.
end (ill) the epeoifio growth raté (^ ) (figure 28)* Two of the three 
' relutionehipa ere not iri “keeping with whet hee been reported In the 
Ylitereture# ■' It has prévimely-Wen .reported :thot there 4» np , - , 
reletioneMp Wtween the ATf pool end the rote Of y^^leotoeidee# : 
eyntheeie (^voet end Moee# (igdg))# In thia # # ,  ^ wever i gluooee 
.-; tree added to oellm growing oa/^ lyoerol/eelt»*-..- ThO-'rete of 
\^ ^^ #geleotoeide#e eyntheeie wee oheerved to fell hut the ATP pool
■ . remined reletively opnetent* eddition produoee e #mnge in .the :
oell# Internal euvironment# - /The"oell#’ eié^ toh-i^ t^idiutely from groeil^ ^
on glycerol to grovqing 00 gluoo## (iWlm#)jheeeui audYEd#r (tauluhliehed ,
reaulte) ) # : aiuooee ie cOneidered to he #,hotter ewo# of intermediary 
metaholltoo and enfrgy then glyoerol* The ATP pool# however# remeinod 
relatively obnetant throughout the change: froa growing on glyoerol to
growing on glucose in the proséhoe of 0yq03:ol,
Ï . have found that the É value for ÿ^ égalaot^  ^ directly
proportional, to the speoifio ^  rate {u ) (fi^ juro 28)* The - .
points are scattered about the line, however, tXiey #  qatablioh the 
relationship between the P value and the epeoiflo grputh a^ ate ( M ).
3*3#  ^ Y ' ÿ'/::
Thé remits ahow that the differential rate of ÿ^galaotôaidaae 
eynthe'ais ' is /direotiy 'proportion#!.' to'';thre$ paraW pool,
the overall rate of ATP eyntheaie and the speoifio growth rate (m) 
(Figure» 26, 27 ondvSa)* It ie unlikely# though hot impoaalble, that 
ell three parameter» «eparatély ôontrOl the rate Of eyntheei». It fé 
more likely that one control» all the other» or that those concerned 
with energy production are interdependent end together control 
^#»galaoto8idase aynthesls#
Glyoer(^#tal)piiem/. Y  ~ ■
The main réactions involved In thé discuBsion are shown aohematloally 
in Figure - 36*' Glycerol ontors the cell and 1» then converted to o(# , 
glyoérophoçphate and trapped as u^oh in tfcéi cell* This first reaction,
■ v M o h  involves the ©nzy^ vglÿcerokinaseVv id''^TP;demandent* ^ ' The : 
(X'^^lyccrophcsphate then #ht#s the amphibolic pathways via :
glyQeraldeliyde**3*»phosphate (Çqzaarelli, Freedberg $ M n  19ÉB)# This can 
be converted to precureora of cell polymer»# It can also be completely 
UPmbuated to carbon dioxide and water via the tricarboxylic acid cycle# 
part of the energy releasad by this process is trapped a» KAPH which 
is oxidised by the oxidative phosphorylatibn pathway resulting in the
of ATP/ The addiiion; of the «Qretem will oatuae
a drain on the ATP pool (Figure 24)# Haffinoee ie thou#it to he motively
ttocrtifittalated hy the leo m m m m  iMoh requires ATP eq -tte. energy eouroe
(BoerWroti^f Bumloy end Kennedy (1968))# The fell in the ATP pool
- V. :Y.Y 'v_YY,;/Y :Y:. \a-' ' - - ' Y V' ‘ . - . .
will reduce thé rat© at which glycerol is converted to (K#glyoeropheephnte
'\ #e the reaction is ATP dependent# ..The rate of'phoe#iorylation of .
Y//glycerol ;regulutee/^  of/glyoerol mtaholiem #iich in turn will
: regulate both the - overall rate of A# syethoaie and the rete of
of -interW#dimry; metaholitee* A fall in the n4»e of the ATP 
pool will most prohahlyt therefore, lead to a fall in both the eiee of 
t lie poo 1 s 0f int er rr.ediary 111 et abolit esi, And "tl%0 OVOrOll mte of ATP 
/:. / "'eynthecimY''
' Y. : :/"Y Y Y' ' .Y ' Y Y ' ' Y': . • . ' '
, The overoli 3^ t« of ATP mynthemie, however, ie directly
proportimael to the ATP pool (Figure 29)# The queetion again arieem.
Y. / -Y/.. _ YY-:-YY:"- '/ .  ^ Y "Yp'"Y' : "
doea the one control the other, or are the two iaterreilatedV Very little
ia knom abmt the meobmniem# controllimg the overall rate of ATP
éynthésie^reepiratioWn bacteria# It hae been reported that E#ooli
hW. a p/O ratio. Of 3 (Hempflin# (19T0))# studio» have been carried
out into the control of reepiration in K^^lella aerogenee under
conditions of limiting oxygon (Harrison and Maitra (I969)). ATP did
-not control respiration in this system# The ma jority of the wozk
published on the control of mspiratory systems suppose the bypothesi#
that admine nucleotides ploy a œntrél role# - There ie, however, little
evidènw for ATP itself. having a unique role* ^ Investigations in other
■ systems, pmrtioulEkrly mtoWbndrial.systems suggest that respiration.
is o^trolled by |he ratlé éf one adeigriate nuoleotide to the other#
■ ■ Y 150 ■■■■•,
(1964) he© éuggëatcè that th© ratio Z% 7
oentrôlç mltooMrdrlaX respiration# . It is obvioue that respiration in 
ây growth system is not controlled In an analogous fashion# The ATP 
pool in B»coli /HL 308 controls the rate of oonverslon of glyoerol to 
OC-^ glyocrophcsphatei the first reaction in the metabolism of glycerol*
In this system, therefore, the ATP pool controls the overall 
rate of ; ATP synthesis Yby re^Ûating the; rate of glycerol' metabolism*'
; The ATP; pool size, however, is maintained by the oycrall rata■ of 
ATP oysithèsifi* If the overall rate 0# ATP synthesis falls the ÂTP pool 
will not he maintained at its steady value as the rate of utilisation of 
ATP will he greater than its rate of formation# The two parameters, 
therefore # are inter dependent # I oonclud# that under my growth 
conditions the ATP pool Controls the overall rate of ATP synthesis, 
and the overall rate of ATP synthesis less/the rets of ATP wastage 
controls the ATP pool* '
In most growth systems the overall rate of ATP synthesis and \ 
the rate Of carton Auk together will determine the specific growth 
rate# It would appear that in this system the ATP pool controls 
growth, the ATP; pool* is direotiy proportional to the specific growth 
rate (jw ) (Figure 28)% The ATP ï^ ol # however, controls the rat# of 
glycerol metabolism and hence thé Overall rat# of ATP synthesis and 
tho rate of carbon flux* From a considération of this and what has been 
stated before X conolud# that the A^ pool determines the raté of 
glyoerol metabolism and the rate of glycerol metabolism determines the 
ATP pool* : The thre# parameters, the ATP pool, the overall rate of 
ATP synthesis and the speoifio growth fate aré,all interdependent# ,
Y '  ^ ^. ' -''-"Y: - Y :Y, .' ' .
The growth system In whloh fàffIhooe io added to oelle growing 
on/glÿôorol/aalto 'iô, thofoforoi father''ithique*. ÏMdof these condition» 
!enz#é" oyntheeio/i%répré'Gsod.bV thé-meo'hanicm ,of. catahcX.ito reproooioai#.' 
It is’iinMkèly,-hoWovef, that/thi© ^ é^preosion le accompanied by a rise ‘ 
in the ,intracolIuIçr oonoentràtioh of, mctaboliteef - The .ccnditiona are 
such' that the pool çizeo; of/meet niOtaboïiteé will fall # The fact tîiat 
répression Of enzyme éÿnthçéio ocGqfo nhder'conditions"whore thé/cifôos 
of, tho metabolic pools fall iç not in keeping ^with.ythe original ideaf^  
on oatabolite-reprossion# I-wottld^ how like to corieidof .the r eeuXtn 
in. tho light of modern,theories of catabolite repréeeion#
CATABOLITE .BEPKSSSXCN AKB GYGLIO À # # . Y
CmTOnt thought on the control m#hanié* of OAtmbolit# ropreiaion 
ie that (^ catabolit# répression" refitote a low oyolio AMP pool* Thie, 
however* hae not been eei^ bliehed oxperimentally due to the diffioultieo 
involved in measuring low leyele of Oyolio AMP# Cyolio AMP hae been 
detéoted in B*ool|. (Maltm and Sutherland ( I965) ) an4 it has been 
ropoftod that the intracellular level id depreOeed two minutes after 
the addition of gldooee to cells g^wi^g on glyoerol (Pçrlnw, 
de CrOmbrùg^e and Paetan (1969) )* The main evidehoe, howaver, in 
that the addition of oyolio AMP tO E.ooli' growing under oOndltione 
where y^galaotosidase syhtheaie is repréèeedt stimulates enzyme 
synthesis (PerlmW and Past# (1968»)$ Ullman and Monod (I968) )*
Cyclic APIP also stimulate» Æ^laotosidase syntheeiè in a pell free -
Y ' ■ ' Y . ' -Y ■ - , Y"'/..- Y"'Y Y; :' . ,  ^ ^ - ' ,
protein synthesising system (Chambers and YSubay (I969) )* Thie euggests
that oyolio AMp itself is direotiy involved in stimulating enzyme
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syîithoeifi# - ie: throu^ m  / '
in ih#- aâoimt of lào Bàmthoi^ikeâr (Vamug;# .Perïmm :
V ’and % # ( m -(lg70)\..:)'A/''I$'W# hee#:'^ WW:'b;y l-jtyWïdiEi&tloD 
' A^80 and ^ h60 d ,l%o phago .BIJâ'and radio lahellod îdJA^  that iht A ,
rodiiatioB in rate oï on%3^no A^ yathosin cànqed by ‘oatabolite ropré##i#n ,
' ' acûoïïipàni^ 'd by à. roductibn m  tho ■iniî^ beiXuiir XovoX of "Xag. fM #ÿXA*
It hao; bem% -aMEGatod, that :oyolio ^ # y  bind to ■' 3)M/m a  ■ /■•’ . / -i
■; ’ and,;inoreao.o Itn' nffinity:;foy tlio I%g promoter_,%*Oigi0n ^ (Pal^n and ■
' miiémo'^970):%)#^ ;:" ' ': ' /./ \ ' ■'"■À...
Bjgoi^ cnona-. cyclic'; AMP « \
■p %q intraccllnlar. concentration''of oyelic AI#::can bc alt#r#d^'''i#- 
■E -nmibcr of m ÿ e ' : 3,0 *- Aiç p^l ciçç'coîi^ bC' inoreacçd'-by 
■ è%0(^ ehoaw■ cyclib.,AMP#, ■ 'There :ia n^o direct•'o’vldèuco 'tliat the addition ■ 
of oyOlio â ®  td'the mëdiiim‘increaaoe';th0.!,intraoclii\lar ,leyol of oyôXio 
AMPè It has , been;chotmi :'hWovdr$- that, thle <- etimnlatcq ' A.'-galaotoaid*## y< 
cynthesïio (Perlman and Ba«ipn (l'gGGa);/' Ullmmi'- mldyMonod (1$68) )# ï hmv# 
chdwn that tho addition ;-of',oycllo -AMP to - thé ' mediàm'-'ctimlatoo tho ; A 
-differential rate of ^ **galactoeidgg-!0 avnthcaic; in B»aoli 111508 growing V
■on both glùoosô (•figure',31 )"*■ -.and-'glyobrol;iii thq prcbonoo of mffinOiO , >
. 33)# oyclio AMP: wEQ"' added to. coll a grorfng On glycerol/#»! t#
. alone I''the difforentiai rate, of enra^ mm -oy^ ithecie- 'waG not etininlated,--■ ■
. (Pigara 32)# X concltide that ; there io en ■intracellular ocncantratio# 
cf cyclic, AMP which produces an optimum rata of cynthecic# ■ Oonoentrétiont 
gre&ter than thid’ do not ImvO.'.'e grCater'effect# ThO'^ roprecoibn producèd - 
by raffinoce lactc for a|; li'éctyBte/gé'norationEî 'X Imve ahown that. 
cyclic AMP rolievçà the roprOcoi.bn ceuced the addition of raffincse#
Thoçe,;ere the. qheractdrlatidb of .' c'étâbçllte roprceaib^ #' - I conclude $ ■
ihoroforof that the roprcaslcn, of y^m^laq^nldace cynthoniu produced 
. by. the addition of: raf f inoao. - to - %tho ; medim, ^when the celle, arc growing 
, on glyoorol/saltnt ie in fact cavabolite rbpreoDion#
B ffoo t 'p f ei-iibetrato-'exhauetion-.on:'-oyolio. ABF pool,
Â' : Omo ' the; groutky.'oùbet.mtO'hàD hccn exMuete# - the Intracelluiàr 
, concentration 'of cyclic .'AM?.A'falle# y;#hmn and Sutherland (1965) '■
. observed that at the end ■ of growth on ; glücosé/saltç thé, oyolio AMP pool ' ; 
fell to a mhiimum,value.: 1 observed that if celle .are grown on 
glycerol/avalfe and then .allo%d;to. :rcmain in. etatiomry phase for. ewcty 
minutes or iwre .(Tahlé''tO)'^ t'oné# byntheoia is. aoyo'rely.reproBftod for y 
about fifteen mitiutee : ofteÿ fresh glycerol is added to the medium#, .^The w 
cello 8tart growing immediateiy (Figure l#)^ This repression of ;. 
ensyrao eynthenio can he relieved by thé addition of ©Wgenous. oyclio . ; . 
AMP# Frte this I  conclude that the répreèsion is due to a lack cf- 
; cyc'liO AMP# The reduction in.''pool ciée: of. cyCllc; A ®  may he due to'''": ■ a'-; 
a continued'convéreioh^ f:' cycllç;AMP.-to 5,* AMP hy the ”en»ymd ocmplex** 
which ohowo.oyolio'A®.■,phosphodièoteraç©'activity (Monard,;: Janecek. '
' Bickenherg (19^ 9) ) without a ooiToeponM oonvcraion of ATP to 
cyclic AMP hy adonyl -oydlaae (Figure 56) ..The ATP pool falls at the 
end of. growth (Bohertcon (unpubllBkod result#) ). During the time that ^ 
' ensymO sÿntheçiC::.ie''rçpreéscd :thçyCelle' will be :Byn.thOei8ing ATP# - 
. Gyoiic Am\.rrny not he;'/'eynt3ieaic#d%throughout thic time ao there may he 
a critical concentration of ATP below which oyolio A® is not syntheeieed# 
This may aocount for the ropresbicn of enssyme'synthefelo. ; Cyolio, AMP ie 
also .rccpiired for growth on à number of carbon sources including glycerel
Peylmen #nd PketeW ( ) # A# éèll# o»n g%# witho#
W W #  »$>%## that thèr* i# $ oritloal oenewi#eti#h 
of oyolâo. AMP below which y^#»^lac^iâ4A0e #yn###i# dee# mi #cc#$ I ' 
have oencludfd that it 8 ^  h# # q#hWtion ef ho# w low ATP pool #md 
# low oyolio AMP pool which eau### r#pÿ###ioA*. ihm th* Bhçvexremult# - *
_l ;hW# étm concluded'-that.» rWuotioh in the iht%%h#lWmr oçwehtmtioh , 
,of.-0yéliô AMP eau*## # réduction ih th# differehti#! mt#, #f\
' y5#0Ealact#aWa#
dw# ; \ .
/ Th# int^calWa# 0#ç#ntzatim cyçlio AMP o m  h# #ohtr#ïi#d 
hy #h# or mer# #f tha?## way# i) hy. laa^g# from th# call# il) hy 
Mehylÿcÿc ] #^ph#di#ata%###*; Wh#n *!#### 1# ■ / -
addad t# »tarv#d c#ll# #f B,#li cyclic AMP i# axcritad into th# aeditMo 
(Makmàn ahd Sùtharland (l&dg) )# - MiaVaay h# a g#h#ml prccadur# hy 
which th# call# radttc# th# iatracallulay l#v#l #f cyclic AMP# Thar# 
ha# h##n a rapçrt which aiaggaat# /that; #11 may indu## th# axtruaica
Ot cyclic AMP 1### hy leakag#. #. whan ' th#y #nt#r th# c#ll (And#r##n and 
■Mccd (1969) )# V
ît ha# h«#tt y#ntfi#d that Ë-^ ccli . ccntaina hoth th# anaym# ad#nyl r 
çÿcia## (Ta# and hiiamh (I969)* ïd# (I969) ) which ayath##!### cycli#
AMP fyctt ATP and th# #n#y%# ##Rpl#% which çcnVert# cyclic AMP tc 5* AMP 
(Mcnatdi Jaaacak and pickanharg (19^ 9) ) (Pigur# 36)# Th# cyclic AMP pool 
■^iMm «an h# «ontr#ll#d hy th# ralatiw# actiwiti## of th### tw# anaym###
In the main thoir aotiviti## ara alt#r#d to raduc# th# cyclic AMP pool 
raauiting in th# r#pr###i#n of anaym# aynthaai## fh# pool ai## «an h# 
d#or#a#«d hy oithar inhihitihg adaoyl cyclas# or atianlating
PhosphoonoX. Pyruvate îîPr
m m i  '
PhOspîiO 4 PYHOTATI3.
^ I#? . 4. Bugar
m m m  n
^ Sugar^ PhCèphat o +EPr
^ Heat Stable Protein,
f.,': ■ pWËïdlë&wWMlB##-,ÿAlWtlgk.my result's are not consistant T/ith the!
conclusion that pyruvate inhi bit sl'ldwyl qyola## ( % *  #ad Bifimn (l^g) )
- ')#':# that
- :(ÿl# (1^ 6$) )* ,'iBf mWÜt-*#;;-'
■, would pMdULO# jftii' :«lmi»’«i ' m «  «dditl#» of is*f»»«uad*' .:-
: 'Wh- #$''h#%Umo» 'W-!oeli#''ji#*W;r#"#yo«Wl/Ml4k^
' %' ' Bynthoui* 4*m*d4#$$ly#: . ###" *W; ÿéwfâüid wmiùd '
W.:#ÈB##W.Tto bring #1*ut ma abrupt uhmngc.
:"y" W  '.fmïlowing '&y|^ tbWi.mt
y#lnme#d.by, tb# .npmrmtl# bf thm'lr .«W Inhibltm ,,
bdmnyi'bybl#'### -' .1 hmd:'^'io#abl#d#-'ia»t''%^^ -
. nob :*pp#*ràÿ';bowbv*p* thUt -##' pem«m#è'/''ô<iËp%^ jlm, la.-'.nbnm' Wày/'iatùlYmd ’’ Vv-., 
Iniboatrolllng th# dlff#r#ntiml .rat# «î-'émskm #yathb'#4a. (P#o^'.^d 
!' P#r%uaa (1969); 3yl#r b^d K#ga#anik ( 197p) )# ,' ,Th#'ht&'b#': # ^  •
iui b(,#m$^l gtuoouidb p # # o *  oatmbbÙ'ta, répr##ïi«â:y,iin\«tetaa 
:p#boll lUokiag. aitha? #aàÿ##; 'I #f # #  :hbat:'#t*bl*:^  but not in " -
mu#»tè 'laoklng/jip*)^ 'll (ipattah and.''$#f Im*h} (1^9) ' % ^ i t  :wa# ' (wholtid#d' 
-that thi:ph08]^_tp*»af«raa« *n#ÿiâ#
bring abbttt th# r$prt##i#h #f i*n«y*# aamth##!#*.- :#'# .aotual 'fbnbtib*' #( 
*#)*# ' i#' uh#i#% Thin' 40### tiW iwpbtbd of a :hu*b#r ' bf/à#ÿar*bl#
,intjttMit4èailÿ?£4'^^ ' ;It';;wh#’tttite##ttd that-#w*#., of j^###'.
y:::::...-,..: \
:.retired t# pmp th# oyolio AMfÿ'intc- %#y»0dim br'''-'# produc# 'an -• •■.
activator of th# oyolic AMP pM#$^Wi##t#m##ë it W# been su^Oüted that 
##. o'owpXot# ;oompl#*,' i# r#(*air#d ' tor -\th#' 'production, of tran#i#nt ' " 
r#pr###ion (Tyl#r and %ga@#nik )* It wa# oonqludod that th# '
wotuaX' paaia^ of -oompom^ throu#;-^ meabran# wa# r##pon#ibl# for 
th#'-total .r#pr#a#ion:of #n#y#;#yn_th##i#*'-,T^ ^^  th#
'àporatlon. of ...h(^ o^## ':p#rm#a### ' oontrol# y # # ' - m t #  'of : 
yO#^l#oto#i### .ayh'th##!#. i#yoWiomly%d#htag#od to th#_ .o#ll'# Thi# 
allow#' -.'## eatarnal ;whvi#nm#nt to almoa# direotly control th# #ynth##.i# ‘ 
\df car tain anay### and hahca'-radwa.'th# .waatag# of ânargy and pro tain - 
prachraora# . -
Th# addition of raffind## ^td; 0#li#. growing, on y glyc#r#l/#alt# ’ roaulta ' - 
in a. raduotion: of -th# A W  .pool., (Figur# 24)# - Baff inoaa i« a grataltou# 
anhatrat# of th# lao D#r*#aa# (Hola# 19681» It la continually . 
tranaportad into th# call# wi# a-bonoW^ matag#,of th#:.#n#rgy - 
aourc# of th# lao p#m#a##' ' (iE)CarWroiWhA.-BuÉIay and Kannodàr (1968) )# '
Th# firat réaction of _ glyoard'l, *##%# "(yignr#'. 36) # ; th# oonvarsion of 
glycaroi to 6C^yo#ropho#3?hat#f is ATP dépandant* ;0n® would anticipât# 
that th# addition of raffinoa# would raduc# th# spacifio growth rat# {fA/* 
Thi# i* bom# out by th# raaulta (Pigur# 20)* About on# hour after th# 
addition of raffinoa# th# apocific growth rat# ha# fall#n to a now 
valu##' Praaumably th# growth rat# 1# changing continuaily during thia 
'pt'riod a# the call#'-internal:anvironmant adapt# to^ tho change in ret#
Of utiliaation of glyoarol*:'' The 'rat#^  of glycordl motaboliam. d#t#rmin«« \ 
th# ovarall rat# ôf‘#àOrgy-.éroduotioh.w, th#;'fat# of, oa^gah oonoumpti©»'*
Th»' '«f-'lncr»»»© o f th» ra t»  o f o ryg tn
'o f m tltu r»  fa ll# 'a f te r  mffiMom  1» M d#d (Figm r# 2)).# .; The Ohnnge in  
■thie rat»# - lik e  th a t o f the  ra t» : o f laorea»» o f ATr/m l o f
o u ltw o  (F ig u re  2$) about th ir ty  m im too a fte r  th e .a d d itio n  o f 
ra ffia # # # * Thom 'ohm^m o o w r before th#  apeW ifio growth m te  ehow# - 
: ##- ohaorvabl# -ohamg»# - Th»'o#X%# my euffloimtly high -
hm oom tration o f o # li:''p o )y *# r proour^jom to  a llo w  growth to  o m tim w  
a t; a vain# oloso: to ,;'the ' o r ig im l ra t#  tov -pmo tim e a fte r  the  ATP pool 
a%nd-.the:eimmll-rat#'.of'A eymth«#ie'#wpte^ t^ ^
The 'o:#Onential: rate, of -inoroh##. :of 2^^ 1^#oto#ié&ee/»l of oultar»  ^
;#loo„ fall# (Pigare 2t)* ;. The-rate- «tart#,; to deoroa## at approrimtely th# 
m m  time a#- th# «ipmA##ai..rate of ATP ayatheeie fall## . Th##o reeult# 
ale# Wiow ;thaf th# addition of raffia### - reduoe# both th# difforontial 
rat# of ^ 4B^la#o##w 25) mà th# AfP pool (Pigw#
24)* / %#' remit# from -a'aerio# of experiments in tMeh ooaoeatmtioa# of 
.yaffinoe# - ranging':fW# d#4 #  to 1*2. r*#l were added'to cell# groidag om 
glyeerol/#alt# thow that th# differmtial rat# of ^^ -gelaotoaida## i# . 
clircotly proportional to, th# ATP pool (Figur# 26)* ' A redmotioa in : 
the ATP pool %41l% mtumlly emOu^ lower th# %rolio AMP pool (Figaro 36)* 
Aooordiag to! th# more rooent theoril## m  .oataholit# ropremeion this will 
oau#o r#r###ioa* ' TM# ie mpperted hy the foot that #r#gmm# oyoli# 
AMP, will ^ liev# the ropreeeioa prWmeed hy raffia### (Figaro 33)* A# 
th# differmtial rat# of y^ ##laot##idae# ,ey»th»#i« i# dirootly 
 ^proportional to the ATP" pool* the unite of ‘ /^^laeto#ida#»/ml of 
mltur# ie directly proportional to th# amuat of ATP/ml of mltur# la ■
. .th#' p###a6#"»ad aheeno#. of raffiao»# , (F igure  34)# The additio# of 5
160' . 
oyOlic A# itt aacooiation with ImM retffinose inereaee» thé level of 
♦^**galaotoeidace/inX of culture without oorreepondingly inoreaeing 
the level of ATP/î»î of oulture (Figure 34) f J have oonoluded from thie 
that cyclio AMP ie more important than ATP in controlling ^ -^ galaotoeidaee 
y^nthesie and that rafflnéée rednoéé the eyolio Aî!P pool throng having 
reduoed the ATP pool*
. Thia oonolmion osploins why an earlier attempt to eetablièh a 
reiationohip between the differential rate Of y^galaotoeidaee eytitheeie 
and the ATP pool wae nnsuooeeefal (Prevoet and Mosee (1967) )# in thi# 
o&ee glxidoce me added to oelle growing on glyoerol# Olueoee ie a good 
Boufoo Of energy hence the ATP pool did not deoreae## The addition of 
gliioocef however* will have rednoid the oyolic AMP pool through the 
oporatlott of the gluooee pormeaee# : The moohanlem involved hue not been 
eetabliohod ao yet# Growing celle may behave ae etarved oulturoo and 
pump tho çyôliô AMP into the medium (Mahman and Sutherland (1965) ) or 
they may convert the cyOlic AMP to 5’ AMP (Figure 36)* The fact that 
oyollo AMP hae a more diroot function than ATP in the control meohaniem 
of oatabolite repreaeioh exiplaine why ATP had no effect on the rate of
o;^ theeic when added to a washed euepeneion of F^ coli 
which hae been treated with B33TA (hieve (I965) ) to deétrey tho ceil#^  
permeability barrier (Perlman and Paatan (1968a) )* Of all the 
adenylate nuoleotidee invèdtinted oyolic AMP wan the only one which
stimulated en&yme eynthealG# PresuL-ahly the exogenous ATP was unable
to influence the oyollo AMp pool#
On eeveral oounte * this eyàtem which t have examined appears to 
bo the leant, complicated example'of entymo repreeeion eo far 'etudied*
itfhe- ;AÎP ■ pool: oontî^ eié rat# of jS^ *g#l#oto#idR##
6p#olfl#^:g^ (^L* )# „ This memnç' that th#
" '  dlff#rmtial-.mt# of--en###;eynt^  ^ i# dl%#tly pamporticnal /t^. tW
-'. .Bpeotfio'ygro "ThiB& nèt;^ previou#. finding#. '■. '^
'.(Okinawa #d-'3)4hre##K ##.-pr<w#d^  adopted-1#'alter.th#-
,^.ié*^ wth;,rat# ### ve%^ ::Rmoh'-simpler :th#n-:th^  h#v#;h#d t# ;'
. fell#* ' I .#.ri#d : 'by - adding vàrioue, ooncmtmtim# of ■' 
'^ 'raffinose#.' ,Thl# would r#.#lt ' iAy.# deo.re### in/the. rat# of'metaho.liem 
, 'of (^ yo#,rol':and'henc#growt& .'!##^ pool;âi##e of th# intermediary 
 ^'moteboiiteé 'ëhçul^  '..fkll; .proportionately# depending, on the .ohang#;in'
"the: ATP pool* .- other worker# ,hav#'-had to vary.the -grWth rate by varying 
;:v the-;earhOn and energy'#oiWe#'(.Freeumhiy'. there will h#. a-:' empiété .ohmng#.
■ of the: -intornal; - envirohmeht each time the growth enhetrat# iO altered*" 
.■‘■Tho dlfferenêe# hetMeeh-.tho'^ tHd prbeednre# moot likely aooounto for .the 
fact 'that the oonêlti'aione^  are'- oo 'different# ' Tho. oomplexity of'the' oeeond 
: f.proeodUre may explain .why there a#, eo many eroeption# to the other 
./ ■'hypothesis that - '#0 differential'; of^#galaOto#idâB#' 1# inversely [■:
, -.- proportional ..to :th#: e'p#èifio':^ j^ wth;ratè';^  ) (OkinaW and-|)ohrogo#»., ;
"  (i#0)..-);/: ■:'";g^  ■ ■■."'' ’
In other Byete## thoreforo* repression foliow# a reduotiOn in th* ' 
oyolio ' A%# :pool .■prooedur## (Figure ■■36)#; Many oompoundo
produqo repreeaion primrily thrm^' .the opemtion\of ::,their penteao# . 
complexe,#*. They, may-^ then infiueno# th#. cyclic AMP pool through the 
,. clBO Of .the ATP pool::#d^  ^ th#. oorreé]^ nding latraoellular..
mviroa^ ment 0» th# activity of the énoymée involved in cyclic AMP 
motaholicm : (Figure ; 36) • Thor# to * therefore* hO relationship between
th# dlff#r#ntiàX rat# of ayhtheii# #nd th# A# pool .
‘iinc# th*^  oydlid $#' d#t#ll#d. hy wr* t]W-###;'pr####$#
Oataholit* 0#m# th#r#f#r#* h# hrou^t about in # m#b#r of
.'Way# ail of whi# ixmslv#; th# o^Xio AMP pool #&*#
(Figur# 36)$ bndar #y (Wwth «ohditioh#* however* it would appear that
th# oyolio AW;p##l-' raaphmd# #nly to th# ATP pool* Th# ATP pool in thi#
#jmt#'hontroi#..th# ovamXX'Wt#. of ATPAynthaaia# Th# availabl# aupply
of ATP ouppoft# both growth and th# wa#t#fUl addtwittiatioii of now#
■ *#taboli#abi#.'- raffia### Th# ibiSaho# of. th### : proooe### ■ ooatroi# ■th#
ATP pooi* It i# th# int#rd#p#ad#no# of. ATP Aovol * produotioa and
Ooa##ptioa which allow# th#{o#Xi'':''tp, .aohi#v# .'#uoh a wid# rang# of #t#ady
itat#» in whioh ail Oollnl# aotWtl## ar# primarily d#t#rmih#d by th#
#a#rgy wa#t#d in tt##!### raffiho##; aoouwuiation# Thi# #y#t#m i# probably
th# #h#pl##t on# which could b# u##d t# Otudy th# ph#n#a#non of oatabolit#
roproaaion* Eaffino## appear# to only affect on# of th# many proc#####
which dotorain# th# oyolio A# pool #i##$
My atudi## confim the## of other# (Porlman and Pa#tan (1968a);
Gilman and Monod (1968) ) that th# torn oatabolit# r#pr#«#ion* lih#
th# original term glueo## effect* i« not a euitabl# deeorlption of th#
ph#n#enon# The.oontrol'aechimiaa' ihvolved i#|.'»ow*, obviçuily.not a
negativ# control mechaniem* Th# differontial rat# of #n*ym# #ynth##i#
i# not d#or#ae#d a# a roault of th# build up of a repreaeor* it oocmr#
a# a coheoquenc# of a docroa## #  intracellular oonoontration of an 
. , ■ ■ - , :
.of w»a«w oiwiot, thewforej he wld
##»#«. #ymth##4# la râÿfaeaa&^ rhaüQ# iha-’iann oataWlt# repraaaion is
ms't S' auit&bi# ' t$%* alÀoc the meshmmiS* isTOlved la en* of posltlT#
osntyol* -
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To suramari##! the oyollo AMP pool ei»o can be regulated by a 
number of faotore* It can be Inoreaaed by the addition of exogenoua 
oyciio AMP and by either th# activation of atdenyl oyoXaae or the 
inhibition of cyclic AMP phoephedieaterase* Cyclic AMP can be lest 
from the cell by leakage which résulta in a fall in the pool siae#
The pool can also be lowered by inhibition of adenyl cyclase or 
activation of cyclic AMP phoaphediesterase # Once the growth substrate 
is exhausted the cyclic AMP pool falls* presumably due to the continued 
degradation of cyclic AMP without its corresponding synthesis. Finally
the cyclic AMP pool sise is regulated by the ATP pool.
Future developments.
To daté I have assumed that the cyclic AMP pool varies directly 
with the ATP pool# I hope that in the future I will be able to devote 
some time to mastering an assay for cyclic AMP which is sensitive to the 
lew intracellular levels. Hakman and Sutherland* a ( 1965) assay is 
sensitive enou^$ but the conditions are, apparently, difficult to 
reproduce. X will then be able to investigate whether or not the oyciio 
AMP pool is related to the ATP pool in this growth system* I would 
also hope to investigate the mechanism by whioh the permease complexes 
Control the intraoellular cyclic AMP pool. This would require both 
the ability to asaay cyclic AMP and the isolation and charaoterisation
of a number of different hexoae permease negative mutants*
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• lOUA’iiUmiA *
E»q61i. Ht300 hàB;ihe gonotype f /' #' The lap en^ymen
;: % -'Ar0 gémetlcàlly doreprcQaed.. but/hWir;;^ yntMai9l,8: Is- otill pubjcot
' to oatabolite ; repro8 aloii#: ; The control meohaivlsm of catabolité
' ropfeooion v^s otUcUed in thxo strain since; the results are not
' ■'ooBipli.oated by the pf esenoo of thO'IncIuatioa/rGpression medîianism*, .
Fhon cells grow on ^ g]ycoroï/salts m W l W  the differential l'ai of ,.;
y^LgalactosldaBo '^^thonls Is piibjoot to the least degree of.
oatabolitG repréOBion* . À .number of compoibids* esBontlally Kexoees 
' '-.' /. ' :  ^  ^ -//' . ' /:: 
\ and pyruvate, repress yO *^alaotosidaso ;synthesis* ‘ Pyxnivate is .
released.by the operation 6f’ hezose permease complexes* The
Igpothcsis that pyruVate ïmy : bansc rèprossién* wào 'investigated*.
Mutants of B*ooli 1#308 lacking either phosplioencl pyruvate .
synthaso or pÿruvat'é dehydrogonaso - the en^ :ymes which dot ermine .
.' pyruvate metabolism M-. wore .isolated*' ■ .If pyruvate ,per; se-'-causes. '
raprde.sionVit; should produce repression in both mut mit s* .The
result a from one hiutant support the hypéthèsiB, those ' from the
other clid''not*\ ''It ;wàs:;opnolddod that-pyr»vat«--per- sa^is not- ■ ■
:. responsible for outabollte répression# //;
During the initial Investigation raffinose* a noï^ot aboli «able
substrate *- lias -found- 'to^ repress yP^gulaotb^  ^ in celle
growing on glycerol* Thie repression wme ehown to be cataboXite
rOprasBion as it persist o over-many generations and is antagonised
by cyclic AÎIP*| More detailed invostigation «howcd that raffinose :
reduced the ATF pool* The effect depends on the concentration of
raffInose and it m s  possible to obtain a range of steady state ATP
il-
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à .pools aieing a .mmiber- of. raf f Ino oo .apnceiit rat ions, The'ATP pool
controls glycorol 'metaholxBm and thufâ ATP cyntheois'- ând; growth. A
; The, supply of ATP supports, héth ghoifhh mid ' the A'jastéfal; acoxmmlaAion 
of iion-’metahollsahlo; raffxîioae* .- The balance of these pi’ôcecBeè ' ; 
contrôle the ATP pool* The interdex^ endence cf ATP, leyel, prqcluction 
; and consumptlohg àllowç the oeil to achieve a wide xtmgo of -steady 
states in idiich oel Itilar act ivit 1 e s are .primarily dot or mined by the 
energy wafeted in xiseless raffinos© accuKïulatibn. Gaadex* -these^
, oircuinatancéB tlie differential ratc/of -yO.r^ silaotosidaso •, Syntheses 
is direotly proportional to the'ATP pool# The cyclic Aî-il^ pool 
appears to determine the differential rate of /O '^ galaotosidase 
; synthesis#: The resiiltc oiiggest that imder the concUtionB used*
, , the ATP pool detefminoD the cyclic AMP\pool which in turn determines 
the differential rate of y^-galaotosidaso .synthesiB#
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